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50-CENTS

Carraway child doing well after brain surgery
Parents knew something was wrong
By MARY LAYTON

MURRAY. KY

Murray Lacigar & 'limos Stall Writer

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — Gen.
ii Norman Schwarzkopf, commander of U.S. forces in the
Persian Gulf , War. said .today
that he apologized to President
B.ush and that he supported the
to eriJ the war 100

STATE
LEXINGTO.V - The Albert
Chandler Medical Center at the
I lniversity of- Kentucky has perrnd as firssttlt-art transplant.
ming the fourth Kentucky
.p:tal to undertake the

SPORTS
VERO REACH, Fla; -- Fernando Valenzueia, whose adven:,ires as a 1981 rookie wowed
millions and earned him an his:oric Cy Young Award, is a Los
Angeles Dodger no longer.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The govern.ment said. todty:. it's chief economic' forecasting gauge, which
has been flashing recession
warnings for the past eight
months, reversed course in
'February' and posted a,. big 1.1
percent increase.

FORECAST
showers early tonight with
little or no accumulation. Clearing and colder with lows in the
upper 20s. North wind 10 to 20
mph diminishing late. Chance of
precipitation dropping to 20 percent, Partly—cloudy and coo;
Saturday. Highs in the middle
40s.
Snow'

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.1, -0.4; below 324.4, +0.8
Barkley Lake
355.1, -0.4; below 331.4. +0.6
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Subscribers who have not
receised their home-delisered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Seven-year -old Jeremy Carrawav is back home in Murray
after brain surgery at
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah. Pictured vvith him
are his parents. larty
and Tina Carraway, and his stuffed dog, Crowbar, Jeremy
's constant companion
during his hospital stay.
Staff photo by Mary T. Layton

On March 8, Jeremy Carraway was unresponsive and "like a little rag doll." But by last Sunday he was a basketball player again.
Less than two weeks ago, seven-year-old
Jeremy was wheeled into surgery to have a brain
tumor removed.
Earlier, Jeremy's surgeon told his parents that
he might not speak again; there was even a chance
that he might die.
Marty and Tina Carraway prepared for the
worst, but they' needn't have. Only hours after
surgery. Jeremy was talking and walking the corridors of Western Baptist Hospital.
"Last Sunday Jeremy was dribbling a basketball
in his room when the doctor came in," his mother
said. Perhaps that was enougn to convince his surgeon to release him from the hospital.
Symptoms of Jeremy's illness began Friday,
March 8, at East Calloway Elementary. where he
attends the second grade. His teacher. Doll
Redick, was notified after he would not respond -to
rollcall in the library.

Jerern'y simpiy stared. V. :i101.:
said. And he didn't speak.
"I took him to the office and his heis-loppcd
on my' shoulder like a little rag doll." Redick
Jeremy's mother was called and he was taken :o
the. emergency room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
After completing routine test-, .1rcn:y
home. But his parents knew there was
-terribly Wrong.
"All weekend, he didn't sit up MON: :nn ;5
minutes. He put on his shoes once on Sunday
and
walked outside then turned right around and came
back. He hardly had enough strength to s:and
Tina said.
On the following Monday. while Jere-staying with his mother's p-arerits.
dent occurred while he was in :ne
rushed him to the local hospital .171.:
hours, he was inducted into
r'
Early the next morning, after
read his CA-T scan. Marty and Tina
their son had a brain tumor
"We were relieved - to- knov,
(Cont'd on page 21

Yeltsin fails to gain support after peaceful protest

MOSCOW (AP) — Boris Ye11.7 the Russian
republic anyway. There
fallal today to get lawmakers to was no
Vi0::11CC.
'support his proposal for debate on
Yeltsin's support was not so
a powerful presidency for the Rus- overwhe
lming _today among his felsian republic, one day after tens of Jow
lawmakers.
thousands of people 'rallied in his
Yeltsin. chairman of the Russian
support.
Congress' smaller fulkime legislaSoviet President Mikhail S. Gor- ture, could
not get enough support
bachev had tried to stop the rally from them
for a discussion of his
,for his archrival by deploying .prcipos
al to create a presidency for
50,000 troops and police. But the
republic.
demonstrators — numbering
The proposal needed 532 votes
150,000 to 200,00 by' one count — to pass and
open the way for a conturned out to support the leader of stitutional amendm
ent to create the

post. but the .vote was 456-447.
-The mass of :he Congress is
unprepared for constitutional
amendments now," Vladimir Babichev. a delegate and Communist
Party Central Committee member,
told The Associated Press.
Russian voters overwhelmingly
approved a non-binding referendum
on March 17 for a popularly'
elected president_
Yelstin also wants a popular
vote, and he wants the president to
have a strong hand in pushing radi-

cal economic reforms.
the Supreme Soviet to work •.0
The Russian leader has said tie mechanism- of the presiden:y
wants the elections to be held in mechanism of presidentia
late April or early May and that he elections.''
will run in them.
Since the proposal failed :0
Russian Communists accept that make the agenda, it probably w
a presidential post is needed. but not be taken up by lawmakers until
favor a .go-slow approach.
late spring, when the next Russian
"I don't think it's necessary at Congress is held.
this Congress," Russian CommunYeltsin was to address - the Conist Party chief Ivan Polozkov told gress late today. and he also lost an
reporters. "At this congress, it's attempt to prevent opponents from
necessary to order the constitution- delivering a report on their views
al commission or the Presidium or after his speech.

Murray School Board tabs Gingles for MMS renovation

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

opening April 1. The city will pay half of the costs and the
city school' system the remaining half. Correction cost for
repairs is as yet unknown. "Repairs will include sealing, covering and some repairing of cracks and blisters," Jones said.
In other business, the board:
*Reported that the computers requested for the Murray
High School library' would be available for use by the students
for referencing by the next school year.
*Announced that school facility officials met with the state
department to discuss, a school facility plan to upgrade by
integrating House Bill 940 throughout the policy' manual.

Murray Ledger 8 Times Stall Writax

The Murray City School Board has determined that Nashville architect Pat Ginglcs, a Murray' native, will conduct the
renovation of Murray Middle School. Dr. Paul Jones. superintendent of Murray Independent Schools. said during Thursday
night's board meeting that the work would probably begin by
spring of 1992.
Other repair work previously agreed upon by the board concerns the high school tennis courts, for which bids will be

City council looks into
new insurance coverage

Church leaders
warn against
post-Gulf War
illusions

*Said average daily attendance was 95.97 percent for the
school year.
'Agreed to hire Richardson, Howe and Wilson as auJi..or
for 1990-91.
*Approved the use of the commons area at Murray High
School for Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. provided AA is
responsible for custodial and cleaning fees.
•MOved in favor of the Artist in Residence Grant.
*Received a congratulatory note from Thomas C. Boysen.
commissioner of education, for the annual report submitted ii
the records of the school system.

Court cuts

The association provides cities
with an "alternative to commercial
insurance," according to KMRMA
The Murray City Council may representative Otis Fonda, who
turn to the Kentucky League of presented information about the
Cities for liability insurance coverage plan to the council.
protection.
One of the benefits of the
The council approved on the sec- KMRMA plan is that is can keep
ond reading Thursday night an insurance prices relatively low and
ordinance approving a joint and steady, he said.
cooperative program for self"I'm not saying that commercial
insurance with the KLC called the insurance is good or bad." Fonda
Kentucky Municipal Risk Manage- said, "but at some point clients get
ment Association.
tired of not knowing what prices
The non-binding agreement will are going to be and they take conallo$ the council to approve at a trol of the situation. That's what
later date the specifics of any cities are doing."
insurance coverage they decide to
(Cont'd on page 2)
choose.
By MARK COOPER

Murray Ledger 8 Times Asst Editor

NEW YORK (AP) — Leaders of the nation's largest ecumenical organization said'Operation Desert Storm resolved
little, and urged that a multilateral arms embargo be imposed
to encourage efforts toward
lasting peace in the region.
In a pastoral letter released
Thursday, the Rev. Leonid
Kishkovsky. president of the
National: Council of Churches.
and Joan Brown Campbell. the
council's general secretary,
warned that the U.S-led allies'
victory over Iraq should not be
taken as validating military solutions to conflicts.
"Desert storms can - blind us
to history', obscure the truth of
the present and blur our vision
of the future God intends for
God's people," they said in a
pastoral letter.
The council, which had advocated negotiations with Iraq,
includes 32 Protestant and
Orthodox denominations totaling about 42 million members.
Referring to the current Lenten observance of Jesus' temptations while in the desert for
40 days. the letter warned of
various "illusions and temptations of the desert" in the aftermath of the Gulf War.

YMCA named as sponsor
of abandoned car cleanup
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger 4 Times Asst. Editor

The Murray Family YMCA has
been named sponsor for the Abandoned Vehicle Recovery Program
of the Kentucky Division of Waste
Management by Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Wcaks.
The program is designed to
"locate and secure releases of liability" from the owners of abandoned vehicles in the county,
according to YMCA representative
John Williams.

The cars are then moved to a
central location and sold to raise
money for the group, he said. All
expenses involved in the recovery'
of the cars are paid from state
funds.
The sponsor receives 70 percent
of the total proceeds of the sale.
The remaining 30 percent goes into
a special fund to promote recycling
in the state.
Williams, who received the
blessings of the Murray City Council Thursday night, said the goal of
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Workers Ihursday removed overhanging tree limbs from trees
surrounding the Calloway County Court Square.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper
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City council looks into...

- 4

(Cont'd from page I)
The KN1RN1A, which started
with 24 members in 1987, operates
from a pool of more than $7 million in total assets, Fonda said.
One of the major advantages the
KN1RN1A has over the city's existing coverage. Fonda said, is it's
broad definitions of "wrongful
acts" in liability claims.
The coverage would protect
against claims from any such acts
and avoid specific definitions of
actions which could later invalidate
the coverage. Fonda said.
Western World Insurance Company ruled last year that the city's
liability policy did not cover the
Murray Police Department or three
police officers two years ago after
they were sued for alleged
negligence.
In other business, the council
approved a resolution authorizing
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry and City
Clerk lo Crass to sign.a.deed- finalizing the park land trade with
developers Howard and G.T.

kt inners in The Ifurra:i Ledger & Times
Easter Coloring Contest were ileft to right) Jessic
a Jenkins, 1st,
8-1(1 age group: Marion Rogers, 1st. 5-7 age
group: Amber %est. 1st. 3-4 age group: John
3-4 age group: Amy Patterson. 2nd. 5-7 age
Lee
Fisher. 2nd,
group: and N1anO Hicks, 2nd, 810 age
group. Oler 300
children participated this year in the annua
l competition.

return

good
Get a
on any old

Former Murray resident Kell campaigning for
State Tr
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

vsed
S25.00 Off
itade
lake
TO. pocchase et an

Donnie Ke:i. Democra:,c
didate for State Treasurer. plans to
bring three things to the office:
experience. Inleg7
and
accountability.
"1 want to le: :he 7;:0e of Kentucky. know ext-1:::\ where lottery
proceeds are. inves:ed That's Iv here
I'll ask for to:.:

Mak‘c

Ack1a
Gt.O.
Gas

Ballard officials
looking at ways
to replace jail

71CW•

.

Kei, :s also con,erned about the
—• 'ions of doiiars that are leaving
:he stale.s
institutions
.,2:17. •
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Ih.e\

no ties on that money
bse !: an\ way they
Ke 5.J -I'm highly
' i^es.ia..se a lot of
n=ing around
:o the i-oreign mark,
r.:,k ta\ dollars. 1-;I:.

BaLiaril
have 10 JOIT1

in Lyon County in order
the high costs
;ail, accord:r.i: •
report.
The cos:
replace
—77.7
insuffi.cient as -a
the state last month about S1.7
(,7
S379.520 per year
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a new

Carraway child doing well.
,
ni'd from page
II

rleremy is a. goe kid.. He
responded very well... Vieriwether
said. "The main risk was operating
in the area of the brain that controls speech."

\1,m::
"

Although Jeremy spoke only
hours after tis surgery, it was barely audible, according to his father.
But t didn't_ take long before hewas joking with the nurses and
issuing commands or icrossikorc,
puzzles and wordfinds.
, A constant companion for
Jeremy during his hospital stay was
a stuffed dog named Crowbar. The
dog even went into the operating
room with him.
After surgery. Crowbar's head
was bandaged, just like Jeremy's.
Taking the doctors' advice.

We aiso carp smokers. fish
cookers and grill accessories
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753-7283

Saie good Mon April 1
'Plrough Sat.. April '6. 1551 -

Suburban
Propane
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KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

BEIRUT — A powerful car bomb
exploded in Beirut s Christian suburb of
Antelias today, killing, four people and
wounding 22.'police said The blast set
fire to about 25 cars parked nearby and
scattered debris for a half mile The
attack, the second in the northern suburb
in 10 days, came one day after Preside
nt
Elias Hrawi s government ordered all militias and armed groups in 'Lebanon
be
disbanded and disarmed by April 30

970 Chestnut St.

APi
Hc are Trii..rsdav s
rig. •
seieLted by thic
•
4
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RUSSIA

3:

MOSCOW — New fighting in an auton
omous region of the Soviet republic of
Georgia has claimed five more lives
Tass reported today Gunbattles flared
Thursday between ethnic Georgians and
Ossetans in the Tskhinvaii region the
official Soviet news agency said ''Three
Georgian fighters, who were plundering
houses belonging to Ossetian families
were killed near the village of Khelchua
Tass said "Two local residents were

‘17.,.:
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3 steps to a
beautiful lawn. .

•

(-1
0,
I. Rent an aerator to prepare,
your lawn for seeding.

2.Rent
/

• .• Sale price effective
through Saturday. March 30

a seeder/spreader to
• fertilize and sew seed.

We also rent tillers, riding mowers,
push mowers & trimmers.
NEW SALON HOURS:
•

.. •
4
.1

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
"1 8A,"•1' I A.
,
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
1991, JCP•nney Company inc

ISRAEL
JERUSALEM — Israeli troops today shot
and killed three youths who entered the
occupied West Bank from Jordan, including a 12-year oid boy, the army corn
mand and Israel radio said Israel radio
said the three males ages 20 15 and
12 were carrying knives :An army
spokesman said the soldiers acted
according to routine instructions when
apprehending suspects The spokesman,
who could not be named under official
rules also noted there have been six
previous violent infiltrations in the area

ALBANIA
VLORA — The plan to hold Albania s first
multiparty election in more than 60 years
has let loose a powerful tide of emotion
,
drowning out debate beyond the key
Question are you for communism or
democracy? When Gramoz Pashko. a
leader of the opposition Democratic Party took the podium at his final election
rally in the Adriatic port of Vlora on
Thursday, thousands of young people
surged forward They chanted "Freedom
Democracy, and hurled chocolate bars
and flowers as a sign of affection They
vied seemingly demented for the prize
of scrambling onstage to embrace their
hero a 35 year old economist As at sev
eral other opposition rallies the actual
speeches seemed to matter little The
young people simply wanted to give sway
to teenage exuberance and frustration at
their miserable existence in Europe s
poorest land

NORTHERN IRELAND

and compact the yard.

•:•
•

killed, it said, quoting police officials in
Nprth Ossetia. -across the border in the
ssian Federation

ARMAGH -- Gunmen opened tire on a
van selling candy in a predominantly
Catholic neighborhood and killed three
people including- two girls police said
The attack Thursday had all the hall
marks of a killing by Protestant militants
loyal to British control of Northern Ire,

3.Rent a lawn roller to smooth
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-therapy. Since his tumor was prim:
ary. there is bend than a 50 percent chance that he will need radiation. according to Meru...ether.
In the meantime. Jeremy will not
be-going back
-Em Elementary
to finish the school year. but will
be working with a homebound
teacher so that he will not have to
✓epeat the second grade
Describing Jeremy as a "very
capable child" academically.
Redick said that he should have no
problem completing --all iii
schoolwork a; home
Altho-ugh Jeremy cannot yet run
or play strenuous sports. he doesn't
seem to . mind. For now, he'll
e\chany these things for all the
and act n%•c's gen:71g.
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PARIS — With the boldness of master _
Gothic builders, France s Roman Catholic Churth is preparing to do something it
hasn't done for nearly 150 years build a
new cathedral The first stone of the
futuristic Cathedral of the Resurrection is
to be laid Sunday at an Easter ceremony
in the city of Evry. a hub Icr fast growing
blue-collar and middle-class suburbs
south of Paris Catholic leaders are
eager to emphasize the symbeffc aspects
of the stone laying

PERU
Cholera has killed more than 600 people
in Peru stricken nearly 100 000 and cost
an estimated 51 billion in economic los,
ses to the impoverished nation U N officials say Ten cases have been confirmed in Colombia they said in their
reports Thursday- The epidemic, vititch
began in Peru in January has also sickened hundreds in Ecuador Dr Hiroshi
Nakaiima. director-general of the World
Health Organization, saying Peru s tos
ses total about $1 billion appealed to the
world community for help He said Peru
must rebuild its water and sewage treat
ment Systems and improve its medical
care
•L/MA — A bus with passengers bound
for Holy Week celebrations slammed into
a water truck outside the central Andean
city of Jauja, killing at least 11 people
and injuring 21, news reports said

TURKEY
IZMIR — A leftist group claimed respon
sibility for setting off two bombs at a state
gas station in Izmir on the Aegean coast
The bombs caused damage but no inju

Hwy. 641 N.

753-2380
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land A poiice spoke'with me Royal
Ulster Constabulary
spoke on condition he not be narn.ed confirmed the
deaths of two girls working in the candy
van and a male customer Local residents said the two girls were 17 years
old

In Observance of Easter
We Will Be Closed
Sunday.
Olympic Plaza

L. 4,'
4•
'

of Jea

By The Associated Press

Railroad Avenue Murray
753-1823
753-1824

.10

Jessie
son's c

NEWS OF THE WORLD
LEBANON

A

Jeremy's parents did not tell him-of
the tumor until after surgery.
"Jeremy's, a. worrier. If we told him
he was going to have surgery
tomorrow, he wouldn't sleep at all
from worrying." Marty said.
But the doctors did tell his
parents that they should tell him
that his head had to be shaved to
iperform -some of the tests. "For a whole week I tried d„te
think of a way to tell him that
they'd have to shave his head, and
I couldn't." Tina said. "And then .
Liimes out and loves it!"
Jeremy said that he plans to keep
h.s
short, although he does
w ttI11, to Cover his -scar.
Jeremy will go back to Western
Bt7::t Hospital in about two
eks to see if he needs radiati
on
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(Cont'd from page I)
the YMCA is to collect 400 cars
county-wide.
More than 40,000 junkers have
been removed from the roadsides
of Kentucky through the program
which began in 1973. Williams
said.
Those cars have helped to raise
more than S852,000 in 75 counties.
Removing the junk cars will not
only improve the looks of the
county and remove breeding
grounds for harmful pests, Williams said, but will also reveal the
"positive results from recycling."
Williams urged local residents to
help in the drive by contacting the
YMCA for information concerning
any junk or abandoned cars.

want to get the tax dollars back
dollars.
into the state of Kentucky and put
— Create a task force of two
the money in our local financial
banker
s from each congressional
institutions."
district to assist in local economic
In doing so. he plans to do the
development.
following:
— Establish wire transfers to get
— Start a state program with citize
ns' tax refunds returned in
local bankers to loan money at
days
instead of weeks.
lower interest rates to first-time
A native of Hickman County,
home buyers.
Kell moved to Murray in 1959
— Provide state residents with
after
graduating from high school.
an interest-free loan in the event of
He worked at Westside Barber
disasters such as floods or
Shop here in Murray until 1969
tornadoes.
after which he attended and gra— Provide farmers with lowduated from Murray State
interest loans. (This is currently
University.
offered to Kentuckians only on a
Kell has served the people in
federal level.)
Kentucky as a teacher. two-term
— Promote legislation giving the county clerk
and two-term county
State Treasurer the power to select judge
in Hickman County and the
Kentucky bankers to the invest- Kentucky Commission of
Rural
ment commission to oversee state Roads.

----

Whc•ii
cilit a
you l(:t.

along Wiswell Road.
• reappointed Bill Adams, Jr.,
and Robert Hopkins to the Building
Codes Appeals Board for a fouryear term.

easurer post

Kell s.,
'I don': o.s anyone right now
that car. lc;
where the lottery
money
spent and how
much is be
brought in. I want
mori'i'v ,T • , 7 !rom the Lottery
the Treasurer's
d And then he
plans to 7.•.e the information
ava,:dNe to
through the

By MARY LAYTON

grill.

Ernbec

Brandon.
The deed will be signed when a
deed to the Brandon's tract of land
plus $75,000 in cash is presented to
city and county officials.
The council agreed to finalize
the deal with the Brandons despite
a hesitancy by the Calloway County Fiscal Court to sign the deed.
The court feels the developers have
not met agreed -upon obligations to
build fencing and a bridge on the
traded property.
"The council feels our obligation
is to sign (the deed)," according to
Cherry, who had earlier signed a
preliminary agreement with the
Brandons which did not include the
fencing and bridge stipulations.
- The council also:
• approved a bid of S69,000 from
Jackson and Bailey Industrial Coating Inc. of West Memphis, Ark. for
the painting of the N. 48th Street
water tower.
• approved a bid of S30,180 from
Steve A. Burgess & Associates Inc.
of Kirksey for a gas line extension
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Higdon named to committee of NCSL
WASHINGTON — State Sen.
Greg Higdon (D-Fancy Farm) has
been named to the Agriculture and
International Trade Committee of
the National Conference of State
Legislatures (NCSL).

.
11.1111111y
al•
vt

The job of informing children N
oar job. Do not wait until they
experiment and get deathly ill. You
should especially realire that if a
child is young,.adults must. think
for them.
Every year over a million illnes' scs and injuries are caused by poi:sons in the .home. About MOO
children die from poisons that
looked -ioteresting to them.
All area fourth graders were
invited to participate in a poster
contest, sponsored by the hospital
pharmacy.
Darold Keller, director of the
pharmacy said going to the schools

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

with this type of project get.s child
ren thinking about what is considered poison, how poisoning can be
prevented, and what safety measures can help prevent poisoning
One winner from each participating school received a S50 U.S.
Savings Bond and is pictured here
with the winning poster.
All the poster entries depict the
many facets of poisoning and poison prevention from a child's point
of view. The posters will be on display in the corridor outside the
hospital cafeteria on the first floor
April g to 15.

Sen. Greg Higdon

For further information about
poison control. call the Murray
Calloway County Hospital Pharmacy at (502) 762-1197. There arc
speakers available to come and
inform what poison control consists
of and how to prevent the possibi • •
ty of poisoning.
If poisoning should occur, caii
KOSAIR Children's HOspinl toll
free 1-800-722-5725. An operator
will answer questions in case of an
emergency. Remain calm and
,.receive instructions.

Dan Mcs•utt. 11I

Compantas

State Auto Insurance
tlr

• IC..

407 Maple St

%

FRIDAY, MARCH 29TH
SATURDAY, MARCH 30TH
FOR WOMEN

FOR MEN

20°'-30°'o

OFF

FOR CHILDREN

30%

OFF

OUR ENTIRE COLLECTION
OF STAFFORD" DRESS SHIRTS

24.99 orig. to
2E4_33% OFF
25/0 OFF

30%

SPORTSHIRTS, BY ST JOHNS BAY'
TOWNCRAFP, For
AND PAR 4*

34.00

Chris Jones is the winner at
Southwest Elementary School,
Jane Cothran's class, for his
poster: "IF YOU USE, YOt
ABUSE." Jones is the son of Phillip and Nancy Jones of Route 7.
N1urray.

2504

HAGGAIT WEEK
SAVE ON ALL HAGGAI?'

ALL EXERCISE APPAREL

25%

OFF

29,99
SALE 24,99

Ong. to 68.00
JACQUELINE FERRAT KNITS

d

Ong 34 00-36.00
SELECTED WOMENS BLOUSES

e
A'

25%

OFF

SIMULATED PEARLS

A Time Of Joy!

LINGERIE BONUS SALE

25%

BOYS BELTS, & TIES

OFF

20%

SAVE ON

20%

STAFFORD

UNDERWEAR

30%

OFF

ALL OSH KOSH" FOR KIDS

OFF

OFF

YOUNG MENS CASUAL SLACKS

25y-400
/0

25%

ALL GIRLS EASTER
DRESSES

OFF

20%

•••-

SPRING WHITE
SALE FOR HOME

OFF

CASUAL LEATHER SHOES FOR WOMEN

20%

OFF

EASTER ACCESSORIES
FOR GIRLS
•ALL HAIR ACCESSORIES
•ALL GLOVES

24-3499

25%

ALL CONTROL TOP BRAND
TOTAL SUPPORT BRAND AND
SHEER CARESS' HOSIERY

OFF

GIRLS HANDBAGS

Ong to 46 00
SELECTED WOMENS DRESS SHOES

OFF

OFF

BOYS & GIRLS DRESS SHOES

OFF

ALL MENS SHORTS

SALE

ALL ADONNA' LINGERIE

OFF

20%

SHOES

OFF

20%

2004

ALL MENS WALLETS

BUY ANY 2 ITEMS FROM OUR NICE-N-SPICY'
OR FANTASIP COLLECTIONS AT 25% OFF AND
RECEIVE A MAIL -IN COUPON FOR A BONUS
BRA i150 POSTAGE & HANDLINGI

25%

SUITED SEPARATES
SPORTCOATS AND SLACKS

25%

SALE

OFF

BOYS DRESS SHIRTS

ALL MENS SWIMWEAR

EUROPREP" KNITS

OFF

BOYS SUITED SEPARATES

WOMENS DRESSY HATS

ALL LEATHER HANDBAGS

OFF

ALL BOYS JEANS FROM
THE ORIGINAL ARIZONA'
JEAN COMPANY

19993999 Ong. to 68.00 25% OFF

SALE

••

•
•
• •
.

SAVE ON COMFORTERS,
SHEETS PILLOWS, TABLECLOTHS,
AND TOWELS

OFF

BOYS & GIRLS DRESS SHOES

•
•

•

•
• %.

•

•

•

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone.
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

-.....411.141Proolerri"eor".•

••
—
""-••••rim••••-•••••
.

•

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT

,...,..c•

SELECTED WOMENS DRESSES

r- -

said Anthony NI'.A;r f Mild •
le. Alien Mlcr s brother

LAST 2 DAYS

SALE

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

,

•

and we try hard to go:, triern tne very pest.
insurance protectior. and service we car
provide - the kind they expect and deserve It
you:d lit<e to be one ct out V P 's give us a
car

• •-,42,86,4,4-1
Slat. Auto

ALL MISSES & SPECIAL
SIZE COORDINATES

This spring, celebrate all
that Easter represents a renewal of good feelings and joy! Take this
opportunity to reflect
with your family on the special
things that are important to you. It's
a time to celebrate the beauty of life!

,7

,.es27• •
t;y••••••
4••.

EASTER SALE
&
CLEARANCE

National Pd'ison Prevention
Week is set aside each year as a
reminder to prevent poisoning by
taking safety precautions and
teaching children certain substances are harmful.

,

•

-

Our Customers Are Very Important People

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

30%

Troor Per%ine is the winner at
Carter Elementary School, Nancy
Thurman's class, for his poster:
"KIDS. POISON. IT'S ONE OR
THE OTHER." Persine is the
son of Robert and Teresa Per%ine
at 1303 ()Ike, Murray.

%-‘

•

•
-

"Where the price and service,
makes the
easier to swallow."

MCCH honors Poison Prevention Week
How many people store harmful
subsances in a safe place and have
child proof containers? Do you
know what is harmful and what is
not?
It is a question that many of us
do not think of, until something
happens.
A basic assumption is made by
all of us. "My child won't get into
that." However, the majority .ot
children do not comprehend what
could cause their death. One should
not assume that a child automatically knows what chemicals are
harmful to them. With poisons.
there should be no guessing as to
what one knows and does not
know.

Higdon, who has served in the
state Senate since 1982, represents
all or portions of Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman and
Trigg counties.

000-4.,%4444.1t Ettou You

Jessie Harris is the winner at East Elementary School, Diane Patterson's class, for his poster: "CHILD POISONING." Harris is the son
of Jeanie Harris of Route 6, Murray.

e,-

-.7'

HENDERSON. Ky. (AP)
Two taverns that sold beer a
vodka to a man who became into
cated and crashed his car into
house, killing two people, were r
liable- for the deaths. a jury rulc
A Henderson Circuit Court ;u
awarded about S1.25 million
damages for the rleaths ol Al!
and Cheryl Miller on Thursd.,
Jurors placed 90 percent of the
1)114 on the drunken driver and
rest on the city of fienicrson
Family membcrs said :hey Ytt'i
C•iS•IPPOIni0d that 1.1-ie taisemswc
not found ne4ligent.
:The bars h.o.c gilt to 100

Issues high on the committee's
agenda this year include implementation of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, pesticide regulation, and negotiations for a
U.S.-Mexico free trade agreement.

The SFA convenes three times a
year to meet with federal officials
and develop recommendations on a
wide range of national issues that
affect state-federal relations.
"As a member of the committee.

PAGE

„Alf r*

:••'. •

Taverns not liable in
deaths by drunken drive

I will be able to voice concerns
specific to Kentucky, as well as the
concerns of state legislatures
nationwide," Higdon said. "Many
federal decisions have serious consequences on the states and we are
able to have an impact on these
issues through the SFA and
NCSL."

• The committee is one of 11
standing committees of NCSL's
State-Federal Assembly (SFA), a
policymaking body. The SFA is
responsible for the conference's
lobbying efforts before Congress,
the White House and: federal
agencies.
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Chestnut Hills • Murray
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JCPenne

JCaenney Company. Inc
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Salon Hours:
Store Hours:
Mon -Tues -Wed. 10-8
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Thurs. & Fri 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5 Sun. 12:30-5:30
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Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
Senate, ashington. D

21W10

RIPRI ,s,NIONs

R0‘1 kt A, All
No amount of tele% ision co‘erage can prepare ?•011
for the sights
and sounds 01 kuk%ait after the ‘‘ar.
I learned this for inselt during a recent congressio
nal tour of the
region in the \%ake ot the de‘astation brought
about bs -Saddam
Hussein. I-‘err thing t e sa%% and heard
as .different. trom.anthing
%%e could ha‘c imagined on the long flight to the
Persian Oult. and
almost all ot it •ts unforgettable.
e lekkC4.1 destruction from the air, hut in\ most
‘1\ id impressions are those ot our troops helping to start the long
process of healing
and reconstruction on the ground. .-‘11 of our troop
s are as eager to
come_ home as ‘+c. are to u.elcome them hack. Nit thc.
continue to make
a di/ten:m.1-c as v.
orl, to‘%ard a t till sithdra‘kal trom the Gull.
s‘at,:he,1 .‘incrican troops nelping to rebui
ld oung Ii' Cs as
enthusiast
ol jilt eer• at an institution for handicapped child
ren in
Ku‘Aait, And I enHed a %.isit it h kentuekians
assigned to the 3-th
\LASH unit. ‘‘hi,h is setting up a desperatel neede
d hospital to care
for injured soldiers and ;Milan, in ISualt,(
The best par: ot the trip ',A as meeting +%ith s,ores ,)t
Kentuckians
at e err `top. I st:d mr hest to an' er questions and
meet c:k err request,
such as ",,ik n rtsliirS's
th,::.L :0 10% ed ores or siniplr making
phone ;all, upon
Ut.,7 1!.!•...'7•ar%
• ".."!1
!rag. ',she!: 01,7 troops 'ere
L1112gM.;.,! :n to !ace tic dan-• that go along ith thc
uprising against
Saddam Hussein. I „an :eIl
that these brave troops 0tild ike
nothino better ,hari to lead at: ,rterna:iona:
ot :he cn„t ot
this hru:al ,11,:tx,o7
sa stark eidcnce ot
hru:aht
n the humon
ot
Saddam', iti'.asion ot1•:.o.ka:t. And %.,c
hundreJ tires o.
the burring 0:l tields he lett behind.
As someone said, the ;:ound
:s
smoke • •
the con-tam tHres •o thiek that 7. 0u Jra: midda I lie tempct-a:ure is kio Llegt- ees
7"1;.•
anJ 47'
under the smoke -T
`7`•
in the %s
aTea.1.:
7,, "
"ha"-1
•rlii
•
tsaddan.
,," .,.h1,J.7,
re%enueloses
,
r ',",`,..ha,.;" 011.
Th.:,•

•
'nist:rar7Isat

One hundred thousand. The figure
Is large enough to make a stunning
impFessipm it is small enough to he
vividly-understood. Last year 100.000
women were raped in the United
States. Those were the reported cases
Police estimate the actual number is
close to 1 million.
Something has gone dreadfully
wrong in our country. Crimes of
violence are increasing at a pace well
beyond the increase in population. In
many large cities, teen-aged gangs
have taken over whole neighborhoods. Even in small cities, people are
afraid to leave their homes at night.
The people are especially outraged
about one recent crime of violence.
And what was that crime'.) There is a
marvelous irony here. The people and
the press are especially outraged
about a case of police hruta:.ity ir Los
Angeles.
Granted. the conduct of the police
officers in the caw. of Rodnes King
cannot he condoned. It was inexcusable. intolerable. unwarranted. unpardonable - all of that. The offending
officers must he s..itahlY punished as a
_deterrent to their fel:ow ofricers. Let
us condemn the T.,Afent onsolutel‘
But if the heating of Rodeny Kicac
cannot he
.'r.uc ft may
credibk he k:
'a c ful,
aorr
,pre-hend the
-..stran;•t•

(3(

peon

Crime and outrage
likely to he reduced by an amendment
ex-tending the death.penalty to those
who take hostages. Murder rates will
not he affected by a tightening of
habeas corpus proceedings in federal
courts of appeal. The president recommends sensible restrictions on the
exclusionary rule governing the admissibility of e‘idence. hut this is
lawyer stuff.It is far removal from a
that police officers must endure.'
scream in the night.
Day after day tho see a maddening
.
The frustration that is felt by police
story repeated'. Tht-:.y make an arrest.
exten
ds across the whole spectrum of
often at danger to themselves. They
criminal law. A House subcommittee
round up evidence sufficient to conhas been holding hearings on the
vict. And then what.
'Day after das
Brady hill, so designated as a tribute
thes see suspects released on little
of to Jim Bnidy. forrncr-press secret
ary
Criminals routinely go free to
Preside: Reagan Brad% was ter
to
repeat the:r crimes_ In only 5 percent
rihy iniured
the assassination ato•6 percent of all crimes ofv
tempt
of
Ins.
The
would man yy :I!
a7C0 :Cad at :ca.:
seen
J.:the
perod hes;gnif:car.: time behind bars
a :,,e7sei.t
dealer Lould
WC :72.r:\ nnt:\t do better. In his
complete the sa!e
a handgun to a
message :a Concess of March
customer
President Bush made some useful
no.•/14 seems
that the lirad‘
recommendations. I don't mean to
will pass. If 1 were in Congress I
criticize. he: his Comprehensive Viwould ote for it. b..t I would hay e no
0:(r.: Cr:me Control Act of 1991 isnot
comnrehens:ye and it will not 'do, illusions that mc waiting period
would cohthninc toward crime eonmuch tov.ard J:-me control. There is
tr0'. Fv ch. inni„- mcsent u.s. crtm:not n.,,,och Con,4-css and the president
no:\
can do, for the control and pun:shIlLas,.
',l
mem of vio:ent crime is not their
primary responsibility.
g:.71
"
72,
The record number of rapes is not
. :

meecinti
alloy
uryv
inleslom
they

searched.
Other gun control bills are likely to
he as futile. The president asks for
mandatory prison terms for the use of
firearms in drug offenses. He would
hart the kind of gun clips and magazines that run semiautomatic weapons
into 15-round machine guns. but these
weapons rarely figure in street crime.
A great part of Bush's omnibus bill
amounts to creating new federal rules
of ey idence that would he models to
the states.- In these section: he raogni/es that finally it is up to the states
and localities to redouble their efforts.
Within limitations, wholly apart
from the president's hill, the federal
government can help. Wherever a
plausible constitutional foundation
can be established, as in the transportation of drugs and firearms in interstate commerce. Congress can act.
The government may transfer abandoned military bases and mothballed
ships for use is local jails. Congress
may. assist in-the construction of state
prisons.
Alter we have exhausted our outrage at the LA. cOps, suppose
we
redirect our wnse. of outrage to
a
better purpose. It is time, Bush said.
to take baCk the streets." It is time "to
liberate our neighborhoods from the
tyranny' of fear. Bush is right: high
time.
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IS DENT BUSH DEAR SIR:
1.441,v Succ.S.STULLN
P•1\AI WORLD
ORIDEQ LOOKS 4, Lot LE OLDWORL3D
WsT NiOvv
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Today In History
Today is Good Fn .:ay. NIat.,..ri 29. •
•/: T-._
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 29, 1973. the last United State
s troops left Saath
ending America's direct involvement in the
Vietnam. War.
On anis date:
In 1638, _Swedish tolon:sts
.
_settled in present-day D ..
,
In 1790, the 10th president of the Lintai
States. .1J7-.7. 7 •
s
in Charles City County. Va.
In 1812. the- first White House ..-.ng lnok
;lace as
Pus-'..
Washington. sister-in-taw -of- Prestrt •7: I
Court Ls:tee Thomas Todd
In 1867. the British Par::::7.the Dominion of
ada.
In 1882. the
In 1932. a va..L••
.227 2:
"Ladies and ger...
pause vvinnii yo.,
In 1947:.
bulter and .chaa,a
„ .•
In 1951.
agn. Jalt..;s and Ethel Rosen-":
espionage chard:a
'1'-•
:r. Juna
In 1971. 20 icia .7:"7".:* Lt. William, L. Ca:a:, .7
murdering at lea,
namese civilians in the !sty
Icy ended up snern
three years on;:cr
In 1971, 20 years an - - a jury in Los
An,ge:CS 7;2J•77.7'....- -.2 :7.2 •
penalty for Charles Mann.7. and three
female fo..owers
tha
..i.„
La Bianca murders. (The senterna•
In 1974. eight Ohio National G-17-!.•!7.C eventually
f1 Were indicted ....h. intarges
stemming from the shooting deaths -„f
-7 students at Kent St.::
ersity. (The guardsmen were acquitted
:72 fc:: -sing NOVC7T.t:.7
Five years ago: A court in Rome
B.ngarians
:' 72e
Turks of charges they'd conspired la
7'1! .L7"7. Paul II
citing insufficient evidence.
One year ago: President Bush, addran
7
Nan:•nal Lea :ar,h..p
Coalition on AIDS. declared his adrninisthan
nn.
f
against the disease-, and called for compassion "on a wan.
, not discrimination. toward
those infected with the virus.
Today's Birthdays: Former U.S. Senat
or Eugene McCarty is 75.
Actress Eileen Heckart is 72. Sen. Larry
Pressler. R-S.D.. is 49. British
Rime Minister John Major is 48. Come
dian Eric Idle is 48. Singer Bobby
Kimbal is 44. Actor Bud Cort is 40.
Gy'mna'st Kurt Thomas. is 35.
Thought for Today: "Those who say they
give the public what it wants
begin by underestimating public taste and
end by debauching it.''
T.S.
Eliot, American-Anglo poet and critic (18-l
9(.,.7,,.
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pen year By mail to other destina
tions 564 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone
753-1916
The Murray Ledger & Times is
r of the Associated Press, Kentucky Pryss
Association and Southern liewspapera membe
Publishers ASSOCIaliOn
The Associated Press is exclusively cnutled to news originated
by The Murray Ledger &
TUTICS.
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one of fm,
reiatRes. the. fant
:'.C7i) A paratrooper, he spent .a.inost i.s. • ears in
the Pacific fightin;
after
another, He was :7, ,.1fosnole ‘.4.ith his
closest 'nuddy,
hst man at his
wedding, when h., friend took a
Japanese bullet In tne head ,
The day he came baLk. his.young
te and the rest of the family
gathered at a tin\ fI,11 his wile had
rented in
near Montrose.
There
'Me beer. tears and
sardw:,.hes Then ever\ hody went
home and :eft the young co..ple alone.
A week .ater he tim)k a oh scrub nine Inc outside of streetcars until
somethini. better turned up
.And to tills tar.(
he doesn t talk
about his own .t.arnne experiences
or. for that matter, aho•at wars in
general. The last ithr,e he mentioned
war. 1 thmk he said. 1 hey re stupid."
Many of the politicians who are
organizing the festivities say they will
not only be honoring the Gulf War
tors, hut also the veterans of our
other wars
I suppose that's a nice gesture, and
many veterans will appreciate it. But
there will be others who will ask to be
excused. No offense meant. of course.
but they had their own wars. and they
have their own memories.
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and Mrs. Robert E. Moyer. is a
freshman at DePauw University,
Greencastle, Ind.
Forty years ago
The two N.C. & St. L. Railroad
passenger trains operating through
Murray will be discontinued on
April 1.
Charles H. Jones, yeoman third
class. USN, is serving on flagship
USS Mount McKinley out of
Pusan, Korea.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs: W.R. Pendergrass
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Collins, March 24; a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Hughic Edward Duncan,
March 25: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
H.C. Montgomery and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Keys Farris. March 26.
Miss Sue Holland of St. Anne,
III., is the guest of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. M.B. Holland.
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Twenty years ago
her 89th birthday on March 27.
Albert B. Futrell has been promThirty tears ago
oted to sergeant while serving at
W.C. Elkins. Holmes Ellis. L.D.
McConnell Air Force Base. WichiMiller. Dr. A.H. Kopperud and H.
ta. ,Kan.
Mesdames Harold Eversmeyer. Glenn Doran have been named to
Raymond Carter. Elmer Sholar. Board of Directors of Murray
S.C. Colson, Brent Manning, N.P. Chamber of Commerce.
Mrs. William Nall of Murray
Cavitt, James E. Golden. Paul
was elected recording secretary for
Maggard, J.C. Kemp. Lud Larson,
First District of Kentucky Congress
members of Calloway County
of Parent-Teacher Association at
Homemakers Clubs, and Barletta
Wrather, extension agent. attended 673n.nual spring conference at Lone
ak Elementary School on March
the Kentucky Homemakers Exten-5.
sion Association meeting at Lexington, March 25-26.
Col. and Mrs. J.G. Fowler preJack Bclote and Ralph A. Tessesented a program with colored
neer, Murray, sophomores at Murslides of their travels in Europe at
ray State University, have been
Mother-Daughter Banquet of Murawarded seven -week research study
ray High School Chapter of Future
grants at University of Tennessee
Homemakers of America held at
Medical Unit at Memphis, Tenn.
Triangle Inn.
Mrs. Laura Mayfield celebrated
Suzanne Moyer. daughter of Mr.
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Ten years ago
Betty Boston, John Dale. Betty
Coleman and Theron Riley were
installed as new officers of
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line. Wallace Baggett is advisory
consultant.
Gene , Dowdy. Calloway. County
High School, representing Hazel
Woman's Club, won first and Bill
Shelton, Murray High School, representing Murray Woman's Club.
won second in Art Contest of First
District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs. Both'' will enter
their art works in state contest at
Owensboro. Fonda Grogan of Murray Woman's Club will represent
the club in sewing state contest.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Newsome.
March 6, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John P. Young Jr., March 11.
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For each veteran, his own memories
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Medicare open enrollment in progress
Between now and April 1, eligible
people can sign up for Medicare
medical insurance. The open enrollment period is set aside each year to
allow people to change their minds if
they never signed up for medical
insurance or had it before and dropped
it.
Medical insurance helps paydoctor
bills,outpatient hospital services,durable medical equipment. and certain,
other medical items and services not.
by the hospital insurance part
of Medicare.
For people who enroll now, medi-

DR
. Gorr
by Peter
Gott. M.D

cat insurance protection sfarts July
1st. The basic premium rate this year
is 529.90 a month. It is increased by
10 percent for each year a person
could have had it but was not enrolled.
Questions about Medicare can be
answered by calling the Medicare
toll-free telephone number. 1-800888-1770. To sign up for medical

OD 1991 NI.:V.WAPEH FISTERPRISE A.S.SN

A jury in Exeter last week convicted Pamela Smart, 23, of being
an accomplice to first-degree murder for conspiring with William
Flynn, 17, and two of his teen-Age
friends in the murder plot.
The judge immediately sentenced her to the mandatory life in
prison. Flynn and his accomplices
testified as part of plea-bargain
deals calling for minimum prison
sentences ranging from 18 to 28
years.
Smart's attorney plans to appeal
her conviction.

after accounting for inflatidn
according to the Consumer Price
Index. It did not give the basis for
the calculation.
It was the first time since
1981-1982 that-the average -faculty
salary declined after inflation, the
association said.
From 1988-1989 to 1989-1990,
average faculty salaries rose 6,1
percent.
For 1990-1991, full professors
averaged $56,210, associate professors $41,780; assistant professors
$34,640 and instructors S26,090.

The Calloway County High School Laker
Band as awarded all Superior ratings in
KNIEA Concert Band Festkal. held in
the 1991 Region One
Padu
`'March".from -Robert lager's Third* Suite cah on March 26. The takers' concert selections were
and
Emperata therture by Claude T. Smith
ratings represent the highest of fie possible
. The Superior
Band also on a Superior rating in the sightratings awarded at any KMEA-sponsored festi‘al. The Laker
reading e‘ent. according to directors Fred
Mullins.
Ashby and Gar-

Patient infected with AIDS by dentist wins leg
MIAMI (AP) --- A woman wh, .
contracted the AIDS virus from her
dentist has on an out-of-court legal settlement from the health ,:nsurer that recommended the dentist to
her.
Kimberly Bergalis. 23. of Fort
Pierce is one of three of Dr. David
Accr's patients known to he
infected by him. Acer. who prac.uecd -in S,tuart. died of AIDS in
September:
Bergalis' attorney Robert Montgomery said Thursday an agreement was reached with Cigna Dental Health of Florida Inc. He
refused to disclose the amount
because he's .representing the -two
other patients still seeking
compensation.
Montgomery had said earlier he
would seek at least S25 million for
Bergalis.
Bergalis didn't w-ant- to cOrnhlent
on the settlement.
"1----ileC42-40--k-inft
:
of-iake - it-all
in," The Palm Beach Post today
quoted her assaying. "You cannot
place a dollar yalile
happened." Gravely illWith AIDS, Bergalis
already received SI. million. from
Am's insurance .company. CA
Insurance Co. -- the full 'value of
his medical malpractice policy.
The Accr case became public
when he wrote to his clients before

al settlement

nis death, warning them he had the
disease and advising them to - be
tested. The federal Centers for Disease Control later determined the
dentist treated 1.700 patients after
contracting AIDS in 1986.

The case led the American Medical Association and American Dental Association to recommend
AIDS-infected doctors and dentists
tell their patients about their
conditions.

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Auto (Team"
Life
Immo
Home
4Gee.
Health
Business
Annuities
A tradition in service
since 1981
Jim Fain

7— '502,
53-0632

T

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

Co-ore-y e'evec
•c.ng c..ofc'ele 'bars Nc! pre 'ato Caroen!e•
he
ro- FEE es.
.-nates -eferences ant :ocatvl of garages
ria-ar!ly

A a-a
wea

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
hardboard siding

Wnh
1' car (12x20)
2 Car (18120)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2", Car (24x24)
Large T.r) Car (34930)

F

Deluxe Models
--S2,475
1 2 Car (12x20)
$3,175
2 Car (18x20)
$3,475
Large 2 Car (22922)
$3,675
2 2 Car (24x24)
$4,175
Large 2'-) Car (24x30)
PIJs o" aue
+rel."

-se- as

a-c

7e-

riTyre04
$2,875
$3,575
$3,975
$4,075
$4,675

TOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BE'TTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Melber. Ky. • ;502) 674-5530

$100 OVER FACTORY INVOICE

THURSDAY 28TH - MONDAY APRIL 1ST.

ALL IN STOCK

'90
'91
'91
'91
'91
'91
'91

Laundry Basket
Heavy duty plastic woh rectongul-i•
design holds the heaviest loads wdc
out saggieg
buckling I I. bushel
(opacity. in assorted

SUNSHINE
MAKERS

broom con handle 4'e largest iabs
Built to last w.th tnelal support brace
60- hardwood handle

RENT-TO-OWN

Dodge Ramcharger
Plymouth Voyagers
Dodge Caravans
Jeep Cherokee's
Jeep Wranglers
Eagle Summits
Colt 3dr. & Wagons

4- sold fill

Specials

$1Mr OVER FACTORY INVOICE
You Keep the Rebate

Ace Clamp Lamp

Add lught when and where you need
it Great lot garage. attic Ot base
meet I 50 watt bulb

7e)

Dodge :Ur

Cadge Truths
GAL
MA( SUPPIIES LAST

1131 5E01',
571145 87 88 89 90 91 15959 62 n`

Ace 5 Star Flat
Latex Wall Paint

Flat Latex
wall Paint

One coal coreroge at one lo.
pnc• Spot reststont and washable
!meth Custom colors hegher

0

"Whatever It Takes - We Want to
be Your Car/Truck Dealer."

111111S1.1.1(
Rymoulfi

PEPPERS

31•• e•on

753-3361
208 E Main

2400 East Wood Street

Paris, TN

642-5661

1-800-748-8816
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LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) —
tion receiving federal funds, Lanza
Authorities arrested two men on said. A
charges of planting a pipe bomb carries a conviction on the charge
maximum sentence of 10
under a police car at the University
years in prison.
of Kansas on Thursday.
The motive "was not political,"
The bomb was moved by a
said Lt. John Mullens of the campolice officer to a nearby field, pus polic
e. "It was more like,
where it detonated before dawn, 'Gee, we
built this. Let's go somebreaking a car windshield and a . place and
set it off."
dormitory window. No injuries
The officer found the bomb,
were reported.
which was equip
The officer who moved it "was and battery, after ped with a tither
he saw someone
very lucky it didn't go off," said running from
the
car.
Mullens said
Jeff Lanza, an FBI spokesman in there was no
time to evacuate the
Kansas City.
dormitory hall before the device
Two 20-year-old men, one a stu- exploded at
dent at the university, were charged were arres 3 a.m: The two men
with using explosives at an institu- Mullens ted shortly afterward.
said.

College faculty salaries rise average
of 5.4 percent; less than inflation

Central Shoeing Center

aa:•14.41.14,

insurance or get other Social Security.
information, people should contact
either the Paducah Social Security
office located at 546 Lone Oak Road,
telephone 443-7506; or the Mayfield
Social Security office located on U.S.
Highway 45 North, telephone 247.
8095. Social Security also has a toll
free number: 1-800-234-5772.

No impropriety found in
Smart jury investigation

753-7670

PAGE 5

Pipe bomb explodes near campus

DEAR DR. GOTT I've been diagnosed with peripheral neuropathy.
Can this be treated and cured?
DEAR READER. Petipberal neuropathy means that one or more
nerves in your legs or arms are not
working properly. This is caused by
nerve irritation, inflammation or injury. such as trauma, autoimmune
diseases, infection, toxic agents (for
example. antibiotic allergies, industrial poisons and lead), vitamin deficiency(especially the B group), diabetes.
hypothyroidism
and
malignancies. The cause of the neuropathy must be identified before
treatment can be considered.
- -Fortunately, many causes of this
affliction are curable.
Neuropathy causes pain, numbness
and weakness in the distribution of
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —
the affected nerves. For instance.
carpal tunnel syndrome is neuropathy Investigators have found no eviof the hand, produced by compression dence that a juror impro
perly disof the nerves in the wrist it is treated cusse
d the trial of a high school
with cortisone injections, physical
therapy and surgical decompression. instructor convicted of manipulatThe neuropathy of diabetes usually ing her student-lover into killing
affects the feet and may improve her husband, a prosecutor said
once the blood sugar is brought to nor- Thursday.
Mal with medication and or diet.
Pamela Smart's mother, Linda
Metabolic neuropathy (caused by di- Wojas, filed a compl
aint last week
etary deficiencies), which affects the thai
alleg
she
ed
had.
received an
hands - and the feet. Will usually improve once the deficiencies are anonymous phone call from a mart
who said he heard a juror illegally
corrected.
TherefOre, in answer to your ques- discussing the case in public. Judge
tion. peripheral neuropathy has a le- Douglas Gray questioned the juror
gion of causes. Your problem can be and let deliberations resume.
successfully treated - and very likely cured - when the cause(s) have
been identified,
- --To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help I -• Physical
Oaher readers who would like a copy
•'should send $1.25 with their names
WASHINGTON (AP) — Coland addresses to PO: Box 91369,, Itgq facult salar
ies rgse an avery
eterelala.
44101=3-34V. Be.sure to age of 5.4 perce
nt
in the current
mention the title.
DEAR DR.GOTT: When my elderly academic year, but the buying powfriend is.stressed and sufferingfrom a er of the money, declined slightly, a
rapid. irregular pulse. she inhales and faculty group said Thursday.
'
exhales into a brown paper bag. How'
The American 'Association of
can inhaling carbon dioxide be University Professors said
its annutherapeutic?
al survey, covering 2,210 colleges
DEAR READER:- I believe your •and
universities this year, showed
friend has confused two common
medical conditions: palpitations and all ranks of teachers averaging
$43,720.
hyperventi4tion syndrome •
•
The association said this was a
Healthy people. as well as those
with heart ailments. may experience . decline of 0.6 percent in the buyin
g
episodes of rapid irregular pulse.' power, of the
dollars concerned,
Such a -maverick".rh2,-thfri can often-,
be arrested by stimulating the vagus
nerves to slow the pulse.
During the so-called Valsalva maneuver, the iiptient briefly but vigorously.strains, as though he or she were
having--a -difficult bowel movement.
This increases pressure in the chest
which, in turn, stimulates the nerves
to the heart, which slows the pulse
'Gagging produces the same effect but
is more unpleasant. The Valsalva ma- neuver is not related to re-breathing
carbon dioxide, rather, it's the increased pressure that produces the
effect
Hyperventilation, on the other
hand. is a frequent consequence of
neryousness and anxiety. It is marked
by rapid breathing that causes excess
loss of carbon dioxide from the bloodstream, leading to numbness and tingling of fingers and lips, lightheadedness and 'fainting. Because carbon
dioxide,once exhaled, is normally lost
in the air, practitioners traditionally
treat hyperventilation syndrome by
812."
haying patients breathe into a paper
bag. This re-circulates exhaled carSimple Greg:
bon dioxide into the lungs, prevents
Let iha rn It p u rpose cleaner
the wadk o-kd ge•
symptoms and is a harmless practice.
hee includes
tric3ger sprayer 32 or oiodegrod
ThuS, paper-bag breathing is approable concentrate
priate for hyperventilation syndrome
but not necessarily for rapid pulse unless the rapid heartbeat is a consequence of the hyper./entilation.
• I encourage your friend to clarify
oil•
e
SUPP
this issue with her doctor.

Remote VCR with on
sce,en $800 per wk.
Remote 19" TV
$1000 per wk.
Quasar
Entertainment Center
s2Ow per wk.
-With this ad-
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MURRAY TODAY

1. • 11_ ,

Weatherly featured in lay
err*.

Sunrise service Sunday
at Playhouse in the Park

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Robbie Key at Pittsburgh
Mrs. Robbie Key is now a patient at Presbyteri
an University Hospital,
Pittsburgh, Pa., where she has undergone
a liver transplant. Persons may
send her cards and letters' to Presbyterian
University Hospital, DeSoto at
O'Hara Street, Room 9332, Pittsburgh, PA.
15213.

Church Women United Board will mee
t

Fair Queen Committee meeting
Da‘id Weatherl of Murray plays
the part of -Old Cowpoke," the
local radio announcer for K ARK.
in the production of -Blue Collar
Blues," opening tonight at 8 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Doyle Fine Arts Center. Nlurray State
tni‘ersity. Performances will also
be March 30 and April 4, 5 and 6
at 8 p.m. .Also featured in the cast
are Marti Scarbrough and Lisa
Farris.

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
'Art
Mondays, April 1 and 8, at 10 a.m. in the Senio and Craft Club" will meet
r Citizens Center at Weaks
Commun ,ty Center. The group will be makin
g the craft, 'Mug Rugs.' coffee
cup coaster. Each one should bring choice of
two different color yarn Orpha
kleel
be the instructor.

Hollis C. Miller, former minister
of University Church of Christ,
will be guest speaker for 10 a.m.
worship service on Sunday. March
31, at University Church.
Miller, a native of Glasgow, graduated from Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn., and from

Friday. Mardi 29
Games
Murr,1‘ N1oow
';‘- 77 •
Lo4;.

The Area Recycling Committee will meet
Monday, April 1, at 7 p.m. in the
Center for Environmental Education,
second floor,
camps Tne group will be preparing materials Wells Hall, Murray State
for its display in the cornty s annual 'Springtime in the Park festival. For
more information call
-62-2747

L.

Ray Dunn becomes member

ate
Pani
emp
Pani
TI
ate
Sch,
emp
Pan'
T1
Satu
Sprii
Tent
A
FclIc
Al
invit
the.

Friday. larch 29
AA and Al-.Anon;8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center. So...th 10th Street
Mayfield.

First United Methodist Chur
ch
eventv include Holy Week
,crY
p.m. and Parents
N4.n;
11 p•rn.
_
National Scouting Museum/open
7-

Ray Dunn. son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray L. Dunn Sr of
Murray, a. student at
ed -1-i a r eman University, Henderson, Tenn.
, has become a member of
Delta M ,. : Delta. honorary business society. Dunn
, alunior_accciunting
was'tricuctect ‘nto Me society at a banquet
on March
an honor society for students pursuing a B.B.A degre 11 Delta Mu Delta :s
.
e in the Department of
3us,ness Qualifications for membership inclu
de junior stardng ahd a 3.3
grade pcint arerage. Membership is
py invitation only.

Harding Graduate School of Religion, Memphis, Tenn.
After serving various churches in
Tennessee, Indiana and Kentucky,
Miller served on the administrative
staff of Pepperdine University. Los
Angeles, Calif., for a number of
years.

rC

Mu
tal
Thurs
admit
listed.

Miller served here until
December 1976 when the family
moved to
Gainesville, Fla., where he
became
pulpit minister of
University
Avenue Church of Christ
. They
lived there for a number
of years
before returning to Kentu
cky to
work with W'estside Churc
h of
Christ, Elkton.
Bible classes for all ages
will
begin at 9 a.m. followed
by the
worship service at 10
a.m.

Main Street Youth Center/205
"1 - Fourth St./6-11 pin.
'
-'LTEEN.

1.

Iliis'r
11;

I

Miller and his wife, Jean, and
their four sons, Bruce, Phil, Lee
and Tim, moved from Los Angeles
to Murray to work with the University church in July 1967. The three
older sons, Bruce, Phil and Lee, all
graduated from Murray High
School.

CALENDAR

Recycling meeting Monday

Mrs

Former Murray minister
will speak at local church

Church Women United of Murray and Callo
way County will have a board
meeting on Monday. April 1, at 10 a.m.
at Calloway County Public Library.
Plans will be made for the May Fellowshp
Prayer Day in May. A lily plant
was given to Good Shepherd United Metho
dist Church in memory of Ann
Sympson who was treasurer of Church Wome
n United.

Senior club meetings planned

Wei
Pani

The annual Easter Sunrise Service, sponsored
by Murray-Callowly
County Ministerial Association. will be Sunday. March
31. at 6:30 a.m. at
Playhouse in the Park.
The Rev. Willis Cheaney, pastor of St.
John Missionary Baptist
Church. will deliver the sermon.
Assisting will be the Rev. Jim Simmons.
pastor. Memorial Baptist
Church: Dr. Greg Earwood. pastor. First Baptis
t Church: the Rev. Nowell
Bingham, pastor. First United Methodist Churc
h: The Rev. Thomas Sche1
lingerhout. pastor, First Presbyterian Churc
h: and the Rev. Andrew Trevathan. pastor, St. John Episcopal Church.
Special music will be presented by a trio compo
sed of Ann McKeel,
Lynn Griffiths and Faye Austin with Debbie Fergu
son as pianist: and
the Choir of St. John Missionary Baptist Churc
h.
Dr. David Roos. pastor, First Christian Church,
will be the song leader
with Richard Jones, First Baptist Church.
as organist.
The public is urged to attend this special Easte
r service on Sunday

West Kentucky Allied Services will conduct
a special public meeting
for "Needs Assessment" on Thursday. April
4. at 6 p.m. at Weaks Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Street
s. Murray. This will be
"for determining the low income citizens' needs
in-Murray.and Calloway
County," a WKAS spokesperson said. The publi
c is invited and encouraged to participate by giving their input for
this special service to the
community.

A meeting of Fair Queen Committee members
of Murray Woman's Club
will be Monday. April 1, at 11.30 a.m. at the
club house. Each department
should be represented at this meeting as materi
al for each department must
be given- out at the April department meetings.
Barbara Brandon, president,
urges each Fair Queen committee memb
er to be present or send a
substitute
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Mrs
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DEAR ABBY

II \ I

by Abigail Van Buren

I

Kristopher Turner gets scholarship
Kristopher Turner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Turner ur of Murray, has
oeen awarded a scholarship to attend South
ern lImos universrty, Carbondale, this fall. Turner, a May 1991 gradu
ate of Cai,oway County High
School, has been selected to receive the SIUC
Academic Scholarship wnicr,
All cover full tuition charges for the
Fall 1991 and Spring 1992 semesters
7,;rner has been active in the Beta Club,
the Basketbail Team and the Base Team. His awards and honors include Kentu
cky's Golden 100, Who's
Who Among American High School Stude
nts and the National Merit Letter
of Commendation. Turner plans to study Politi
cal Science at SIUC.

12.501i Chrsinut • t ni%ers0

Pku.a

753-1851

Mu•ray ri.gh Scnooi senior Andrea R. Rose
has been awarded a Presidents Scholarship to attend Westminster
Colle
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Rose, 1523 ge, Fulton, Mo. She is the
Canterbury Dr., Murray. The
scnolarship is one of four major awards made
to incoming freshmen for the
academic year at his private liberal arts colle
ge for men and women. The
scholarship is valued at $9,900 over a four-year
period. To be eligible for
7ne scholarship, a student must demonstrate
high academic ability by scorrig in the top 15 percent nationwide on the
stand
exams. It is renewable for the sophomore, junior ardized college entrance
the student continues to demonstrate acade and senior years provided
mic excellence_
•
•

Students are selected
Three Murray State University students
Orientation Counselors at MSU for 1991. have been chosen as as Summer
They are Bethany Hall, a sophomore pre-med major and daughter of
Jane Hall and the late Jim Hall; Mark
Whitaker, a junior psychology major and
son of Bill and Cheryl Whitaker;
and Amy Long, a senior accounting major
'uarnes T. Long. These counselors help prepaand daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
re incoming freshmen for their
first semester at MSU. During the two-day
orient
ation. the counselors help
the incoming students with everything from
getting used to residence hall
kfe to the registration process. The couns
elors are chosen on such qualities
as campus involvement, academic achie
vement and leadership ability. Sumer '0' dates for 1991 are June 5. 6. 22
and 23 and July 13, 14, 23 and 24

The Doors
(R/

30
4,0o
7 00
9 30

Sleeping with
the Enemy ,R

1 30
3 25
7 0,5

7 10
15

Bargain Matinees
Everyday
March 30-April 7

-DINNER SPECIALS-

Cabfn

Bradley Joe Martin born
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Baked Va. Ham
- , Country Ham
Sat. Fned Chicken _

OPF.'s
Sun. - Chicken Livers
.6 a.m.- 10 p.m
- Served with Salad. Choice of Potato and
Daily
ow Homemade Rolls

-r•o•,-••

•

•--

1,

•
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DEAR ABBY My husband and I
just received what at first appeared
to .be a'formal invitation to attend
the graduation ceremonies ofa young
man whose father was "iinmenselyproud of his son's record;
Actually, it was not an invitation:
it was more like an apology. It stated:
"Since there is limited seating in the,
auditorium,there is no room for you.'
but we want you to know that our
son is graduating from this fine old
Virginia prep srhool.- Then a "h•wof the boy's accomplishments were
How do you size this up, Abby?
APPALLED
DEAR APPALLED: Please
don't blame the boy. His father
was so prideful, he wanted you
to know that even though "there
was no room for you," his son
was being graduated from a fine
old Virginia Prep school.
I would give the father an A
for good intentions, and a D
minus for taste.

•Accessories

or a:I

morns)

ftrirct:rq and •rrangerrynt)

•FUrnIture ,••••letling new or rrarrar
ging
Qwr,

•Floorcovenng
•lied Ihessings
•Landscaping on arra or complete yard)
•Ife:p You Prepare Your House
To Sell
For Appointment
(5021 7111-7027 es 7534401 After II p.m.
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DEAR ABBY AIDS has reached
epidemic proportions. horrifying
numbers of crack babies are being
born, abusive parents are shoghtermg their children. tens ofthousands
of teen-agers are getting pregnant.
homeless people crowd our streets.
adolescent alcoholism plagues our
schools, our elderly are sadly neglected. our mentally ill are vegetating because treatment is unaffordable,our banks/are failing,our planet
is badly polluted. our prisons are
overcrowded and crime is rampant
And "Mrs. Springer in Mesa" is
completely pushed out of shape because five years ago, a clerk in a
small business establishment asked
what/ her first name was, and her
priest called her "Sherri Tell her to lighten up. Abby' And
thanks for the best laugh I've had in
a very' long time.
FED UP IN LEHIGH
VALLEY. PA

11,1 , C!
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CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS'40P
AND GARDEN TILLERS
-Prices To Fit Any Budget-

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St

r

753-2571 or 753-4110
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•Wallcovenng ronr morn
•Paint
•Window Treatment'.
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()boon & Ann les.'illiarns
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Experienced in Helping You Choose.
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_3.95
_3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

Thurs.

12th &
Sycamore

Mr and Mrs. Larry Joe Martin, Rt. 5, Box 374,
Murray, are the parents of
a son, Bradley Joe, weighing eight pounds 10
ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Tuesday, March 19, at 7:40 a.m.
at Murray -Calloway County Hospital. They have another son, Zachary, 2. The
mother is the former Glenda
Stubblefield. Grandparents are Mrs. Myrtis
Stubblefield of Rt. 5, Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Martin of Buchanan, Tenn

tAfter 4 p.m.i

Mon. - Salishur Steak
_
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed.'- 11 ty. Co. Fried. Steak

Ses-aurttr,

1

I lappineyllace
75.3 4-367

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Littlefield of 811
Sunny Lane, Murray. are the
parents of a son, Andrew Stephen,. weigh
ing seven pounds five ounces,
measuring 201/2 inches, born on Monda
y, March 25, at 11:48 p m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Mari Gwyn
Scott. Grandparents are Alex and Edith
Littlefield of Hopkinsville and Bill
and Lucille Holloway of Princeton.

4- 4'
•

flL

Rent our moYieb oat the mimics!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Andrew Stephen Littlefield born

.

ooti, bruit'elect of Stephen Malone, has selected her
decorative accessories
tram
our
bridal
registry.
Lisa and Stephen
be married June 1,
1991.

1 30
331)

Class
Action ,Th

Local persons recently dismissed from
lowing: John Clements, Almo, Marth Paducah Hospitals include the fola Hudspeth, Kirksey, Terry Knigh
t.
Salome Allen, Stephen Nanny and
Jeremy Carraway, all of Murray,
and
Beulah Driver, Puryear, Tenn., Western
Baptist, -P6arl Bazzell and Rose
Carpenter, Murray, Danny Baker and
Cicero Woodward, Hardin, and Calvin
Paschall, Puryear, Tenn , Lourdes.

I

1

9 Or_

Patients are dismissed

.• ,

7:00

DEAR MR. RICHARDSO
N:
Thank you for writing.
I am
pleased to give funeral direc
tors
equal time.

Offered by

Angie Herndon, daughter of Don and
Joyce Herndon of Murray, has been
selected to be a Tigerette for the upcom
ing •football season throughout
1991-92 at Auburn University, Aubur
n, Ala. Tigerettes are the official hostesses of the Auburn University Athlet
moral support to the Auburn Tigers, ic Department. In addition to providing
they are active in the football recruiting
and serve as hostesses and campus
tour guides to visiting dignitaries.
Herndon is a sophomore majoring in
Fashion Merchandising. The Tigerettes are extremely important to the succe
ss of our football program,' said
Auburn Head Football Coach and
Athletic Director Pat Dye.

.

315

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

Angie Herndon selected Tigerette

,

1:30

Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II (PG)

\I
,•

DEAR ABBY: A,- a tuneral dire( ti ,r tor 211years. I hiid-to reply toyour
recent column on the high cost of
funeral- iind hi- American tradition
Friday events/St. John' Epsiot viewing the body
.
ChurchiThe Way of the
(hie of the priv[lege,()Hiving in a
Cross.12:40 p.m.. Liturgy. v.ith
free country H the right to make
ii
Comrriunion15:20 p.m.
one's feeling-: know n. as Jessica
Mittord has done for yea.rs on the
_Singles Organizational Society/ subject of funeral- and funer
al diGame. Night,17-I0 p.m./Mississtppi recti
Concerning the "bizarre ritual - of
Room. of Curtis Center. MSU.I Infoi
Pamela.
7 5 I - 7 6 8 , view ing the deceased - funeral directors did not originate that tradijeanne/753-0'24...
ion.the Lfmthesofthe deceased did.
Instead of writing to a memorial
Holy Week servicer/ p.m./Hazel
society for information on "dignified.
1. nited Methodist Church.
low-cost funerals.- as you suggested.
why not call your local funeral direc-Blue Collar Blues", p.m./Robert
tor and tell him what you Want? He
1:. Johnw7T !Theatre. Doyle Fine w di
gladlv go over your options and
Arts Cer.:7. MSU.
discuss price v. it h you.
As for people going into debt to
(Coed on page 71
provide lavish. expensive funerals
as an indtCation if the value they.
placed on the deceased - I am proud
to -ay that I do not know of one
funeral director who would try to
take advantage 1 )1 anyone
DAVID B RICHARDSON,
LYNN, MASS

Pier1imports

Andrea R. Rose gets scholarship

(..itholic Church events
•
of the Cross/3
•
Son

•
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to I -Fox wedding scheduled May 4
Woods and Tuggle wedding planned
'Hi MURRAY LEDCER

!IMES

C
)

The engagement and approach-

ing marriage of Miss Amy Elizabeth Odom and Craig Edward
Fox have been announced.
Miss Odom is the daughter of
Wendy. Odom and Wayne Odom of
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Fox is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Fox of Hazel.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of Henry County High School.
Paris, Tenn. She is presently
employed at Tecumseh Products of
Paris. Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He. is also presently
employed by Tecumseh Products of
Paris.
The vows will be solemnized on
Saturday. May 4. at 6:30 p.m. at
Springhill Baptist Church, Paris,
Tenn..
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and.
the reception.

Amy Elizabeth Odom and
Craig Edward Fox to marry

Dismissals for Thursday
released by local hospital
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Thursday. March 28. No newborn
admissions or expirations were
listed.
Dismissals
Mrs Karen Branch 29 Anderson
, Murray, Mrs Mari Gwyn Littlefield
a•-,d baby boy. 811 Sunny Lane,
Marra/
Mrs Alice Walker, Rt 2, Box 267B,
F.,,:chanan Tenn , Miss Bree Elwell,
Rt 7 Box 802, Murray, Miss Rebecca

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon
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Friday, March 29
"Drug Awareness Program"/6
p.m./University Branch of Bank of
Murray. Open to all interested
persons.

Saturday, March 30
"Blue Collar Blues"/8
p.m./Johnson Theatre, FA Center,
".1St].

Sunday, March 31
Close!/9:15 a.m..
Owls/11:30 a.m., Attra.,:tir..i;
Bluebirds/12:30 p.m.. Red
Wolves/1:30 p.m., Eagles Up
Close!/2 p.m.. Snakes Alive/ 3
p.m.,. WC; Planetarium Show:12
noon, 2 and 3 p.m...'GPVC.: !Tor;

Sunday, March 31
Industry/I: 3 0
p.m./Homeplace-1850.
"The Taming of the Shrew"/2
p.m.'Playhouse in the Park.
Murray Country Club event
s
r-k:Iiide Easter Brunch/11 a.m. to
1
p.m.:Easter Egg following.

Study shows infant
colic may be caused
by cozy antibodies

Ecumenical- Sunrise Service/6
a.m./Kenlake Hotel Garden Room.
Easter Egg Hunt/2. p.m./Murra
y
Moose Lodge.
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Paint & Decorating Center
,1
11•0:V T

\11:/. N1c( 4110n & Maminn Catheji
Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
vou & Your Home

Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation

Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Easkr is Sunday. March 31.

Give
A Garden
In
A Basket.

EASTER
SUPER SPECIALS
Our Famous
Seafood Buffet 8
Prime Rib Every
Friday 8 Saturday
at 4 p.m.

2
2 10 0.. $ R95
2!It:: $1195 9hip 10 oz.SIRE;
Seafood 1345
Buffets

Prime Rib MY

Ribeyes •w

Our Traditional
Saturday Morning
Brunch Buffet
A Very Special
Easter Noon
Buffet

Featuring: CSEIPINI Roast OW,
Turkey sad Breenag, Baked Ran,
liesorted Vegetables, lemonade
&sad,
Warless Cobblers sad Cakes
lied muck mach nen.

$695

Pram Salad Bar With
All Spacial. Only At
()

aHeflord

Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
See the difference Hometown Quality
makes Compare our prices & SAVE

Iii

Victoria Annette Woods and
Christopher J. Tuggle to marry

NISI' Sports events include
Blood River Baptist Chur
ch/ Wome
n's Tennis/2 p.m., Men's
dedit:ation service/7 p.m.
Tennis/2:30 p.m.. and Men's
Track.
-The Taming of the Shre
w"/8
:).rn. ?, Li.house in the Park.
Ham Breakfast/6-10 a.m./Alford
Maso
nic Lodge 925 at Aurora.
Saturday, March 30
Mr. and ‘Irs. W.C. McKee1/50th
anniversary reception/7 LBL events include Deer Up
ST. LOUIS (AP;- Cow antibop_aLIMurray Woman's Club House. Close!/9:15 a.m., Hawks and
Owls/11:30 a.m., Red Wolves/1
dies are a likely cause of infant
No gifts please.
p.m., Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m., colic - characteri
zed by inconsolHike
to Honker/3 p.m./WNCt
able crying - and mothers who
Oaks Country Club Easter Egg
Planetarium Show/12 noon, 2 and 3 consume dairy
p.m.
products can pas,
p.m./GPVC. Ploughing & Field
them on in breast milk, a nev,
Preparation, Iron Industry/10:30 study says.
AA and .A1-Anon/8 p.m./American
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Butterrnaking/2
Colic affects about 20 percent
Legion Building. South Sixth and
p.m./Homeplace-1850.
all babies, typidally when they're
Maple. Streets.
between one and four months old
Sunday, March 31
Dairy products long were suspected
Blood Ri•er Baptist Church/Bible
Easter Sunrise Service/6:30 as a
cause, but the study is the first
Conferencerl p.m.
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
to target antibodies.
The findings are published in the
"The Taming of the Shrew"/8
Murray Art Guild/open 1-4 p.m. April issue
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
of Pediatrics, the journal of the American Academy of
National Scouting Museum/closed Pedia
trics.
Dance/8 p.M.-12 midnight/Murray
today for Easter.
Doctors Patrick S. Clyne and
Moose Lodge.
Anthony Kulczycki Jr. compared
AA and Al-Anon closed 29 mothers
Main. Street Youth Center/205
with colicky bahics to
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
30 mothers with non-colick.v. babies
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
building, South Sixth and Maple of the
same age.
Info'753-TEEN.
Streets. Info/759-4059 or
They said the average level of
753-7663.
cow antibodies in the breast milk
National Scouting Museum/open
of mothers whose babies had colic
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 was
"significantly higher" than
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church. levels in mothe
rs of non-colicky
Pony Pull/weigh-in/7 a.m./pull/12
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
infants.
noon/Expo Center. Admission S2.
Levels of the antibodies also
LBL events include Deer Up were high in milk-ba
sed formulas.

Blooming flowers, fed by springtime showers. Always a special
gift. Present the bouquet in a
lovel: white hand-woven Victorian
basket, and the remembrance
is even sweeter.

•
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Summers fafitical

Ws Accept Iletervatisas

Larelle.t Lbw

rat $ass at Large Patties, Ilscaptisa
14l L. Iherniy. Ky. • 753-111415

705 South 4th Street
753-4320

a

it •

;

Flowers

Olympic Plaza •Merney
733-7063
Jeff Stammers, Lisceased Optician
'Offer good thru AprIl 30, 1991
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Paschall, Rt 2. Box 214, Puryear.
Tenn ;
Mrs Sarah Josephine Norwood, Rt
10, Box 722, Benton, Mrs Virgin
ia
Peters, 609 Elm Si,, Murray: David
House, Rt 1. Box 124. Wingo:
Mrs. Euple Cavitt, Rt. 3, Box 101.
Murray. Norman Lee, Rt 7, Box 425.
Murray; Mrs 011ie Smith, Almo;
Thomas Charles Nesbitt, Rt. 4, Box
261. Murray. Ralph Ross, 426
Horseshoe Dr., Cadiz; Mrs Inetha
Rowlett, Rt. 4, Box 645, Murray

Anniversary Special!
$25 OFF

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Woods of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Victoria Annette, to
Christopher J. Tuggle, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Chuck Tuggle of New
Haven. Ill. '
Miss Woods is the granddaughter of Mrs. Thelma Warford and
the late Rev. Earl Warford, Ms.
Hilda Woods, and Ulis and Irene
Woods, all of Murray.
Mr. Tuggle is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. John Nix and of Mrs.
Pearl Tuggle and the late Joe
Tuggle, all of Carmi, Ill.
The bride -elect is a 1990 graduate of Murray High School and is
currently employed at Fisher Price
Toys.
The groom-elect is a 1988 graduate of Ridgway High School, Ridgway, Ill., and a 1991 graduate of
the Institute of Electronic Technology (IET), Paducah. He is currently
cmplloyed at Heil Beauty Supply.
Paducah.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday. May 11, at
2 p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

FRIDA1, MARCH 29, 1991
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 1991

Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possible by these firms who
encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory

-1
ADVENTISTS

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 9 15 a rn
Worsrup
Sat 11 00 a m

Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
506 Industrial Road
Murray, Ky. 42071

BAPTIST
01.4.€11 RI' KR
Morning Worship
11 (X, a m
F' vening Worstup
6 00 p rn
CHERRY COEINER
Surdsy Sgtool
10 am.
Wmshap
11 ale. A 6 pm.
°iamb Touring
3 pm
Wedmsday
7 pm.

RUTHIE'S
GULF

Ipulf UNIVERSITY

pen 6 a.m. - 8 p.m Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

'HESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
,Anda, School
10 X a m
r-r.ng Worship
11 00 am
COLD it. ATER
Morning Worship
1: X. a m
F',ening Services
€ .53 p m
COLD% ATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
surdas School
9 45 • m
Morning Services
:1 00 a m
El:sem:1g Senices
6 00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Ser,
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Service
11 06• rn
Sunday Night
8 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Voorsrup
11 005 m
Evening Worship
S45 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 OG a m
,ening Worship
S 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Korsrup
11- OD a m
Evening Worship
p
FIRST BAPTIST
sunday School
•5 a m
Worship
la 45 a
8 TI
r -hurct Training
•
FLINT HAPT•-,...riday school
Morning Worship
•
F nning Worship
GRACE BAPT:•7
sancta, Schoo.
a 4' .
Morning Worship
•o 4! ,
singing Ese Worship € rs

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S

McIO,Cord

SAFE- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
753-4175
Glea4ale At Whitaell Across ham Ledger S Tamil

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr - 759- 1400

Carroll
Tire Inc.
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

i.7
M,
7ern
:lig
gSc
*h
WF
ri
rslhi
l
l
151 (*
at; a
O Tr.rn
).:
:
„.i
nesd
r p y Evening
7.30 a rr,
HAZEL BAPTIST
, II Otr a m
sandal
'
, School
10 60 a rn
'hurct. Trauung
5
p rn
Evening Worship
6 Oh p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p rr.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
S,nday School
_10 153 a rn
A oranip Service
11 rk a m
Evening Service
5 30 p m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worsr.ip
'Si a rn
Norsr.ip
7 3( p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sandas Schooi
20.00.1
Preaching
1 00 a rr &
p
Wednesday Night
- r)rir p,
11)811'ST GROVE
M -1..r.g Worship
:1 00 a rr
Aoratup
7 OP p rr.
,
•_,t_n
dSpi
E;FAK PP.IMITIVE
2 CID p.n.
siinday
2 00 p
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worstup
10 50 a no
F.,•ning Worship
6 OG p rr.
r,r,hipMOUNT HOREB'
FREEWILL BAPTIST
nlay School
no
NEW MT CARVIE
1-1
a
MISSIONARY
M
Korarap
a rn
r -ring Aorinip
5 01 p no
NOP.T1r4SII
Morr.ing Worship
00 a rni
1,(er.ing Worship
IL p tr.
NETS. PRO%:DENCE
sanda, Scnool
15 OG a rn
F.-ea(tang her,
1'.p 00 am
p m
1Ishii, Service

'Certified
Teacher
Custom Orders
•Supplies
Rt. 1. Murray

& 6:30 •.m. to 10 •.m.

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LiNcoi.N
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
7.0 1 Moir ,St

753 5273

C'OMPLINIE\TS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.

Lynn (trove Road

753-574'2

Compliments Of

OAK GP.0% E.
I:• m 6 ,53.rpm
',ender. scr.or.„
Is•it
OWENS CHAPEL
nrunday Sc hoc,
10 OD
P roar rang
Ii 00
Ira,Cr Servio.
5 SG
400
P'rPLAP. SPRING
10 • m
II • an & 7 p
• Al-E14 BAPTIST
Morrang '0,,,rsrup
r a

Belcher Oil Co.

v•orship

403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
(yptr. NI

Sa:
A NI
4 P NI
AM 9 Pv
759-1648

7

S..-

641

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

• •

METHODIST
ITE I ;
r- .r.rc Worship
• lir a rn',rida:rSchool
10 30' a rr.
..T11 & 410 Sun Night 4 tir p no
HROOK S CHAPEL '_"N:TEIF
sancta:.
.
'Airship
71 X a no
i(r
Suint

r'i,l.frrr, e A SW,
r 7.
rrrer-rrs.
& •
Sunday Sr tool
r 4'
frEXTEP. HAFtIr:N '
• -ncla
1.. rf, a,
Woranip :LISa rr. 8 10r p
FIRST METHODIST
A..ranip
19 511r
7r
.;‘• gip SHEPHERIr
IfNrrEL
V•oratup ner.:5 1111 OU a rfl
Sar.day Sir..
10 00 am
';,./SHEN
71'. urr r Sc ro,.
:0 rar a Fr
Aurai- ip
:1 rer 4
Evening Ser 'Air . 4...30p
HAZEE.I.lertE , E TH4,1)IST
sunder. Sr ho
11 far am
'A rase-Jr.
INDEPEN! F
sunday t,rr.or
Morning AAcr-.
KlitiKsF
'
,
Inlay Sr ho..
Morning
r,f.•
r.,nrrrit •A 7 •

NEW CONCORD
Worst.;
9 50 • rn &6
FI,Pre C asses
9
Wednesday
7
NEV. F KG% :IFENcE
Mormon' Service
954)
!eating Service
615)
PLE AS A_NT S ALLEY
Morning Worship
:11) 45 a •-•
rventne Worinip
4 OD p rr.
SE(3iNI, STREET
Morning Worship
10 48 a no
Evening Worship .
..6 00 D rr
GLENDALE. ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
mrslup
9 •in
Bible Study
15.:
F..emang W croup
6 pm.
*ad_ !tibia Study
7 pm.

1.3• 5.8
Worship hers,..ch.
no.1
'
n.1
11ArEt S'
N

753-6 1 68

900 Sycamore

Olympic Plaza

'Therefore ifany man is in Christ,
he is a new creature; the old
things passed away; behold, new
things have come."
2 Corinthians 5:17

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
• 10 00 a m
Worship Serv
11 007 30 p no
LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC
Clre.'RCH
Sunday Services
10 00 a m
0!)_p m

Roy McKendree-Pharmacist

753-2380

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
c7.0180u/ 76.rne. fin(

NliirritN. K.

753-6800

West thew Nursing Home

00-0.0.9.1.4 L

1401 South 16th Street P.O Box 165
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K BECK
1502i 153 1304
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Need A f
Find A

Open 6:30 a.m.-Close 10:00 p.m. 0
•444°
Sunday Open 7:00 am.-Close 9:011 p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-9131

s

A

Shell

Shell Serving
Western Kentucky

641 SUPER SHELL

•

.,
.•

•

Jesus saith unto him, "1 am the
way, the truth, and the life:
no
man cometh unto the Father
,
hut by me."
John 14:6

.

•
•.

QUICKPRINT

South side
Shopping
Center
of murray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printi
ng Needs"

759-4796

HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

•

•

Hwy.

OPEN 140K-FRI. 24 FOURS A DAY; SAT. I SUM. 7 A.R411111C9iT

12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

".17
Pe
,

1.
2.
dent,
3.(
agree
4. I
band
5.
incov
6.
7.
montl

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

753-6779

_•

**.7

75-5"
0

Center

Gl1MURRAy GU
LF
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

wigglY

Pasta • Sandwiches

4kg

•

*

CABLE

Bel-Air

NOP.TH PLEAsANT 01408
E
Sunday School
4 15 a rr.
Worship Service
11 10• rn
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 • a rs
urship
Sen.,
.II Of
4
^
;

Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Taber% Owner
P.O. Box 6 KIrksey, Ky. 4205
4 489-2126

John 3:16

•

..41"

753-2202

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall

have eternal life"

•

A '

1415 W. Main

LIBERTY (1 MBEFH-ANIF
Sunday School
10 00a rr
Worship Servo.I: 00 a m
MOUNT PpEASANT
Morning Worship
11 OD a rEvening Worship
7 00 p

"He is not here,for He has risen,
just as He said. Come,see the place
where He was lying...Matthew
28:6

God so loved the world that he sent
that whoever
believeth in him shouson
ld not perish but

-.

S•

Arcade • Pro Shop

Les & Pat Parr,sh - Owners

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sansiey Schorr
_ 9:30 •01
Worship
10.45 •rn

N. 4th

"For
his only begotten

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

treatise wi

Christians
false teac
The Ho
us the me
tion ef the
value of timade it c
risen," wh
lion imagi
be dead, a
been don(
would hal
because it
mation of
which has
would hay
less becat
rooted in
Christ still
righteous
"But no,
dead and 1
them that
history is si
peachable
resurrectiol
was raised
was a pled
believers at
will be lik(
always tha!

CORVETTE LANES
Bowling •

PRESBYTERIAN

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
408

STOREY'S FOOD GIAN
'
T pilw

..4

For unto you this day
is born a Savior which
is Christ the Lord

753-5312

Pizza

ar

STOCKADE

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

507 N. 12th

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Franchisee

. !....• . .0
110,•

SIRIAllti

Midnight on Weekends
753-8841

753-5142

Cali In Orders 753 7101

‘.`,0

GoinEN RIM

FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
llam & 7pm
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
S.inday School
10 am
Worsmp
Ilem & 6 pm
Wednesday
7 pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7 00 p m
A - - Ir,30 a -* 9 VIlltRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
.1 a in
Evening Worship
6p m
TRENITY CHRISTIAN CEYTER
Sunday School
10• 1111
Worship
11 a rn
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday-School
10 00 a m

denied th
bodily re!
prompted
15. One

Serving Breakfast

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERV
ICE

"We Do Chicken Right"

vits4i--1=4-*

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
311 'North 4th %Iurra. hl

6 a m.-10 30 a m
Serving Lunch
10am 1 1 p.m.

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

a

,-••••

prtu
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Servicell am 47pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC'
CHURCH
' 2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun her
10-11 a m 7 00 p m

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

1008 Chestnut

7-- --••

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

sa•urctes

Olive

entucky Fried Chicken

104•0.elar

9 41. no
lb 40
m
l)
• 30• m
10 31.• rr.

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

MURRAY ELECTRIC
401
SYSTEM

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

753-3314

-•., •

9 Na Fr,
:fr :4 a rr.

Matthew 5:16

.1

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 7534)182

R

•

I
ATE Ft 1-14
'HI Rill
sondes s. .41.

:'THER.wI,

a..

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
rrrr-rrp
:1 a ^ 9'
1 -

LUTHERAN
'6! v','.

804 Chestnut

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 a m

F,Hi Nr AH S WITNESS
TaO
9 30 a m
..nr Study
10 30 • m

41.51' r•H•
H
HI. Bible
hoo;
•4 a
Morning Worship
V 50 a
Evening Worsnip
COLD% ATE,P.
Morning Aurship
Ir 0.Ever.ing Worship
• •:
OK ATE P.
Morning Worship
1, Tor a -E9enurig Worship
4 00 p no
FFGENIFSH:i•
Sunday fro4ori,
rOr e Fr
Morning Aorship
1. r• 4
Ca FLEE>,PIA IN
Bible btudy
Monte* Ser.ire
:.• 45 a -Evening Worship
Wed ,44,Of!rtlp
7 '41
HAZEL. CH1 P.,'H
OF cliF -Bibl• Stud,
Morining Voirsr:1
Evening Anrst.:p
- • .
Mid Kens Worsr.ip
FOCKOP.Y
F
CH' HUH • FF
:s
Sunday School
9 30 a rn
Morning Wormp
10 30• m
Ever,ing Worsn.p
600 p
KIP.KSEY 'HT TrtCH
OF r71-41-r:--.
-,nday Schou,
.
•Morning Worship
N
Evening Worship
Sunday & A edr,s0a • MT 01.7, fr,
cE11 ItCH
(71-FP
Sunda, S." hoo.
•
Mornirg A,rst.p
•
E,enirg Virtrrstip
4

753-6656

PINTICOSTAL

.111110VAN'S
WITNISSES

Dr D
speak at
Happen'?
161-8 a
Chancel
tor will si
will be B
Sarah Va
McCord,
Jim Boon.
Raylene
Gray an
Breakfast
day Schc

V
C
There

NAZARENE

.., -

The F
speak at
Sunday
Be
The R
speak a
School r

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00a rn
Sunday School
10 00• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p rn
MURRAY
Sunday School
9 45 a or
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p Fr
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p m

AGAPE CHRISTIAN
FELLOW'S/11F'
Surday School
10 a.m.
Sunday Service
11 • m
Weeheaday Serr.ce
7 p in
759 0002

Blessed are the
poor in spirit

FR1TERN AL ADVAN TAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

205 N 12th

Ma •

NEW. LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
sunday School
11 30 a m
Worship
10 45 a m
ednesda,
7 p m

MUNN IN autisT

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

Morning Worship
11 00 a m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
AYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00• no
Morning Service
11 00 a m
Putor WILliam J Pratt

CHRISTIAN
(V iMMI'NITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10 30 a m

:2 3 yrn

Blessed are the pure in heart:
fonthey shall see God.

STOREY S CHAPEL UNITED

INlSPINSINT

CIIIRSTIAN MIKE
SERVICES

r • rr.

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITtD
Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a rn
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Evening
6 00 p m

Holy' Eucnsrua 8 00 & 10 30 s m
ChArch_.5chodi
9 15 • rn
Everung Prayer 515 pm

:RST CHRIsT: AN
Sunday School
930 m
Worship
10 45 air,
MI RRAY CHRIST:AS
FELLA OA SHI F
Worship
10 30• rn
Bible School
• 38 a no
Evening Service
6 00 p rr.
,===‘•

I,a Fr
11 a no

A

OF MURRAY

Jack Marshall

Aurshrp
sonde

EPISCOPAL

CHRISTIAN

Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S 9th Street
753-5719
Open 8 a.m.-4.30 p.m.

11, a 'Ti
11 a 71
SIT FIFFilioN

9 • en
6 pm
700 p.m.

tr :1 .4

Thornton Tile and Marble

MT CARMEL.
A r•rip
S..ncla,

JESUS CHRIST
OF LATT7ER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Samsmssa Meet
10 •m
Saiday ScroM
II 20 rm.
Socoty and
Pisa,arr4
12 10 pm

ST ,HENRY S
CATFil /MC C45'HUH
Saturday
S Ofr p Sunda,
• 4. a rr.
S
C ATHOLIC
Masses
p m Sat
Lk a IT Sandia
11 00• m

Sur,day
Sunday S.F.2nd And
Reading Ran E.er.• %bed

MASON S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
D. 00• rn

CIIIIRCN OF MINIS
CHRIST OE LAME
BAT SAINTS
CHURCH OF

CATHOLIC

501 N 4th

6HONEYS.

_a_1...111/....•1.0•a

Morning
Evening
Wednesday

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

Ecistnicle Court Square • Downtown
Murray
1
°‘ Cash Discount On Prescripti
ons

THEATRE.'

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9 00 a m
V.orship
10 00 a m
6 00 p m
KEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
V.ILLIAMS CHAPEL

,ICTORY BAPTIST
Sunda) School
10 X a m
Morning Worship
II OP a m
Evening Worship
I Oft p m
WEST FORK
Mornirig Worship
11 00 a m
Sundry Evening
6 00 pm
Wednesday Evening 7 00 ia nn
WESTSIDE BAITIST CHURCH
Sar.day Scnoo.
930 a m
Worship
1030am &
pm
Wednesday
7 p.m

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Ii' X. a rn

-53.1400 • 1105 Pogue fJust behind Toyota of Hurray)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a no
E,ening Worship
7 30 p
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a rn
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worsrup
• 45 p m
Training Union
6 00 p rn
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunda, School
10 45 a no
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 IX) a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
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Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, March
31, as follows:

First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10 45 am and 7 pm, services His morening topic will be
'Keeping His Promise' with scripture
from Luke 241-11 Dr Thomas
Hogancamp will be deacon of the
week Stephen Littlefield will direct th.-music with Joyce Herndon and Tamra
Outland as accompanists Special
music will be by Sanctuary Choir at
morning hour when ordinances of The
Lord's Supper and baptism will be
observed Gale Vinson will sing a solo
and Praise will sing at evening hour
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a m ,
Acteens at 4 45 p m • GAs. RAs and
Sign Language Class at 6 p.m and
Praise at 8 p m
First Presbyterian
The Rev, Thomas Schellingerhout.
pastor, will speak about 'Empty' Cross
- Empty Tombr with scripture from
Matthew 28.1-15 at 1045 a.m. service, The Chancel Choir will sing an
anthem, 'Jubilate Deo with Michael
Buerhaus as choir director and Pat
Bomba as organist Gretta Shepard
will have special music playing piccolo
and flute Assisting will be Ken Harrell

and Robert and Betty Boss Church
Elm Grove Baptist
Clark, Al Paluch, Paul Kurz, John
School will be at 9 30 a m
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
The Rev David Brasher, pastor ml.
Clark, Frances Ross, Pam Kelly, Chris
St. John's Episcopal
with Edwina Petrie as pianist Sunday
speak at 11 am and 645 pm serBuffing
ton, Louis Charette, Rob MatThe Easter Vigil will begin at 10 30
School will be at 10 30 a m
vices Music will be directed by Donald
tingly, Jane Blair, Tommy Blair, Doug
a m with the church darkened through
Good Shepherd
Smith with Glenda Rowlettand Teresa
Lambert, Zach Cunningham, Nathan
United Methodist
Brooks Chapel
the reading of salvation history from
Sutter as accompanists Sunday
Hughe
s,
Anne
Gorrel
l.
Chris and
The pastor, the Rev Thomas E
United Methodist
the 9Id Testament Fr Andre Tree
School with Dwayne Fulkerion as
Joseph Fuhrmann, Frank and Mildred
The Rev Don Barnett, pastor, will
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a m service
director will be at 10 a m and Church
vathan will preside at the Eucharist of
Morris
.
Ron and Marcia Westphal,
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m servic
Diana Tatlock will direct the music with
Training with Bill Outland as director
the Resurrection, assisted by Nancy
es
Carole and Tom Holcomb and Carol
Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as
Schempp, Frank Blodgett and Jo-Ann
and Junior Choir at 6 p m
Doyle
Bethel United Methodist
accompanists Sunday School will be
Hammons Amber Youngman and
Hazel Baptist
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev Don Barnett, pastor, will
at 10 a m and UMYF at 5 p m
daughter, Jessica Youngman. will be
The Rev James T Garland pastor.
The Rev Susan Allsop-Atkinson.
speak at 9 30 a m service. Sunday
baptized Flowering plants will be preColdwater Baptist
will speak at 11 am. and 630 pm
pastor
,
will
speak
at 11 a m Easter
School will be at 10 30 a.m.
The Rev Jackie Geunn, pastor, will
sented to each child present, and an
services Gene Orr Miller will direct the
service with Dale Parker as lay assisspeak at 11 a.m and 6 p m services.
First Christian
Easter egg hunt will follow the service.
music with Oneida White and Roger
tant Acolytes will be Lora Sexton and
Dr David C Roos, pastor, will
Bobby Manning will direct the music
Eastwood Baptist
Hutson
as accompanists The Choir
Jamie Miller Debbie Villaflor will be
speak about 'Does The Resurrection
with Marge West and Jennifer Culp as
Dr Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
will sing an Easter cantata. 'No Greanurser
y
superv
isor
Sunday School
Happen" with scripture from Mark
accompanists Sunday School will be
about 'Jesus Still Lives' at 11 a m
ter Love.' and Oneida White will sing
with Ronnie Hutson as director will be
16 1-8 at 10:45 a m service_
at 10 am
service and about 'Somebody .1s , 'A Mighty Fortre
The
at
ss'
10
at
mornin
a m and fellowship period
g hour.
Chancel Choir with Lee Kern as direcWatching You Give' at 6 p m serviCe.
Lynn Grove
Sunday School with Adams as director
between Sunday School and worship
tor will sing 'Lamb of Glory. Assisti
United Methodist
Greg Mayall will direct the music with
ng
will
be
at 9 45 a.m and Discipleship
Kirkse
y
United
Method
ist
will be Bailey Gore, Barbara Pursle
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor, will
April Mack and Susan Reynolds as
y.
Training with Charles Overcast as
The Rev Bob Dotson, pastor, will
Sarah Van Meter, Bob Boeschel, Don
speak at 9.30 am service Judy Kelso
accompanists. Gunner Nance and
directo
r
at
5
30
speak
p
m
about
'Lo,
I
Tell
You A Mystery'
McCord, Scott Marvin, Tern Benton
will be organist. Sunday School will be
Loma Borders wilt sing solos at mornSouth Pleasant Grove
with scripture from 1 Corinthians 15.51
Jim Boone, Helen Campbell. Jo Crass,
at 10 30 a.m.
ing hour Cheryl Holsapple and Lisa
United
Method
at 11 a m service. Ron Pace will
ist
Raylene Gagel, Hester Gray, Ron
Harrell will sing a duet at evening
Coles Camp Ground
The Rev Jim Alford, pastor, will
direct the music with Clarice NorsGray and Judy Lyle Continental
hour Assisting will be the Rev Steve
United Methodist
speak
about 'An Easter Garden' with
wothy and Janice Hays as accompanBreakfast will be at 7:30 p m and SunTodd, the Rev Randolph Allen, Rick
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
scriptu
re
from
ists
John
Assisti
19:40
and
ng
will
20
18
at
be
day School at 9 30 a m
Laurie Witte
Beam, Brent Evans. Calvin Todd, Max
will speak at 9 a m service with
10.45 a m service The Spirit EnsemPhill McCallon. Rob McCallon and
Dowdy, John Brittain, Anthony ManDonald Williams as song leader and
ble, a new Youth Group, will sing 'He's
Clay
Smith
Sunday School will be at
ning, Bob Tanner,' David Lee and
Dean Stephenson as pianist Sunday
Alive,' the Church Choir will. sing
10 am
Michael Guilin'. Sunday School will be
School with Jerry Lassiter as superin'Christ The Lord Is Risen Today' and
Christ
ian
Scien
ce
at 10 a m and Junior Church at 11
tendent will be at 10 a.m.
Jan Taylor and Sarah Kubicki will sing
Services will be at 10 30 a m Sunam
Cherry Corner Baptist
Truman Whitfield will direct the music
day
and
7
30
p
m
each second WedBy H.C. CHILES
Glendale Road
The Rev. Charles Anderson pastor,
with Tommy Gaines and Kathy Erwin
nesday Reading Room will be open
will speak at 11 am and 6 p m serChurch of Christ
as accompanist. Easter Sunrise serfrom 12 noon to 3 p m on Wednesday
Victory Over Death
John Dale, minister, will speak
vices. Sunday School will be at 10
Christ" will be victorious over death
vice featuring special music and pupand Saturday
about 'The Resurrection Gospel' with
1 Corinthians 15: 12-22
a.m and Church Training at 5 p m
pet show will be at 6 a.m and Sunday
and the grave. At
New Life
There were people in Corinth who the resurrection the return of Christ scripture from I Corinthians 151-3 at 9 School at 945 am
Temple Hill
Christ
ian Center
of Christians will take a m service and Dr. C G. Morrow on
denied the glorious doctrine of the place, immedi
United Methodist
Grace Baptist
The Rev Mark Welch, pastor, will
ately thereafter the 'Remember' with scripture from EccleThe Rev Robert Johnson, pastor.
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
speak at 11 a m service. The Rev.
bodily resurrection of the dead. This Christ
ians who still be living on the siastes 12 1-9 at 6 pm service. Jerry
will speak at 8 30 and 10.50 a.m. and
will speak at 10 am service with JanKaren Welch and Tony Powell will lead
prompted the writing of I Corinthians earth will
6 p m services His morning topic will
na Hopkins as music director Sunday
be changed from mortal to Bolls will direct the song service
praise and worship Sunday School
Assisting will be Randy Young. David
15. One purpose of this marvelous immort
School with Benny Herndon as superbe 'Father Into Thy Hands' with scripwill be at 9 30 a m The church is open
al, then the resurrected dead Ryan, Howell
Clark. Joe Pat McCallon
treatise was to establish the faith of all and
ture from Luke 23.46 Howard McNeeintendent will be at 11 a.m
for prayer at 9 a.m.
the transformed living shall be Ron McNutt, Marty Scarbrough,
ly will be deacon of the week. Kevin
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
DonChristians who might be subjected to caught
Kirkse
y
Baptis
t
nie
Winchester, Dwaine Rogers,
up together to meet their Lord.
Rudicil will direct the music with
The Rev, Sammy Cunningham, pasThe Rev Van Russell, pastor, will
false teaching.
How grateful we should be for the George Patterson, Thomas Schroader, Dwane Jones and Susan Jones as speak at 11 am, and 6:30 pm
tor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p m
serThe Holy Spirit through Paul gives
McKee!, Steve Steele. Bob
accompanists The Sanctuary Choir
services Sunday School with Russell
assurance that the time is coming Allen
vices
W.A
Erwin
will
direct the music
McDougal
us the most comprehensive explanaArmstrong Bible
wiil present an Easter cantata. 'He
Moss as superintendent-will be at 10
when death will be overcome com- classes willandbeHenry
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
at 10 a m
Lives.' at both morning services. Sunam
tion f!rf the meaning, significance, and
as
accomp
pletely and abo!ished entirely and
anists
Sunday School with
West Fork Baptist
day School will be at 9.45 a.m
Russell Chapel
value of the resurrection. The Apostle
Lewis Warner as superintendent will
The Rev Lawson Williamson, pasforever!
Lake-Land Apostolic
United Methodist
made it clear that, "If Christ be not
at
am
10 a.m and Children's Church at
tor, will speak at 11 a.m and 6 p.m.
The Rev James H. Cain, pastor,
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
1 Corinthians 15: 53-58
t
be
risen," which is the blackest assumpes. Music will be directed by
speak at 9 45 a.m service with Red
will present the second lesson in a
Victory over the grave is one thing servic
Coldwater United Methodist
Alvin Usrey with Janet
tion imaginable, then He still would every
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
two-part series, 'His Agony, His seemas pianperson covets, whether or not ist. Special music willArnold
Dr Robed Farless, interim pastor.
ing Defeat, His Victory' in the 10 a.m
be by Karla
Brown as pianist. Sunday School will
be dead, all of the preaching that has he
will
speak
at
11 a m service with Rex
admits it. This is an experience Blakely at morning hour and Children's
be at 10 45 a.m
preaching/teaching session. Evangebeen done through these centuries which
Smith as song leader and Jimmy Willistic service will begin at 6 p m
cannot be had apart from God's Choir at evening hour. Bernice GarIndependence
son as. pianist. Sunday School with
would have been useless and vain power
Memorial Baptist
. This victory over death and land will be deacon of week. Sunday
United Methodist
T
C
Hargro
ve
as
directo
School with emphasis on high attenr
will
because it would have been the disse- the grave
be
at 10
The Rev. Jim Simmons. pastor, will
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will in no sense be due to dance with Phillip Bazzel
a.m.
speak at 10.50 a m and 7 p.m sermation of a falsehood. The faith oursel
l as director
will speak at 11 a m service wan
ves, but it is the gift of God
Ferguson Springs Baptist
will be at 10 a.m
vices. Assisting will be Charlie Bell.
which has been exercised in Christ
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
The Rev Darvin Stom pastor will
thorugh our Lord, Jesus Christ. His
Immanuel Lutheran • .
deacon of the week, Kurt Simmons.
Patricia Lassiter as pianist. Sunday
would have been worthless anclfrUit
speak
at
11
a.m.
The
and
6
'Rev
pm
service
ministe
Claren
victory over death and the grave is the
s.
r of music, will direct the music
ce W. Helmich,
School with Howard Coy as superinRoy Skinner will direct the music with
less because it would have been
pastor, will speak about 'Worthy Is
with Janet Finch and Tonya Simmons
pledge of our victory over them. The.
tendent will be at 10 a_rn
Vivian
Storn
as
accompanist Sunday
Lamb' with scripture from Revelarooted in a delusion, all believers in Becau
as accompanists. -The Sanctuary will
Mason's Chapel
se He lives all who believe in
School will be at 10 a m
tion 5'12 at 6 a.m sunrise service, and
sing 'Love Found A Way' at Morning
Christ still would be-unsaved and the Him
United Methodist
shall live.
Calvar
Templ
y
about 'Let Us Rejoice and Be Glad In
e
hour
and
Murdena and Emily Simmons
The Rev Dan Leslie, pastor, will
righteous dead would have perished.
The Rev E F Clere, pastor will
In these verses, we're told that our His Salvation.' with scripture from
will sing at evening hour. Sunday
,speak from John 20.1-18 at 11 a.m
"But now is Christ risen from the bodies
speak
at
11
a.m.
and
p.m.
6.30
serSctioOf witf be at 9411 a.m. and New
Isaiah 25:9 at -10-30 a.m. service. The
wilt be
service The Adult Choir will sing "The
- vices Sunday School will be at 13
dead and become the first fruits of will return diffeient. One day they
Members Class, Teachers meeting.
Adult Choir, directed by Cathy Mallett
Blood Will Never Lose Its Power' with
to
the
dust
of
the
am
ground
.
them that slept." No other event in unless
Disciple Training, Preschool Choir
with Dr Larry Mallet as accompanist,
Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt as
the Lord Jesus returns and
Palestine United Methodist
Music Makers, Younmg Musicians and
will sing 'Jubilate Deo' at the later serhistory is supported by such an unim- transla
accompanists Sunday School with
tes us before we die. We wait in
The
Rev.
Calvin
Clark, pastor, will
Youth Choir at 6 p m
vice Assisting will be Alice Witte,
Frank Coles as superintendent will be
peachable body of testimony as the perfec
speak at 11 a m, service Stanley Dunt
organist. Joe Johannsen, Elinar Jenat 10 am.
University
resurrection of Christ. When Christ time confidence and hope for the strom,
can and Mary Conner will direct the
Doug Lawrence. ivan Schwarm.
Church of Christ
when our blessed Lord will raise
• . Flint Baptist
music with Faye Childress as pianist
was raised from the dead, that event the
Gregg Helmich, Art Pfuehler, Dan
Hollis Miller will be guest speaker at
The Rev Thomas Rose, interim
bodies of the saved and change the
Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
was a pledge of our resurrection as
Frisk, Jim McCloskey, Dorothy Helpastor, will speak at 11 a m, and 6 45
10 am. and 6 p.m services. Ernie
bodies of the living Christians and
director will be at 10 a.m
mich and Eleanor Pahlke. Sunday
p m. services Music will be directed
believers and as a sample of what ours
Bailey will direct the song service
Poplar Spring Baptist
bring us all together with Him. We School and Bible Class will be at 9,30
by Tilghman Barrow at 11 a m and
Assisting will be Connie Burton, Bill
will be like. It must be remembered
The Rev David Brasher of Elm
rejoice in the glorious future which- am'
Darrin Chapman at 645 pm. service.
Boyd,- Kim Wallis, Hampton Brooks,
always that only those who ale "in
Grove Baptist Chaurch will speak at
Gina Brandon and Karon Johnson will
New Concord
awaits us in His presence.
Todd Brooks, Joey Bazzell, Chris
6.30 a.m sunrise service. The Rev
Church of Christ
be accompanists. Sunday School will
Hays, Jeff Dunman, Tommy Reid, Tim
Dennis Norvel, pastor, will speak at 11
Bob Haley, minister will speak at
be at 10 a.m. and Discipleship TrainErwin, Larry Lilly, Rick Murdock, Dan
a.m service.'A song service will be at
9 50 a m.. and 6 p.m. services Assisting with Edward Chapman as director
Davis, Billy Pritchard and Larry Paint6
p
m
service Mark Hardison will
ing mil be Rudy Brawner, Hugh Fuquat 6 p m
er Bible classes will be at 9 a.m
direct the music. Sunday School with
a, Shea Sykes, Jimmy Stahler, Joe
Hardin Baptist
St. Leo Catholic
Marty Futrell as director will be at 10
Geunn, Junior McCage. Ike Allbritten
The Rev Ricky Cunningham, pasMasses will be at 7 p m Saturday
m
a
and
Church
Traini
ng
with
Ricky
Mark Farris, John Bucy and Jason
tor, will speak at 8 30 an2r10-30 a.m.
and 8 and 11 am and 8 p m Sunday
Stewart as director will be at 6 p m
Haley. Bible classes will be at a a.rrt
and 6 p m services. Max Lawrence
with Fr. Larry McBride as pastor
Martin
's Chapel
and 530 pm
will be song leader with Martha Lou
Assisting will be Chris Paradise, Chris
United Methodist
_ .4/V.estside . Baptist Lawrence and Sheila Clark as accom- _
Woods, Mad Westphal, Linda SheThe Rev Thomas E Cary Jr. pasThe Rev Glynn Orr, pastor. will
panists. Sunday School wit? be at 9 30
pard, Pallie Kurz, Jerry Kelly. Marie
tor, will speak at 9 30 a m service
speak about 'Worthy Is The Lamb.'
am
the story of death, burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ, with scripture
from Revelation 5 at 10.30 a.m service and about 'The Power of His
Resurrection' with scripture from
Romans 1.4 at 6 p m. service. Tommy
Scott will direct the music with Patsy
Neale and Sherma Scott as accompanists The Adult Choir will sing
'Jesus The Resurrection' and Children's Choir I will sing at morning hour
I. Strength begins to grow in fellowship with God.
Tommy Scott will sing 'My Lord My
2. American: A person who isn't afraid to bawl out the PresiGod' at evening hour Sunday School
dent. but who is always polite to a policeman.
will be at 930 a.m
First United Methodist
3. Capital and labor both realize time is money, but they can't
The Rev Nowell Bingham, pastor
agree on how much.
will speak about 'The House o'
4. If you are not afraid to face the music, you may lead the
Laughter' at 8,30 and 10.50 a m serband some day.
vices. Acolytes will be Morgan Blank5. Poverty is no disgrace to a man, but it is certainly
enship and Angie' Fitch. The Chancei
Choir with Kim Black as director and
incovenient.
Joan Bowker as organist will sing an
6. Many people who buy on time forget to pay that way.anthem, 'The Majesty and Glory of His
7. A market analyst tells you what is going to happen in six
Name,' and as a benediction. 'Hallelumonths, and then after that tell you why it didn't.
jah' from the Messiah' at both services Church School will be at 9 45
am
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FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
IBy James H. Cain

Where is everyone going?

'T. J.'s
Bar-BAD
'off

TUCK'S RTallgId
'The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
Hwy. 45 South • Martin, TN 901-587-3000
Prices good thru 3-31-91
Tuck's has
=I I
This Month's •
the bigges
tai
1,
selection and
Specials!!
%
best prices
• i, i
for doors in
Aluminized Root Coating
l
the area

II
.I4

•

v $

Insulated
Steel Doors

1..

$8900

..... .....

1..-,. ;,.
iig,
.4....)
Ow.l- .t.-

LW
ict ......?.01

1.4

•

IF

Price Good thru March 30

$18.99
7/16' Masontte Siding $4.99 ea
716" Chipboard
$4.99 ea
3/4 BC Plywood
$15.50 ea
White dommode
$35.00 ea

Register All Week For Drawings
To Be Held On Saturday

MANAGER'S
SPECIAL

Limited Size 8. Selection

FREE Birthday Cake On Friday & Saturday

9th Anniversary Celebration

i

Need A New Bath Vanity" At Tuck's You W H
Fricl A Large Selection AM Best 1"-e,

PrefinIsh Vanity
& Marble Top

F
r

--4,

in./.
0
,
,p

U ,

,

$2700

You'll Find Over 100

1 1/4" Thick Storm Doors

Preflnish Paneling
Selections at Tuck's

starting at

To show our appreciation
for your support
we are rolling back
the price on our
Large Hamburger, Fries
& Med. Drink Special
to the same low price as
when we opened 9 years ago.

Large Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink Only $1 99

5 Gal

As Low As

5".

4

Quantities Are

I

Located on Hwy. 45E • One Mlle South of Downtown
• Martin, TN • Phone: 901-587-3000
Hrs.: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-5:30; Sat 7:30-3:00; Now Accept
ing VISAIlAastercard 6 American Express

,Chestnut St

Murray

753-0045
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TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
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Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is Good Food

$69.00 ea
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Speakers, music and activities for Sunday
released by churches
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ULNV, Duke approach Final Four differen
t ways

INIAANAPOLIS (AP) — How different are UNL
V and
Duke?
Forget about basketball styles and recent performanc
es in
NCAA championship games. Let's talk approach
to the Final
Four weekend.
UNLV. the team which has a chance to Join the
greatest
teams of college basketball history. has suddenly
become the
Main' Rebels. Coach Jerry Tarkanian is keeping
his defending national champions from the media and autog
raph seekers.
You may see the Runnin' Rebels as they prepare
for Saturdaa's semifinal against Duke. but you won't
talk to them.
"At the Big West tournament and in the NCAA
. that's alt
we did." Tarkaman said of interviews and
autograph:. "It
was good to get av.aa from basketball for a coupl
e, of
He gave the players two days off and guard Ander dass."
son Hunt
needed them after a minor auto accident on Sunda
y. Hunt did
e-a.1.,:e Thursday. although the high school
ga•m the1;Rebels
had the Windows cosered so no one could wa:cia
.
sedden coneem with keq:ng the plaaers foees
ed
seems appropriate considering the Rehels can make
les:or
y
a !I:7t.,)
• this weekend.
Tees at,.
:o be the first repeat champioris ..nce
! CI. A- .7: H-• —• .177.! the firs: undeleated ehena
pions s•ece
Tarkanian said of keepine
"Tere is more hype and excitement sairroend-

Ing the games. We are required to
go to press conferences and
that can cause some distractions. But
this is exciting. and a
challenge. Every kid dreams of getting
to and playing in the
Final Four."
Most Duke players have had their
and over. This is the Blue Devils' dreams come true over
fourth consecutive trip to
:he Final Four and fifth in six years. Yet,
they have never left
with the trophy, losing to UNLV
103-73 last season.
Duke coach Mike Krayzewski took
just the opposite
approach to the weekend than Tarkanian.
Kriszewski said he was disappointed his
team was situated
.n a hotel away from downtown
Indianapolis.
"I would have like our players to stay
in the downtown
area instead of the airport area so they
would be able to
experience the Final Four and feel a
part of it," he said.
"This is a great eventin their lives. The
challenge of maintaining focus in the midst of all the excit
ement is something
which will help the players grow."
Krzyzewski knows he will have matchup
problems. but that
doese•: mean he will stray from his
defensive theories.
'We Will Stay with our usual manto-man defense because
kids are more comfortable with it,"
he said. "We do have
matehup problems because of their size,
but we hope to make
.P for them."
North Carolina and Kansas open the semif
er. and those are teams which know each inal doubleheadother well because

PRO
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tog over A
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tonight, but
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Sports Writer

Kansas' Roy Williams served as an assistant to North
Carolina's Dean Smith for 10 years.
"Roy and I have found our system to be very
successful.l•
Smith said. "I don't think the fact we run
the same system
will have a big bearing on the outcome.
It will be like an
intrasquad game in a sense with both teams
running basically
the same thing."
The paths to the Final Four were consi
derably different as
North Carolina came through the East facin
g the 16th. 9th.
12th and 10th seeds. Kansas, on the other
hand, had to beat
Indiana and Arkansas, both ranked in the
top four. in the
Southeast Regional semifinals and finals.
"We had no idea we would be in the
Final Four." Williams said. "We thought the effects of
recruiting would be
evident. Our kids, especially the senio
rs. have handed
together."
Kansas won the national championship in
1988. but wasn't
able to defend its the title as the program
was slapped with
one-year probation.
"That year was difficult because of the
distractions we had !
no control over." Williams said. "We
wante
to participate in the NCAA tournament d the opportunits
."
This is Smith's first trip to the Final Four
since winnieg
all in 1982. Williams was there then.
too.
"1 hope he has a couple more decades left."
Williams said
of Smith, who is in his 30th season at North
Carolina

Tony KENNEDY
Associated Press
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Calloway falls 2-1 in opener
Staff Report
Murray L•dgar &

Calloway COuntv's Jason Greer fires to the
piate
season-openima joss to Ballard ‘fernorial
.

Times Sports

Callowas County opened its
1991 baseball season Thursday,
and the theme this year could be
.eThe Young and the Restless".
Everything is new with the two:.me defending regional runner-ups.
The lineup was decimated by graduation, and CCHS has a new
coach. Eddie Morris, whose lineup
is filled with freshmen and
sophomores.
"It's no secret that we are going
to be young." Morris said after the
Fakers lost a 2-1 contest to Ballard
Memorial. called after five inneings because of darkness. "We've
got five seniors, and no
2ee.iors. The bulk of our team is,
eo:eg to be freshmen and
soehomores."
Bet Morris feels those freshmen
sophomores are going to good
:ever: for the I.akers.
'That's going to help us." Morris
seiet. "Because those kids are good
tatatas We 'ust need to get some
ar.:1 get some of these
• •..7.g kids some playing
time and
•07e experience.'
After Ballard pushed two runs

Uhursd.i. "•

across in the top of the third. Callwoay scored their only marker in
the bottom of the fourth. Brian
Anderson singled. and moved to
second when Mitch McClain reached on an error. Jason Greer walked,
and with the bases loaded, Anderson scored on a passed ball.
While the potent Laker offense
of the last two years won't be in
place for a while. Morris is most
concerned with the Calloway pitching staff.
"We're going to have some kids
out there throwing," Morris said.
"Travis Turner and Rob Dennis are
our top two and they have some
experience. I'm not worried about
them. If we can get our young guys
to throw strikes, we'll be fine."
Calloway returns to action
tomorrow, hosting a doubleheader
with Henry County starting at
noon.
• • • •
Meanwhile, the Murray State
Thoroughbreds dropped a 5-3 contest to Southwest Missouri Thursday afternoon at Reagan Field.
Murray scored in the first when
Danny Alfeldt singled to right,
moved to thrid on a wild pitch, and
scored -on a single by Jamie Rader.

Southwest took advantage of a
Murray error and triple by Todd
Davis to tie the game in the second. Southwest scored three times
in the third, with Evan Pratte stroking a two-run triple. They added a
run in the fifth, before a double by
Alfeldt and a sacrifice fly from
Rader plated another Murray run in
the eighth.
Eric Greaser singled and scored
in the ninth, but Murray couldn't
tie the contest. The 'Breds face Terultsee Tech
today in Cookeville in doubleheader action and faces the Eagles in a
single' game tomorrow in OVC
play.
• • • •
In other local sports action this
weekend: The Murray State men's
tennis team will host LAB today at
2:30 pin, SIU tomorrow at 9 a.m..
and Evansville at 2:30 p.m.
The Lady' Racers host Western
Kentucky at 3 p.m. today. More
head State.tomorrow at 9 a.m.,
and Arkansas State tomorrow at 2 p.m.
The men's track team is hosting
a home meet. while some memb
ers
of. the Racer and Lady Racer
track
, teams travel to alie Florida
Relays
this weekend.

Nothing to spit at

End of an era

'Dodgers release Fernando Barkley pays for 'stupid mistake'
CHARLOTTE. N.C. (AP) —
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Los Angeles general manager Fred ( eena
decade whether to
keep Valenzuela after it was dear :h: r.e
(,..1 the other
starters on the staff.
"This was an extremely difficult deces.on to make
because Fernando
has established himself as on of :he alleirte great
Dodgers." Claire
said. "He has pitchedwith great heart and treme
ndous ability. but we
had to make a decision based on the needs
of our pitching staff."
Valenzuela was in danger of being let go in
each of the past two
Seasons. He slumped to 14-14 in 1987 and 5-8
in 198). when he spent
two months on the disabled list with shoulder
problems.
He was 10-13 with a 1.43 ERA in 1989 and 13-13
with a 4.59 ERA
last year, a season that included his first no-hitter.
a 6-0 victory over
St. Louis on June 29.
"He has written history with the Dodgers." said
Vaierducla's agent
Tony DeMarco, "and he'll continue to write histo
ry in baseball with
another team, there's no doubt in our minds.
'A ail until somebody contacts us. We'll just wait and see what the futur
e holds for this
unique athlete."
Los Angeles had until Tuesday to release Valenzuela
without having
to guarantee his S2.55 million, one-year contract.
If not claimed by
another team before 2 p.m. EST next Tuesday, the
Dodg
Valenzuela 45 days termination pay — 5630,494.5 ers will owe
0.
"I was expecting something to happen before April
2." Valenzuela
(Coned on page 11)

For once, Charles
Bart:lea and the 76ers' management agree
— spitting
7: fans was .a "stupid
mistake"e by the _hotheaded
f."7"'W arc.
eYo.. do stupid things, and stuff like
that hap:ens." Barkley told The Philadelphia
Daily News
•ahen telarrived in Charlotte to play
the Hornets. "I
.st neYe to live with a stupid mistake."
The Philadelphia 76ers forward missed
Thursday
menes game against the Hornets after the
NBA suspend...: him for one game and fined him
SI0,000 for
•p] .
.:74 on fans.
Barkaay lost his temper( Tuesday night
with 1:38
-.—•- rg in the fourth quarter of a 98-9
5 overtime
.0 •
the New Jersey Nets. His target was a heckl
er
s'" ee 'in the court-level seats, but
he spit on an
8-year-old girl sitting behind the man.
-He was walking toward me, and I spit
at him,"
Park
told The Philadelphia Inquirer. "1 was
tired
.1;"!1. 1 have enough foam
in my mouth. It went
r
(e:r.eral manager" Gene ihue said the
team had no
caaaree. with the suspension and fine.
• 'There is absolutely no excuse for that kind
of conCharles." Shue said. "We agree completely
A
lee decision made by the league."
Ae,ording to the Daily News, the child
's father
praised Barkley as a player but said he felt
he should
be reprimanded. He said he considered what
happened
-a low act."
The penalties were announced by Rod
Thorn. the
ieaaae!, vice president for operations and
chief disciplinarian for the NBA.
Last season. Barkley piled up S39,000
in league
fines for on-court incidents, including
a 520.0(8) penally after he fought with Bill Laimbeer of
the Detroit
Pistons.
The league also said Barkley used abusive
language
against fans at a Tuesday night game at
the Meadow :ands in New Jersey.

Barkley was summoned to the NBA office
in New
York in November to discuss his behavior.
He said the
_visit, was "no big -deal.,'1-•
His trouble with the league hasn't always been
over
displaysiof anger. but there have been enou
gh- of those
cases:
.•In April 1988, Indiana Pacers fan Scott
Lorah said
Barkley hit him under the eye with an open
hand after
the Pacers defeated the Sixers 126-92. Barkl
ey said he
exchanged words with Lorah but denied hittin
g him.
'In August 1988. a New Jersey state troop
er stopped
Barkley for speeding and saw a 9mm pistol
, in the
back of his car. Gun charges were dismissed a
month
later.
*In January 1990, Barkley and Mark Jackson
01 the
New York Knicks were fined S5.0)0 eaeh
by the
league after they admitted they had a running
bet on
which one would make the bag play' when the
Knicks
and Sixers played.
'In November 1990. Barkley infuriated
women!,
groups after an overtime win over the Nets
When he
said. "This is a game that, if you lose, you
go home
and beat your wife and kids."
'In February, after a frustrating loss to
the Golden
State Warriors in Oakland. Barkley threw a
cep of
water at a heckler.
•On March 13. Barkley delayed going back
into a
game against the Knicks after.76ers coach Jim
Lynam
had yanked him and he cursed out Lynam in
front of
other players. The team fined him S5,(100 and
ordered
Barkley to apologize.

The NBA's announcement of the fine was terse. but
Thom discussed the case Wednesday. He said the 'total
number of incidents eventually could cause Barkley
trouble.
"It seems that with Charles it's
a continuing
thing." Thorn said. "I don't want to
prejudge this
before we do whatever we're going
to do. but it just
keeps happening. He's just got to
cut it out."

Reports say Metro added three

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — Three
Sun Belt Conference teams have
been approved for membership in
the Metro Conference, according to
published reports.
The new Metro schools will be
Virginia Commonwealth, North
Carolina -Charlotte and South Florida. the Daily Press of Newport
News and The Virginian -Pilot of
.Norfolk reported today. The
(Louisville. Ky.) Courier-Journal
also published a similar report.
The Virginia newspapers were
told by unnamed sources that Vir-

117" "1 L'

In to: apecaraiees
:he ltOC Nee.oral I ,
Young A•aard weeear

ginia Commonwealth was admitted direct
or Dick Sander said he had
Thursday during a telephone con- no know
ledge of an official invitaference call of league athletic tion
extended by the conference.
directors. South Florida and North
"All I know is they talked and
Carolina-Charlotte reportedly were decid
ed on a lot of things," Sander
invited to join the Metro several said. "We
weren't involved in the
weeks ago and were endorsed again confe
rence call, so I don't know
Thursday.
what was said.''
Metro commissioner Ralph
Virginia Commonwealth presiMcFillen declined to comment. In a dent
Eugene Trani said, "We're
statement issued by the conference very
interested in the Metro ConThursday, MeFillen said, "We feren
ce. My impression is that
anticipate an official announcement there
will be a formal announcewithin the next week."
ment in the middle of next week."
Virgina Commonwealth athletic (Coned
on page 11)
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Tammy Bedrosian •.,
and her husband are theta'
be with the Twins. After
ing close friends in Atlanta
from 1981-85 and in
Philadelphia from 1986-89, she
said "it just didn't feel like we
were part of the family" in
San Francisco. Bedrosian was
traded to the Giants in June
1989, helping them to the
World Series that year hs sasmg three games in the National
League playoffs.
The family will keep its
120-acre horse farm near Atlanta
as its permanent residence. hut
dunng the season will live in
Eden Prairie, Minn., close to
the University of Minnesota
Hospital. The hospital has done
tests on Cody since he Was
diagnosed.
"Ninety-one is our year."
Tammy said. "We just sort of
wrote off '90."
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Actions & Reactions
PRO HOCKEY

Timber awaits UConn

GOLF

Ail 16 berths have been decided for the
NHL
Playoffs, but that doesn I mean that all the
suspense is ended Well, in the Norris
Division,
anyway The Los Angeles Kings seem
to
be
in
the driver's seat in the Smythe Wnh
a 8-5 victory over Minnesota on Thursday
night.
wnh Calgary's 44 tie with Edmonton, coupled
the Kings
are on the verge of clinching their first divisio
n
championship They can win n tonight
by virtue
of a Calgary loss or tie in Edmonton
they can finish the lob themselves Otherwise.
with a victory
over the Flames On Sunday, the last day
of the
regular season The Kings currently
lead the
Flames by four points The race for first
in the
Norris, meanwhile. IS closer between
and St Louis, with more room for error Chicago
Follow
ing the Backhawks' 5-3 victory
over Toronto
and the Blues' 3-0 deosion over the
New York
Islanders, Chicago led St Louis by three
points
They each have two games to go
rElsewhere, the Patrick and Smythe
divisio
each completed then lour-team field Washin ns
gton Peat Philadelphia 3-0 to move
into the playoffs for the ninth straight year and
knock
the
Flyers oat for the second straigh
t season
Vancouver beat Winnipeg 3-2 in overti. And
me to
gain the final berth in the Smyth
e In other
action. Buffalo tied Quebec 4-4

PRO BASKETBALL
The Houston Rockets are still perfect
in
March The Phoenix Suns are only superb
Rockets made it 13 wins in 13 games The
month as Vernon Maxweil hit a 22-tooter this
with
eight seconds. left for a 112-111
v•clory at
Atlanta Thursday night. Maxwell missed
10 of
his first IS Sh01S, but made up
for it by hitting
the game-winner. "I didn't shoot it that well
tonight, but I did hit a couple of
big baskets
down the stretch," Maxwell said 'Some
body's
been doing it every night for us Tonight
it
lust me" The Suns haven't been perfect was
this
month but a 13-3 record isn't too
shabby
Phoenix set a team record for wins in March
by
blasting the visiting Milwaukee Bucks
102-88
Dan Maierle tail seven of his 18 points as
in
a
213-6 thud-Quarter burst that blew
the game
open
rin other action, it was Miami
90, Boston 88.
Charlotte 94, Philadelphia 90,
Chicago 128.
New Jersey 94, Golden State 106,
New York
104, San Antonio 119. Orland
o 95,
ento
116, Utah 96. and Cleveland 102. Sacram
Washington
95

BASKETBALL
ATLANTA - Larry Johnson of UNLV
arc
Dawn Staley of Virginia captured the 199/
Nesmith Awards as college players of
the yea',
the Atlanta Tipolf Club announced Johnso
n.
senior forward who averaged more than a
23
points per game in leading UNLV to the
NCAA
Final Four, was selected in voting
by the
nation's major college coaches and a pane: of
writers and broadcasters He edged his teammate Stacey Augmor as well as
Shactuille
O'Neal of LSU. Kenny Anderson of Georgi
a
Tech and Billy Ot•e•r3S of .Syracuse.
Staley. a.
junior guard, has averaged /7 points per
game
over her career at Virgm,a She-lei the bat otmg
over Daedra Charles of Tennessee. Sonia
Henning of Stanford, Carolyn Jones of Auburn
and
Andrea Stinson of North Carolina State
The
Nesmith men's coact of the year is
Randy
Ayers of Ohio State and the *omen's
award
went to Virginia's Debbie Ryan The Na 5- th
nigh scnooi players of the year are Chris
Webber of Detrort Country Day and Michele Marcinak of Central Catholic High School in Allen
town, Pa
NEW ORLEANS - The Kodak Divisio
n I
Women's All AMerica Team inciuded four
Payers from Final Four teams - Kerry Basco
m of
Connecticut, Daedra Charles of Tennecr.ww
Dawn Staley of Virginia and Sonia Hennin
g .of
Stanford Also seiected were Dana Chatman of
Louisiana State, Detmonica DeHorney of Arkansas, Joy Holmes of Purdue, Carolyn Jones of
Auburn. Genie Uller 01 Fullerton 'State
Andrea St nson of North Carolina State and

BASEBALL
WINTER HAVEN. Fla - Mike Marsha
ll was
fined $250 and threatened with stiffer penalti
es
for walking out of the Boston Red Sox
training
camp. General manager Lou Gorman said
that
Marshall was fined for his unauthorized
walkout
Wednesday The first baseman did not
show up
for Thursdays game with Detroit and Gorma
n
said if Marshall aoes not return within 24
hourS,
he will be subject to a fine of $1,000 a day rt
accordance with Rule Five of the uniform
player
contract

Reports say
(Coned from page 10)
The addition of three Sun Belt
teams would give the Metro seven
members for the 1991-92 season.
The conference lost half of its eight
schools to other leagues last year,
leaving Virginia Tech, Southern
Mississippi, Louisville and Tulane
as the remaining members.
The departure of the schools
would leave the Sun Belt with four
members — Western Kentucky,
South Alabama, Jacksonville and
Arkansas-Little Rock,
Sun Belt Commissioner Jim Lessig told The Courier-Journal he
believes North Carolina-Charlotte,
South Florida and Virginia Commonwealth will be leaving for the
Metro, and he said plans are under
way for the remaining four schools
in the conference to merge with the
American South.
"I haven't heard officially, but
I've been told unofficially," Lessig
said. "It's no surprise. We knew
that the Metro had been talking
extensively to those three schools,
and in anticipation of them leaving.
we've had several meetings on a
merger with the American South.
That would give us 11 teams, and
then we'll try to add a 12th."
South Florida athletics director
Paul Griffin said some details still
need to be worked out, but he
expects an announcement soon.
"It might be a little premature to
call it a done deal and say that
everything is in place, but we do

PONTE VEDRA, Fla - Bob Tway chipped in
for one of his seven birdies in a bogey -free
round 01 65 in tne first round of the Player
s
Championship Bob Eastwood, Russ Cochran,
Peter Persons and Steve Elkington were one
Pack at 66, and six others were at 87 as more
than half the field of 144 broke par. Paul Armger led the group at 67 that also included Mike
Smith, D A. Weibring, Blaine IACCABliSter. Phil
Blackmar and Joe Don Blake, a winner earlier
this year in San Diego
RANCHO MIRAGE, Cahl - Amy Alcott
shot a
Sunder-par 67 to take the first-round lead in
the Dinah Shore tournament Alcoll, who hasn't
won since 1989, has a two-shot lead over OkHee Ku of South Korea Laura Baugh and Pa:
Bradley were in a group al 70

SOCCER
ROME - Diego Mazadona, the captain of
Argentina's national learn and defending Italian
League champion Napoli, tested positive 10r
drugs after a recent game, his team said Gorgio Pennetti, Napolt's sporting director, said the
Italian Soccer Federation had notified team
Dresden! Corrado Ferlano of the test results,
but would not say what Maradona tested posi.
tive for. La Repubbica reported that Maradona
tested positive following Napoli's 1-0 victory
over Ban on March 17 Maradona assisted on
the game's goal A spokesman for the Italian
Soccer Federation refused comment On La
Repubblica's report, but did say that results of
a
second test will be available by the end 01 the
week A second test is given in the presence of
a doctor apppointed by the player or his club
when !he postgame test is positive

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX-Outnghted Eric regret pitcher
to
Parmicket of the Interne-bona' league Sent Pedro
Matila catcher to their minor league camp
for
reassignment
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Optioned Efrain Valdez pitcher. to Colorado Springs of the Pecthc Coast
League
Sent Luis Lopez. inheider to their minor league
camp
for reassignment.
SEATTLE SAARINERS-Optioned
&Me, pitcher
to Calgary of the Pao1c Calitt Dave
League Sent Dave
Ferreng, pitcher Rich Amaral. inkeider
and Chuck
Jackson inhelderoutfieider. to their tremor.league
camp
for reassgnment
TEXAS RANGERS-Invited Bnan Dowmng, outheide
r.
to training camp
Notional League
ATLANTA BRAVES-Ptaced Odditie McDowe outfielder on wavers Or the purpose r1 gyring him ll
Ns uncon•
diLonal release
CINC.NNATI REDS-Sent B.I• Bates infielder
Keith
Brown and Milt
ptchers. Dave Liddell catcher
ry Lee, 1rst baseman. and Leo Game oudelde Terr.
to
their minor league camp for reassignment
405 ANGELES DODGERs-Ptaiad Fernando Valenzuela pitcher', on roamers for the purpose of going
Pam
Ns unconditional release
MON.TREAL EXPOS--Pfaced Bruit Barnes
pitcher
On
ins 15-day disaPed 1,51
orr75BuciGH PIRATES-Assigned Ty Gainey
and
Jett
Schuiz outfielders to Buffalo of the Americ
an
Assooaton

BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
NBA-Suspended Charles Barkley Phladelc
76erS
rorward for one game without pay and inia
2. X0 tor spitting at a tan and using atxrsivefined him
language
dunng a game during a game on March
26
Contmestel Basketball Association
COLUMBUS HORION-Caimed
Jett
Fryer
guard Of.
wariers horn Albany
On.LArtOMA CITY CAVALRY--Fired Charley
Rosen
coach
World Basketball League
ER E WAVE-Named Jm Hanson assistant coach
MEMPHIS ROCKERS-Named Ron Ekkor coach
FOOTBALL
Nsttonst Football League
DENVER BRONCOS-Agreed to isms win
Dmry, comertia0i on a two-year contract Charles
Signed
Crawford KS' guard
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS-Svined Troy Kyles
wcie
47C•IVer
WASHINGTON REDSKINS-Signed Terry
Hoage
saNity
HOCKEY
National Hockey Lesgue
NHL-Suspended Los Angeles i0ngs coact, Tam Webster to,four games and fined Nin 16000 for fighting
in a
game a;aihst the Cagary Flames on Mirth
24 SuSpended Doug Gilmour and Tim
Hunter
for two
games each and fined Gilmour 1500 oftorCalgary
their actions
-nod Joe, Otto of Calgary 5500
OLYMPICS
United Stites Olympic Committee
L:SOC-Narned Dr Charles Dillman derllty
43X170JT7/
,
0 0,10,!Of programs
COLLEGE
MtCHIGAN STATE-Named Ed Zaunbre
quartetbacks coach and Kip Waddell defensivecher
NORTHEASTERN-Announced the resugnaIns coach
son
at Don
/*Kenney miens hockey coach

•••

hope that's me case,' Griffin said.
Louisville, athletics director Bill
Olsen said he couldn't comment on
the specifics of the Metro expansion plans because no announcement has been made, but he added:
"I feel positive about the future
of the Metro. Our priority for
expansion remains the same: quality institutions in major markets.
The evaluation and extension of
invitations is continuing to take
place."

State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There
.

Jane Rogers 753-9627

NCAA Tournament

4,

Minneapolis

Thursday, March 14
Northeast Louisiana 73
'6 East Tennessee State 73
_,--rectic-ut 79 Louisan& State 62
%ars,. Ohio as Nebraska 84
At Dayton Arena
Dayton, Ohio
Friday, Merck IS
St Johns 75 Northern 'linos 68
Texas 73 St Peter's 65
ONci Stare 97. Towson State 86
Georga Tech 87 DePaul 70
Second Round
At The Metrodorn•
Minneapolis
Saturday, Merck IS
DUF0 85 .orra 70
Connecticut 66 Xavier. Ohio 50
Al Dayton Areas
Dayton, Onto
Sunday, March 17
Cn•o Sue 65 Georga 'itch 61
S' ion' s 84 Tetas 76
Regional Sismilinels
At The Silverdome
Pontiac, Mich
Friday, Merck 22
S!
s 91 Ohio State 74
8' Connecticut 67
Regional Championship
At The Silvan:twee
Pontiac. lech.
Sunday, Much 24
.c.J.e 76 Sr ..o•n 6 61
••

EAST REGIONAL
First Round
At Cole Fieidhousie
Cootie Perk, 11d
Thurestey, Merck 11
48r
Okla,
rocmaar,,S
,
tte
a star8
6'
ste,,
c8
ccir,6„4
4 8.88,88.
85
Tempe BC Purdue 63
Rchmond 73 Syracuse 69
At The Carrier Dome
Syracuse, N
Friday, March IS
-Eastern Sec-trigan '6 •satssissipc. Stare 56
Penn Slate 74 UCI_A 89 North Crokra try sorinpast••• efi
Viiianova 50 Pn•ceior 48
Second Round
Al Cole Fisidhous•
College Park, kid
Saturdey, Mach 16
Tempe 77 Ricnrnond 64
Cha-c-,a State 73 Norm Caroiina State 64
At The Corner Dome
Syracuse, Nit
Sunday, Merck 17
:a-. ^a 8.1 'iaanova 69
Easy"
^,-an 71 Peen State 68 OT
Al'
Tne
Reg*n
Meectwler
ei oSwnad
t

Astons
East Ruthelord.
Fndey, Merck 22
North Ca,cur.a 53 Eastern 4..ch•g
an 67
Tempe 72 O•taho
,
a State 63 OT
Regionel Championship
Sunday, Merck 21
At The Meadowlands Arena
East Rutherford, NJ
Caro•ra 75 Tempe 72
•
• •
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
First Round
Al Freedom Heil

• • • •

WEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Jon M. Huntsmen Center
Salt Lake City
Thursday. March
Soiii•Ln Hall 77 Papperdirie 51 14
:ragrton 64 New Mexico State
-,-gham Young 61. Wginia ss 56
trzora 33 Sr Francis Pa SC
At The McKee, Center
Tucson, Anz,
Friday. March IS
lAch..-an State 60 Wsconsn G•etin
Bay 5f..
...,*.er.'82 Sevin Atabama 72
Geeigerchkr. 70 Vedette 60
99 Montana 65
Second Round
At The Jon M. Huntsman Cent••
Salt Lake City
Saturday, March 16
Anzona 76 Brigham Young
Svicr Hail at Creghton 69 61
At The McKeie Center
Tucpon, Anz
Sunday, Merck 11
85 Ntichgan State 114 201
._,•:LJ 62 Georgetown 54
peponet Sentinels
At The Kingdom*
Seethe
Thursday, Merck 21
-a" 8' Arzona 77
Ita" 66
Regional Championship
At The Kingdoms
Segni@
&sturdily, March 23
Solon Hat 65
• • • •
THE FINAL FOUR
Ar The Hoosier Dom.
Indisne0ohs
Semifinals
. Saturday, Merck 30
C..3":”.na 29-Si vs Kansas (26-7i. 433
Duke r3D-h vi UNLV 34-01. 30 minutes an.:• :in of fust_gam•
-Chsrnpionship
Monday, April
- w -^em Btdprrr

76 To
hueLrc°ett
,g''ei
.
s ,68
.sc
'1111
rK
4 14
Kansas 55 hen Organs 49
Fnnla S'a'e "5 Souther, California '2
rdana 13 :oastat Carolina 65
At sanOrn
ta nt
Atlanta
Friday, Merck is
Arkarsas
Geo•gia State '6
Anzona S'a'e
Ruigirs '6
Asabama 89 Murray State '9
Wake Forest 7 Louisiana Tech 65
Second Round
At Freedom Halt
,aesas
By
Seturcley, Merck _ 16
noara

82

ri.nCa
'
S•ate

At 8
ThileanOrn
ts ni

•

, A acar.a 3..-; liNa•n
S'edtYo,es
ikit"c
8:
ANarsas 3' A-zcna State 3C

•

Al Th
R"
ee Cnhaelrlo
Sem
tte Coii..um
ThuCrld
iule°yttskieNrCC
11 - 21
ANansas 1 A-abama
dansas 81 -lea 65
Regional Chernpionsnip
At The Charlotte Coliseum
Chenotte NC
Seturttsy, Mirth 23
Kansas 91 Antansaa 81

wittwetT

REG7ONAL
First Round
At 'The elePodorn•

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753
-9627
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Call Today

M Professional
Real Estate
'1,7 tal

to Servrce.

Bel Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Parker Ford says "Thanks."
Our salute to the U.S. Armed Forces.

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

6th & Main

* Ford Rarr\,er

753-0489
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L; 1 *

WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCE
S

Sale

*

Refrigerators

$999°oPless

Right now we're offering all United
States active-duty military personnel
or their spouses substantial sayings off
the Manufacturer's Suggested Retail
Price-on any new 1§90, 1991 or 1992
Ford, Mercury, or Lincoln car or any
Ford light truck throOgh F-'41 cories
pickups and the Econolirie

Prices Good thru
March 30, 1991

Display at
I

I

w

NDERWOOD

i• •

And,only one vehicle can he purchased per household.
The Ford Nlilitary Appreciation Purchase Program is our way of saying
thanks. S) come in and say "You're
Welcome.
"
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MERCURY

To be eligible, just profe„your-sctiveduty military status a$ of March 1,
1991. You must take delivery of your
new vehicle by December 31, 1991.

APPLIANCE 759-1505

Village Shopping Center

'biker Li S

Announcing the Ford Military
Appreciation Purchase Program.

All In Stock
Side-By-Side

Two Servicemen Now Available

32-6' Trophies
10 Charnrionshi • Belts

11:

maw

"Simply The
Best"

Body Elite

s."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Ross Insurance Agency

•Mit elk

The Karate
Superstars

"See me for all your family insurance need

End ofan ...
It appeared Valenzuela had locked
up a starting berth with an outstanding five-inning performance
against Milwaukee on March
but the starts against Philadelphia
and Baltimore followed.
"I spoke to Fernando, he understands the nature of .the game,"
DeMarco said. "When he was
informed by the Dodgers, he
thanked them and that was it. Our
relations continue to be positive
and friendly. That will never
change. Fernando has done a lot
for the Dodgers and the Dodgers
did a lot for Fernando."
Several Dodger players were
stunned by the move.
"I'm just struck dumb by this,"
right-handed reliever Tim Crews
said. "1 just don't understand this.
I'm not even going to try."
"Of course we're all shocked,"
Hershiser said. "1 think all of us
pretty much thought Fernando had
made the team."
"This is not good news," said
Martinez, who was 20-6 last season
and finished second in the NL Cy
Young Award voting. "I know a
lot of people are not going to feel
good about this.
"But Fernando is going to keep
pitching for somebody else. There
are 25 other teams. He can still
pitch."

PAGE 11

SCOREBOARD

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Connecticut may
burn Virginia with 3-point
shots, but they'll have to do it through
a forest of hands, says Tammi
Reiss.
Virginia (30-2) meets Connecticut (29-4) in
women's Final Four on Saturday. Defendin the opening game of the
g
meets Tennessee (28-5) in the second semif champion Stanford (26-5)
inal game. The championship
game is scheduled Sunday.
Connecticut hit 164 of 429 3-point shots this
season, playing a deliberate style of ball.
"We're going to force the tempo of the
game defensively," Reiss said.
"Our defense generates our offense.
"We're not going to push the ball and
get out of our regular set
offense. We want to play Virginia baske
tball offensively. Defensively is
where we're going to force the tempo.
"We're going to bring Connecticut out
of
ball up the floor, and force them to do some the methodical, walking the
things they are not used to
doing — making them put the ball on the
grou
nd
and penetrate and taking
away their 3-point ability."
That is the plan, Virginia coach Debbie
Ryan said, but it won't be as
easy as Reiss makes it sound.
"1 think the biggest problem we'll have is
the matchup with Kerry Bascorn — a 6-foot-1 player who can bring
the
ba11
up the court and can post
up strongly and score inside or outsi
de," she said. "They also have a
very strong pehmeter game that can
open
"Defensively, it's going to present a prob up the inside for them.
lem to us, because they play
like a lot of international teams and put
four or five players on the perimeter. Our players just aren't used to playi
ng out there. How we handle
that is going to make all the diffe
rence.
"We're going to have to handle the perim
many three's as some people have giveneter defense, not give them as
them, and then control the
boards."
UConn coach Gcno Auriemrna said his team
has handled pressure well°
all season.
"I've got great confidence in our ability
that may be shaken," he said. "My confi to handle the ball. However,
dence may be misplaced once I
get a look at Virginia's pressure. I'm not
sure we've faced a team that
will pressure like Virginia will.
'However, I feel we have something that
few teams in the country
have — forwards who are excellent ball
we don't turn the ball over much, becau handlers. That may be a reason
se
our guards to the forwards, they do a' very when the ball is passed from
good job of taking care of n.'
Stanford will be hampered by injuries to
two of their 6-foot-3 players.

(Coned from page 1(1)
said. "Today was the day. These
things have to happen sometimes.
Probably the reason they let me go
was they know and I know that I
can't help this team if I'm in the
bullpen.''
Valenzuela struggled last September before becoming a free
agent and re-signing with the Dodgers. However, the numbers were
stacked against him even before
spring training began.
. The starting rotation heading
into the season includes Ramon
Martinez, Tim Belcher, Bob Ojeda,
Kevin Gross, Mike Morgan and
possibly Jim Neidlinger. Orel Hershiser is still recovering from
shoulder surgery last April.
Valenzuela came up to Los
Angeles late in the 1980 season
and appeared in 10 games, all in
relief. He went 2-0 with one save,
allowing only two runs, both
unearned, in 17 2-3 innings.
Then in 1981 he took baseball by
storm, winning his first eight starts
with five shutouts and seven complete games. He compiled a 0.50
ERA during the streak and finished
the strike-interrupted season with a
13-7 record and 2.48 ERA.
Dodgers owner Peter O'Malley
called Femandoniania the most
exciting time for him in the 21
years he's been president of the
club.
"Fernando has been a very valuable and integral part of Dodger
history," O'Malley said. "We are
very. proud of the man, his accomplishments and what he has meant
to the Dodgers, the city of Los
Angeles and baseball throughout
the world."
With Valenzuela gone, Morgan
becomes the Dodgers' fifth starter
when the season opens on April 9.
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L.A. wants to stop
Reds' repeat quest

Could this
be year of
Cub series?

The Dodgers also signed freeagent Brett Butler to play center.
and traded right fielder Hubie
Brooks to the Mets for left-hander
Bob Ojeda. Butler is a marvelous
defensive outfielder and five times
in his career has scored at least 100
runs.. The outfield of Kal Daniels,
Butler and Strawberry may be the
best in baseball.
The Dodgers infield, with the
exception of Eddie NiurraY. (.330.
26 homers. 95 RBIs) at first base.
is a little less certain. Lasorda yill
maneuver a combination of Juan
Samuel, Lenny Harris. Alfredo
Griffin. Jose Offerman. Jeff Hamilton and Mike Sharperson.

By JIM DONAGHY
AP Baseball Writer

- While growing up in Los
Angeles. Darryl Strawberry
dreamed about playing for the Lakers. Instead, Darryl is a Dodger and
Tommy Lasorda is his favorite
cheerleader.
Lasorda has Strawberry and the
Dodgers believing they're the best
team in the National League West.
That means Los Angeles probably
finish first.
Lasorda always has been a big
Strawberry fan, and pushed hard
for the Dodgers to sign the ofttroubled star.
"There have been a lot of people
who are happy that we got Strawberry.- Lasorda said. ' And then
there are some people who said,
•Hey. you can have him. You
deserve him.'
••But. as long as I've managed
this baliclub and gotten .players
from other organizations. I
never allowed a reputation to precede a player. Ill be the judge of
what kind of guy StraY..berry. is.
I'm not goirt to have an worries
about Strawberry'. believe me."

Cincinnati Reds
A:mo,gr tne Dodgers w emerge as ire
favor:es. no one wiil be snocked Ise Reds
become he firs. team to wr. corsecutive NL
pennants since Los Ange;es •9•77,78 The
Rees revoiutonzed baseckV fast seasor
..ne rive corps of Raney Myers, Rob Oboe
and Nor-' Chartor. They may tar. :oo
Dat never m basebaii history nave reievers ^ad
s.cn ar ;mpact or tne outcome o...ne Wore
Sires Because of the depar.re
Da'-'y
Jac.sor Char:tor may eel p n of starhig
rotator or ng Tom Browning. Jose Pt .0 Jac.
Armvrorg Scot. Scuoder and Crns Hammonc
Tre star ng -web^ 's v.irerabie
San Diego Padres
It seems ;ixe 're P'aires made a ;c. o'
r'Prove-rer's Are. a. now orer
aces a 'eacome up wcr. Fred MoGnf. and Tory Femande
r one day,B.I are 'rey ready a;i mat ;-prove-z
d,Joe Carter :24- roe's '75 RBIs;
•0
!'
,4) Dig deal ea. rg tre Pacres *some questor marks - 're outf,eic Tony
Gvvvrr. nappy Mal Jac* Can -no orige
. .s a
-earr
.-are, Is ar All-Star ir rgn:
Teo aro
.'es .mprove or nis 309 average Are.
!rat
manager Greg Riddocn wit] give
Acre,
Da-' Jack.sor arid Jered Clark Srarr^
a chance B.
Roberts moves ir a: second base, t.a.hg over
or Roberto Aorrar Roberts "ad me
sea
so- "ODOCe arse* about m a 309best
average
arid 4s'oar Oases Las: seasor trree
Day•
es Da'.'eC 3:C or bete' wrir a: eas• 4 er-a
oase ^ aro 4 s:per bases P :key rie-ce.
se' Barn Boras arc Roberts 0.ess
cc
:re 1.4.2r

The rap on Strawberry in New
York as that he never lived up to
his potential and didn't try all the
time. But in reality, his numbers
--tfaVC. Hail of Fame - potential.
Strawherry has hit 25 home runs.
or more in each of his eight majorleague seasons. the longest start-ofC%C.7 streak in big league history.

By JIM DONAGHY
AP Baseball WrIter

Just think about all the fascinating possiblities if the Chicago Cubs
win the World Series this year.
Ernie Banks, Billy Williams and
Ron Santo could forget about 1969.
Night games at Wrigley Field
wouldn't seem so bad.
The bleacher bums could take
Lee Elia's advice and get a job.
Why, George Will might even
smile.
For Cubs fans, a division title or
National League pennant simply
won't do. They want some domestic champagne with their ivy.
One doesn't even have to be a
cockeyed optimist to think the
Cubs finally may be in.a position
to take it all in 1991.
The Cubs now have former
MVPs George Bell and Andre
Dawson in their outfield along with
flashy Jerome Walton.
Is there a sweeter combination at
first and second. than Mark Grace
and Ryne Sandberg? Last season,
shortstop Shawon Duntson finally
showed why the Cubs once picked
him ahead of Dwight Gooden.
The Tribune Co. spent S25 million over the winter to sign Bell,
starter Danny Jackson and reliever
Dave Smith to move the Cubs closer to their first World Series title
since 1908. Yes, it's been 83 years.
"I can't wait," manager Don
Zimmer said. "Thev•did a lot more
than I expected. It's going to give
us a lift. We have added three quality players and didn't have to give
anything up.

Cincinnati Reds owner N1arge Schott deft) and manager Lou Piniell
a hold up the championship trophy
after the Reds yon the World Series in October.
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Plutti dozen other valuable coverages And they're not added
cost options They're all
built into a single policy -the new HOME DEFENDER Homeowners
Policy from State
Auto Insurance Companies
compare coverages,
Then compare rates Chances we you may be paying more
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Owner - Donnie Winchester
'988 Celebrity 4 cyc
1 983 Cevy S-10 Truck
987 Duster
983 Blaze, 1 owner
1985 Ford LTD
1985 Ford Escort Wgn Red
1984 Laze, XE
198' Concord
198' Ford Courier Truck
'966 Ford Falcon Wgn, 1 owner, V-8, 289
1982 Tracs Am Black

Holton, Melugln & Haverstock
Insurance Agency
211 S. 12th
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Call us for details
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Compare your Homeowners Coverage with this:
•Full replacement cost coverage for repairing or rebuilding your
home guaranteed
-Ful) replacement cost coverage tor your personal property
•S2 500 theft coverage on s+Iverware and goldware
4100 000 personal liabilny coverage
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offense
the Mets were depending or their staring rota,
'O' o D.v gnr Gooaer Frank Voila Davo
Core, So Fernandez and Ron Darihg
gu;
-dance So mucr for triose parts-ferriahdez s
o„t urt.: w least ate June wIn a bro.er uma
bone -is
arm. Vora has a bOre spur ri
r;s feh e bow and Oaring has been shaky ir
tono•png elbow surgery after las.
SPr,rg
seascr The Mett.hope tne add-ton. of Brooks
• cri ^arced nTter,- and Coierhar (sw•tcnkv11! improve .h.er disma: record age's:
er randed pitchers New Yon hit 271 with
'24 romes agars. r,gnt handers as: season
anc 223 *
48 rorners agent fert-handers
Pittsburgh Pirates
Dew te a me sca dscuss.ons. Ino Pirates'
crarces o' repeat ng depends on their_pitching
'Are- Doug Drabs., the rotation shapes up as
Zane Smitn, Jon.n Srr'•ey, Bob Wail and Randy
Term or Neal Heaton Smith was ormiarr
Sep- Le-Der,
rs career suggesis was
a no. streak Besides, he car': p tor aga,nst the
Mets every game
Montreal Expos
take suOba• per"orrarces oy some
o' *re other teams n :re East. o."ne Expos
:cud
tre dvsion some o' me• rook*
b 'ores come .p *Inners Trey are dethitey
-e 'ear^ to watch ir tne '90s Arer rav og the.r
'cr,r; vaff decimated by tree agency hollow•
-; 're '989 season :Bryn Sr.!' Pascua
Pe.ez and Mark Langstor ;, most poked tie
Expos to finish as: a year ago. Instead, they
came ,,I;) evoh
Dehh0 DeSruekIS (second
base' Mardus Grssom icarte' Ted: arid Larry
Wa"'"c":t
ilade
Phel4
i alnd
phltXn"
illie;
'Phedt
''d al 85-77
A. east tie Phiii,es were consisted: in 199C
Pn..ade.ph,s 17.'rshed ninth Jr, the teague
b:cn 19 407j and bating I 255) Wm Fe.'
Dykstra. Var. Hayes. Dee Murpry, DarreDa.tor Jo", Kruk and Rciiy Jo-catne
tre Pri;is w,.; score some runs Inc
d'obfer^ 'Or manager iSi.C11 Leyva
mat me
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g.ve up ever ""(ye - mar v
-ore
St. Louis Cardinals
Tre Cardras thshed ,r last. pace ;70-92;
'or -e 'rst tme shoe '918 and ';.'e to slay
mere Before the exh;b;• or seasor rnarager
Joe Torre iearred that er-nander Joe Magrane
wo...O be sidelined Ire entire seasor th an
e'bow 1r,„ey Trat leawes Jose DeLeon I7-19i.
Bryr Smiltn, Bob Tewksbury, Ken Hdi and at
'eas, Torre has Lee SIThiri ;ri the bu:ioen The
Card 'as dart
havem ucr power. so Torre will
•
r.,h Bernard G,..ey and Ray lanklort
a -e
raw versor of Coleman and McGee in-:re
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ning three straight division titles.
They've been able to overcome
injuries, fill in for departed free
agents and withstand the challenges
from new-and -improved teams.
This year, though, as the Athletics try to become the first club to
win four consecutive championships since they did it from
1971-75, all of the above may get
in their way.
Carney Lansford's snowmobiling
accident will cost them dearly.
Scott Sanderson was far from the
ace of the staff, but was better than
Storm Davis the year before, and
will be better than his replacement
this season.
The Chicago White Sox, who led

iatabs
,r
ind
69.
eld
ake
ob.
ien

Baseball Writer

There are those who, in trying to
analyze Oakland's miserable failure in the World Series, now
DelleVC
the Athletics weren't so
hot, that they were full of holes all
along.
As if four games should cast
doubt on everything that led up to
Cincinnati's stunning sweep. Well,
Rickey Henderson, Dave Stewart,
nennis Eckersley and the A's were
that good last season.
But they may not be good
smough to win the American
!...ague West this year.
Oakland has had its way in win -

They filled their gaps with trades
and free agents and are poised to
spring back into contention.
Seattle will finally emerge and
enjoy its first winning season. Texas is worth watching as long as it
has Nolan Ryan, while Minnesota
seems stuck.
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Texas Rangers

512

It would be nice to say that as Noian Ryan
goes, so do the Range's If that
were so. Texas
wouid win a lot more Instead,
Ryan keeps roll
mg along nis way, and so do the Rangers
Wye344 ERA) shows nO sign of
sowing
Cow" at age 44 He ed the
ieague in sthkeou's
for the ninth time in his 10 yews
in !he AL arc
was hardest to hit, holding
opponents to a 188
average Bobby Witt (17-1 0. 336
ERA1 won '2
straight decisions, despite walking
more tsar
• 100 batters for the
fifth straight year Kenny
Rogers ied with 15 saves, but Jett
Russe.ca n
improve on his total of 10 if
he's heahhy
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Is it really just lour ye,ars ago
that the Twins
won the World Series' Does
that say some
thing about how bad the division
was 'hen arc
s
hanee
w;
J
4rent
it'sm
Tames
a
Pr°1"
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?c
olAau
'es°'
n -seasor
k
aaekle
—
d
Morns, Steve Bedrosian, Chili
Davis and Mike
Pagiarulo — but it may not add
to ast years
74 victones Bedrosian
19-9, 420 ERA
17
saves) could allow RCK 2191,11era
132 saves) to
become a starter Kent Hrbek 122
HR t got some
offensive support from Brian Herber
an d Junior
odes Ortiz, who combined to nit 302 w.:63 RBIs as
the most offensive catching pialoor r
caseca

AL East is starting to reclaim position as tops in
baseball

By BEN WALKER
..1) Baseball Writer

middle, followed by Cleveland, New York and
Milwaukee.

Slowly, the American League East is catching on.
For years, the division thumbed its nose at the West,
considering the
farm system nothing more than fodder for trades. After all,
the big money
Alas in the East, and if it needed a player, it could just
buy a free agent or
two.
So while the East aged ungracefully, adding more tired
veterans along
the way, the West went about its home-grown busine
ss. First Jose
Canseco, Wally Joyner and Ruben Sierra popped -up; then
some sprouts in
Kansas City, then Ken Griffey Jr. grew in Seattle and
finally a new crop
in Chicago.
Now that the West is far and away the best, the East
is showing some
signs of life. Ben McDonald and Gregg Olson are establ
ished, Kevin
Maas, Alex Cole and John Olerud made an impact, Gary
Sheffield helped
Milwaukee, Mo Vaughn and Tim Nachring are on the way
in Boston and
Milt Cuylcr might be in Detroit.
That said, the Red Sox aren't taking any chances. They
shelled out millions during the winter for free agents Jack Clark,
Danny Darwin and
Matt Young, and it likely will pay off with their fourth
division champ- ionship in six years.
Baltimore could challenge and so might Toronto. Detroi
t is right in the

Iasi time we saw the Red Sox, Roger Clemens was
being dragged oft the mound and
Boston
was losing it 10th straight postsea
son game. Since then, in no particula
r order, Clemens was sus Dended, got into an altercation with Houston
and received a $21 5 million contract
, some Red
Sox questioned manager Joe lkirgan'
s ability, arid the front office spent
a leg for tree agents Boston needed a Wooer, so it got
Clark (25 HRs) It wanted starting pitchers,
so it signed Darwin (11.4,
National League- leading 221 ERA)
and Young (8-18. decent 351 ERA
in Seattle) What the Red
Sox really need is relief — their bullpen
had a 4 62 ERA, worst in
the league, while their starters'
332 ERA was the best in the majors

police

Cleveland Indians

The Indians bustled :tie fences
back at Cleveland Stadium and are
hoping to replace power with
They haven't won anything since 1954,
and this new
122 HR, 95 RBIs) was released and Cory Snyder (14 HRs) strategy won't help Candy Maldonado
was traded to the White Sox for
pitchers
King 112-4, 328 ERA) and minor leaguer Shawn Hillegas
The deals marked the first time a
tea"' had lost its two top home-ru
n hitters in the same off-season since
California traded Joe Rudi
Jason Thompson after /980 The
Indians are counting or Aar Cole to
put runs on the board
and fans in the seals He hit 300
and stole 40 bases in 63 games
as a rookie. Sandy Alornar Jr
(.290, 66 RBIs) became the sixth catcher
to be rookie of the year, despite making
14 errors, tied fOr
most in the majors at his position.
speed

Eric

Baltimore Orioles
The Orioles have not won a championship
in seven years, their longest drought
since the 1 966
World Series Bolstered by the
biggest steal of the winter, Baltimore might
make the final season a
Memorial Stadium a memorable one
Just how much did the Orioles need
Gfeinn
Davis" Consider
they tried six batters in the No 4
$lot last season, and their combine
d totals of 16 home runs. 78
RBIs and a 222 average were the
worst in each category from any
cleanup spot in the majors
That, and a 211 average from
Os designated hitters, were the biggest
reasons Baltimore was 11th
in cure scored and tops in runners left
on base Davis, acquired from Houston
for Pete Hammel.
Curl Schilling and Steve Finley, was leading
the National League with 19 homers
when he went on
the disabled list with a rib cage injury,
arid finished with 22 He moves from
the toughest home run
park in the majors to a good place
for pokes

arid

Toronto Blue

Jays
General manager Pat Gillick
got tired of waiting for
his underachievers to win, so he
made a lot of
Whether
will show in the
standings a questionable
because he had made
only one trade in the previous five winters, &hick, nicknamed "Stand Par
made two big ones He got OF
Joe Carter (24 HR, 115
RBIs) and 26 Roberto Alomar
( 287. 60 RB)s. 24 S8)
home run champ Fred
front San Diego for
McGriff arid MI-star SS Tony
Fernandez Gilick also moved
onto's mosiglanng weaknes
to improve Tors by getting God
Glove OF Devon White, along
with reliever Willie
Fraser, from California
for OF Junior Felix
and _young 28 Luis Solo

in

Milwaukee Brewers

The Brewers rewarded Teddy Higuera with a $13
million contract in Decembe
r, arid now he may
never pitch again because of
torn rotator cuff It figured. In the
last three years, 16 different Milwaukee players have been on
the disabled list for at least 60
days Another 11 players have been
out of action for 15 days The guys
Milwaukee had on the field didn't
Co much, either. Robin Yount
(.247) lost 71 points following his
MVP season, the biggest drop among
AL regulars. Dan Plesac
blew 12 of 36 saves chances arid Higuera
(11-10) saw his vonn,ng percent
age fai for the fifth
strachr season since his rookie
year Dave Parker) 289. 21 HR, 92
RB(s) was traded to California
for Dante Bichette (15 HRs in
109 games) Bichette, at 27,
is 1 2 years younger than Parker
and,
Probably more irnpodantiy can save
Milwaukee some of the money
I's gong to lose on Higuera

a

Detroit Tigers
The Tigers made the most dramatic improvement
in the majors last season, a 20
game increase
All because of Cecil fielder His two homers in
the final game of the year gave
him 51, and he
became the first American League
player to reach 50 since Roger
Mans arid Mickey Mantle in

There's Always A Game
On The Big Screen and...
a Delicious Pizza
on the Table!
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Than Ever
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Invest
Before It's
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YOUR CAREFREE
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•Check complete system for
leaks •Check Freon
•Hook up to our modern air
conditioning service unit
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PURDOM THURMAN
& McNUTT INSURANCE
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stato Auto Insurance
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HOME RUN HOBBY SHOP

603 S. 4th St.
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New York Yankees
Without George SteinDrenner peering
down from the owner's box, the
Yankees are sure to be
more relaxed. Bct will they be any better'
The Yankees lost 95 games last season,
the most since
dtOPPing 102 in 1912, Their winning percent
age has gone down for five straight years,
tied for the
longest decline in major league history,
last done by Baltimore from 1983-88 Stembre
nner made a
big Liss about going with youth, but only Kevin
Maas stuck not counting, of course,
rookie manager
Stump Merrill) Maas fitted in for injured Don
Mattingly and his 21 homers were the
most by a Yankees' rookie since Joe Gordon hit
25
1938 He also reached 15 home runs
faster than any big
leaguer ever (133 at - bats)

changes

1304 Chestnut St. 7594074 1-800-634-4903

••••

'961 Note -; 'ow rnany homers Fielder,
free agent Rob Deer and Mickey Tettleton acquired
.
from Bahirnore for Jeff Robinso
n, will hit Or how often•they will strike
out — they whiffed 489 times
Last season. Jack Morns, the wirninge
st pitcher in the 19130s, was let go after
two tough seasons
and signed with Minnesota. Free agents
John Carlini 19-9 with Toronto) and Bill Gullicks
on (10-14.
3 82 ERA with Houston) join Frank
Tanana (9-8. 5.31 ERA) and whichev
er kids make the stall

Boston Red Sox

The

)nd
rry

2 1'

Catching up

ow
the

.•••SAS CITY

u.,

les
as

.2

of %rimy. the Mariners we
poised to finally have a winning
season If not,
they'll move closer to the
record of 16 straig n•
losing years. set by the Phiilies from
1933-48
The Grifteys will be key Ken
Jr
300, 22 HR
80 RB(s) was Seatie's first all-star
starter a:
age 20 Ken
, 41 On opening day. wanted to
finish his career playing on
his son's team
Randy Johnson (1 4- 1 +. 365 ERA)
pitched one
of basebal's record nine no-hitters,
and the first
in Manners' history Enk
Hanson (18-9, 3 241 is
worth watching and so is
Mike
r
Schoote
.- 130
saves in 34 opportunities)

.

4.; 232223

Hft
•' 12
145 TS X'

Kansas City Royals
s'rag
Sure won't be :he same without
Bo. Out Brett
must carry on The Royals lost
16 of
their first 22 games iast
season After that, they
were around 50C, but it didn't
matter by then
George Brett's year summed
up Kansas City
'
s
plight He was hitting 266
arid trailing league
leader Ken Gnffey jr by 71
points on July 4,
but nghted himself and won his
third batting
title His last one came 11
years ago Bret
Sabernagen ss weird odd -even
pattern continued He was injured and
went 5-9, making
Porn 36-48 in even- numbere
d years and 61 - 22
in odd ones Mark Gubicza
(4 -7, 4 50 ERA) also
was hurt and Tom Gordon (12
11. 3 73 ERA)
can do better, while rookie Kevin
Appier (12-8,
2 76 ERA) excelled and so did
free agent Mite
Boddicker (17-8 with Boston)

& Bret

Seattle Mariners
.After 14 years
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Canseco, however, .s a tette different
, dependon his back Canseco (37
HR. 1 01 RBIs) hit
Only three homers in 45 games after
Aug 3.
and, after misplaying a tly ball
in the World
Series, did not start the lines Stewart
(22-11,
2 56 ERA) is trying for his filth
straight 20-win
season, Catfish Hunter was the
last to do it,
from 1971-75 II
Stewart could pitch against
Roger Clemens in April all the
time. he'd win 20
easily — he's won eight
straight head - to-head
rnatchups with Clemens, and
has won 14 con sec.,' ye April decisions, that
atter losing 12

ing

they had
COuld
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Chicago White Sox
In he past, this trend is pretty prevalent
teams that make big jumps
in one season tend
to tail back the next The White
Sox went from
69-92 in 1989 to 94-68 last season
under man
age, of the year Jeff Torborg
If !hems a reason why Chicago might
not drop back, it's
because
the youngest team, in the
majors and
get better Also, there's Tim
Ranes arid the excitement about
a new bail
park At 43, however, Canton
Fisk is the club's
leader He rut 285 with 18 homers,
including
one oft new teammate Gnarls
Hough that
made him 'be majors' all-time
home run leader
for catchers He also he the
most home runs n
Comiskey Park the old one)
and, in a bigget
role, steadied a young pitching
staff
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Oakland

Dave Stewart says Oakiand
was a better
team than Cincinnat..
and Rickey Henderson
Says be should be pad more
money What's
the problem nere — that they're
wrong, or that
we re just tired of hearing 01
Henderson ( 325.
28 HR. 61 RBIsi won tne
MVP. deservedly He
also became the first player
to lead trie Al. in
stolen bases (65). runs (119;
and on-base percentage I 439) in the same
season Whatever
commotion he creates, any
team would pay
dearly to 'he game's best leadoff
hitter Jose
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The Angels have
never gone to the World
Series, arid after last season'
s 11 -game dip to a
disappointing 80-82, it would've
been hard to
imagine them doing much of
anything this year
But rather than sit back arid hope
for things to
gel better, the Angels did somethi
ng about it
Because their third basemen made
34 errors,
they aggressively pursued
and signed tree
agent Gary Gaetti (85 RBIs)
He made only 18
errors and started 33 double
plays, most in the
majors The Angels needed
a leh-handed pow er hitter, so they traded Dante
Bichette to
Waukee tor Dave Parker
289, 21 HR, 92
RBIs) He's averaged 96
RBIs for seven years

the West the week before the allstar break, will defy the odds and
not fall back into the pack. The
Kansas City Royals will avoid a
terrible start and stay closer. Then
there's California. The nice, pleasant, little Angels. Until this year.
The Angels may win the West.

BOLO - SUNDAY

the
ion

't at
ace
;on,
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ked

M.iie Witt on a nO- hitter in hrs Anaheim Stadium
debut, but did not win again
at home until
August He'll be better and so might
Jim Abbott
(10-14), who has never los more
than two consecutive decisions

OFFICIAL AMERICAN LEAGUE SCHEDU
LE - 1991

'Cs-

ner
dre
ith

•ey 118-9, 2 40 ERA) and Kirk McCaskiil (12-11,
3 ?Si. along with Oakland's Boo Welch,
are the
only three AL starters to be among
the leagues
top 10 ERA ieaoers for two straight
years Mark
Langston (10-17, 440 ERA) combine
d wor•

California Angels

' OT
pl y

and. despite turning 39 iast June,
played in 157
games, most ever by an Alm
his age California wanted to add offense, so it got
OF Junior
Felix (15 HR, 65 RBIs) and
28 Luis Solo. a
Trips -A all-star. in a trade that sent
Devon
White and Wats Fraser to Toronto Chuck Fin-

,
•

,
4
•

Angels, Royals and White Sox will challenge A'
s in AL West
By BEN WALKER
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Fhree plead innocentof murder-for-hire

•

••••

OWENSBORO. K. (AP) -Iron. men accused of plottint an
- IcgL
urr-1iescheme
:ad:Ai innocent Thursday in the
•ath of an Owensboro man
nned down in his doorway
Irvin Edge. 42. of Fordsville
arged with capital murder in the
ath of Charles Westerfield of
J.enboro, his partner in a real
-tate company.
Pol:ee believe Edge hired Randal
:dr:dk Murphy, 27, of Louisville
kill Westerfield,

S.

Murphy also was charged with
_qpilAl _murder. He- ig -accused of
being the "hit man" who knocked
on Westerfield's door the night of
March 12 and shot him when he
came to the doorway.
Barry Kent NicManaway, 36, of
Hancock County was charged with
solicitation to commit murder.
Police said McManaway faced a
lesser charge because he agreed to
cooperate with prosecutors.
Edge and Murphy were held
without bond in the Daviess Coun-

ty Detention Center following their
arraignment in Circuit Court. Bond
for McManaway was set at
S200,000 full cash.
Lt. Col. Bill Thompson, chief of
dectetives for Owensboro police.
said investigators believe Edge
wanted Westerfield, 60, killed so
he could collect insurance money'.
The company started by Edge
and Westerfield about two years
ago. W.E.Land Corp., had fallen
about S100,000 in debt. Thompson
said.

Proclamation

hotne_nkas_n„sed As
for at least one loan. Thom
cal'.ter pson said.
Police believe Edge found Murphy with the help of N1cManav.ay.
who worked with Edge and the victim at the Southw ire Rod & Cable
plant at Hawesville.

a

151 -year-old ferry
may be closed, sold
HICKMAN, Ky. i/jP) — The
imminent demise of Hugh Lanus'
fprry is a blow to local pride and
had news for motorists needing to
cross the Mississippi River.
It would leave Fulton County.
Kentucky's. southwestern corner.
without a ferry to the Missouri
shore for the first time since 1840.
"When something's been in
operation this long. it's hard to
explain to people why you can't
continue.'' Lattus. 66, said.
But there is an explanation, a
matter of simple economics: The
ferry. operating 12 hours a day.
seven days a week during its eightmonth season, has been losin"g
about SI0.000 a year.
It's an expensive sideline to Lattus main job. which is farming
several thousand acres with n:s son
on the Kentucky and NI.ssouri
sides of the river_
Lanus. whose family nas operated the ferry more than 60 years.
said he kept it goIng this long only
because of its importance to peoplc
in the area.
The flat-ht nor-cc! metal ho.:
Lattus bought for cs than S50.00n
in the 1960s is
the Barbara Don. after his daughter and son

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and su
pply
costs we are now only §ending ou
t one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription ord
er
Nank to renew your paper please
pay no
later than the 24th of the month.
This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from
going up
and insure you that your service wil
l not be
inter'rupted.
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Murrav Mayor Bill Cherry, seate
d at
Judge/ xecutive George Weaks procl right, and Calloway County
aim the week of April 4-7 "Datha McCallon Week." McCallon was
recently named Kentucky Mother
of the Year. A reception in her honor
is
Calloway County Library. Pictured from scheduled for Tuesday at the
left are McCallon committee
members Gladys Garrett, reception MC
Joe Pat James. and member
Joyce Key.

Agency probing minivan doors
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
government's auto safety agency
says it is upgrading an investigation of collapsing rear doors on
Ford Aerostar minivans. which
consumers have blamed for 27
injuries.
The Natiorrii1 Highway Traffic
Safety Administration has received
85 complaints about the problem.
spokesman Tim Hurd said Thursday. Some people have said they
were struck • in the head, hack or
arms as they loaded or unloaded
the vehicles.
Ford Motor Co. spokesman Nick
Sharkey said the company- was
investigating the matter on its own
and cooperating with the government inTairy.
"We're certaiity looking into n

and trying to make any corrections
that arc necessary.' i he said.
MiTSA began a preliminary
evaluation, which involves mostly
paperwork, last October. The
inquiry has been upgraded to an
engineering analysis. in which the
possibly defective parts will he
examined.
The investigation covers all Aer()stars manufactured between 1985
and 1990. An estima:cd 862.800
are in use.
Also rec.lassified as an engineering analysis was an investigation ot
fuel tank leaks in Volkswagen
Cahnolets from the 1987 through
1989 model years. The saletv agency has received 17 complaint..
About 42.00o of the cars are on the
road
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Father saved from suicide
NEW YORK iAP i --- A
old man was pulled safely trom a
roof ledge Thursdartfter telling
police he is the father. of an infant
hose 12-sear-old mother •s
accused of attempting to kill it in a
trah eompactor.
Clarence Perry. who is related to
the mother. was charged with statutory rape because of her age. said
police spokesman Detective

Mirrray Ledger & Times Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
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'The young mother told poli,„
she dropped the baby down a four
story garbage chute in her apan
ment building shortly after giv nnhirth, police said.
The 6-pound. 10-ounce bin.
named Trevor by naises at -Bros..
dale Hospital. was in stable-uo- .:
non. said hospital spokec.s ,
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Q &A about Persian Gulf

Pregnant woman said questions made he

WASHINGTON (AP)- One month
after President Bush called a
halt to the allied rout of Iraq's army
,
the
prospects for real peace and the complete withdrawal of Amer
ican troops from the Persian Gulf
area - seem as murky as ever.
Here are some questions and answers
to help explain the continuing
devastation in Iraq and the outlook
for a formal end to the Gulf War
and a final U.S. pullout.

SEATTIC (AP) - A woman
questioned by cocktail servers for
ordering a strawberry daiquiri
when she was pregnant said the
confrontation made her feel like a
child abuser.
The cocktail servers were fired
from a Red Robin restaurant in
suburban Tukwila after the March
13 incident.
"It was none of their business
what I did," said the 29-year-old
woman, who asked that her name
not be used. "I've been made to
feel like I was abusing my unborn
child."
The woman, who has since given

0. Isn't the war over?
A One is the fight to restore
Kuwait But another is not the conte
control of Iraq Even the allied
st for internal
campaign against Iraq s army
of occupation in
Kuwait is not officially ended
Iraq hasn't agreed to terms of
a formal cease-fire
0. Who's fighting Inside Iraq
?
A In the north, its the Kurdi
sh rebels an ethnic minority
that has battled for
autonomy for decades, against gove
rnment forces In more than
a dozen cities in
southern and central Iraq, the gove
rnme
nt
is
fight
ing
Shiit
e
Muslims aligned with
Iran Refugees reaching the
U S -held area in southern Iraq
tell
Iraqis, including women and child
ren killed in the fighting Ther of thousands of
e also
of civilian deaths from starvation
disease and summary executio are reports
A Who's winning?
ns
0. U.S. officials say Iraqi governme
nt
forc
es,
usin
g
the
tank
s,
combat aviation that escaped
from Kuwait a month ago, appeartillery and
gained the upper hand against
ar to have
the Shiites, but the situation
in the north is
less clear.
0. Are American troops Involved
?
A No, at least not directly The
Bush administration says U S
forces will stay
out of the civil war although they
conti
- a swath of territory equal to nearl nue to occupy a large part of southern Iraq
y one-sixth of the country's 168,
miles
000 square
0. What are the U.S. troops
doing there?
A For many, very little beyo
nd wondering what it will take
to
home Some are manning chec
kpoints along the demarcation line get them back
from Iraqi forces Others are
separating them
providing food and medical help
for Iraqi refugees
Some are flying combat air patro
ls and aerial reconnaissance
over Iraq
0. How many Americans have
returned home?
A As of Tuesday, the Pentagon
counted 25,000 airmen and
women,
Marines, 28,000 soldiers and 42,0
00 sailors who had headed for home 33,500
assignments That left about 411,
or new
500 U S troops still there, inclu
ding land and air
forces in occupied Iraq. Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia and naval force
s in the Red Sea
and the Persian Gulf
0. When will they all be gone
?
A No one knows, or if they do,
they aren't saying Defense Secre
ney has suggested the troop retur
tary Dick Chen could be completed by the
Fourth of July, but
others including top Army offici
als, have said it could take longe
r The pullout is
linked to Iraq's acceptance of a
formal cease-lire agreement
and perhaps to the
establishment of a United Nati
ons peacekeeping force for the
area
0. What's taking so long to
get
A The five permanent U N Security a cease-fire?
Counc
il members have been working
plan to formally end the war, and
on a
the proposal is expected to be
adopted by next
week It sets out the conditions
under which U S and allied force
s would withdraw
from Iraq It remains unclear,
however, whether Iraq will acce
pt the conditions
0. What are the terms?
A They include the destruction of
Iraq s most dangerous weap
ons a ban on all
military sales to Its armed forces
and an earmarking of a portion
income for compensation to
of Its future oil
Kuwait tor damage caused
by its annexation last
August Also, Iraq could not allow
terrorist groups to operate from
its territory In
return, the embargo on commerci
al trade with Iraq would end
0. Is Saddam Hussein still In
control of Iraq?
A Apparently he is On Wedn
esday, Baghdad radio reported
that Saddam
swore in a new cabinet and told the
ministers they had six months to
selves in the posts
prove them0. What's happening inside Kuwa
it?
A Nearly 600 oil well fires are
still burning out of control, adding
to the heavy
environmental toll of the gulf war,
and the government is struggling to
public services, including water
and electricity The government, domirestore basic
ruling al-Sabah family, also is
nated by the
lighting oft allegations that Kuwai
ti security forces
and gangs are torturing and perh
aps killing Palestinians and other
non -Kuwaitis
suspected of collaborating with
the Iraqis

Mistrial declared in
case of Jackson Rowe
Elementary teacher

FRIDAY, MARCH

Five drown in auto accident
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)While authorities sort out
what
caused a car to plunge into
the
Pond River, killing all five
people
inside, a kindergarten teacher
is
trying to help her pupils deal with
the loss of a classmate.
The victims, two adults and thre
children, drowned when the car e
ran
off Kentucky 85 between Hopk
ins
and McLean counties and ende
d up
overturned in the river Monday
,
authorities said.
The victims were the driver
of
the care Tracey M. Wood, 29,
of
Livermore, Ky.; her children
,
Leslie, 6, and Alexander, 9
months:
Jeffery R. Campbell, 32, of Sacramento, Ky.; and his daug
hter,
Holly, 2, said Trooper Bryan
Pitney, spokesman for the Kent
ucky
State Police post in Madisonv
ille.
Although the accident apparent
ly
occurred about 4:30 p.m. CST
Monday, the car was not foun
d
until around 8 p.m. Wedn
esday.
Pitney said.
By then, the borrowed car
the
group was traveling in had been
reported stolen and relatives
had

told authonties the.y were missing.
Pitney was not sure why the
wreckage went unnoticed for so
long. He said possibly the river
was high enough on Monday to
completely conceal the car.
By Wednesday night. most of
the car was submerged but the
wheels were exposed.
According to Capt. Robert F07.sythe, Madisonville post c-ornmander, the 1989 Mercury driven
Wood was traveling east on
a
straight stretch of Kentucky 85
when it crossed ,the. center line -and
left the north shoulder of the road
and traveled about 231 feet aiohg
ditch.
The car overturned once and
came to rest on its top in tne river.
Forsythe said police don't know
why the car left the road.
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r feel like abuser

birth to a 7-pound, 12-oun
ce
said she was dining l• 1th a frie boy.
nd to
unwind when she orde
red the
drink.
Server G
ieryford. 22. asked
the woma twice if she was sure
she didn't ant a "virgin .daiquiri," a non-alcoholic drink. He said
he also demanded identification.
hoping she wouldn't have any so
he could refuse her service.
A regular daiquiri cont
ains a
shot of rum.
The woman said she turn
ed to
her friend and said. "I'm
past due
and I've been good al: this

29, 1991

-•

Seri Danita Fitch, 21, peeled a
government warning against alcohol consumption by pregnant
women from a beer bottle, showed
it to the woman and said, "This
is
in case you don't know."
The woman complained to management and Heryford and Fitch
were fired within 24 hours. Jim
Roth:, Red Robin's director of

operations, said they were
fired
because they did not treat
the
tomer with "respect and dign
ity.''
Drinking alcohol during
pregnancy can produce fetal
alco
syndrome, which causes .me hol
ntai
retardation. It also - can rais
e
the
risk of miscarriage, still
birth and
death in early infancy. The
risk is
highest early in pregnancy.

Lead poisoning death prompts call
for routine testing in children
ATLANTA (AP) - Therkicath
of a- Wisconsin boy who ate
chip
of lead -based paint prompteds
health officials to call for yearly
testing of children for lead
poisoning.
"This is a dramatic example of
the worst-case scenario of what
happens if paint is ignored as
a
source of lead exposure," said
Wisconsin epidemiologist
Joe
Shirrner.
The death of the 28-month-old
Waukesha boy - the first such
death reported in more than
a
decade - was cited - in a report
issued Thursday by the fede
ral
Centers for Disease Control.
Shirmer said the case proves
children must be tested every year
for levels of lead in their
blood
because symptoms don't appear
until the lead poisoning reaches
dangerous levels.
Death from exposure to lead
-'
based paint is rare nowadays
because the government banned
the
use of lead in house paint. Test
ing
and treatment also have improved
.
But exposure continues, harming

hundreds of thousands of chiidrer.
the Atlanta-based CDC reported.
Lead exposure generall) occrs
when food and water are contar;.
nated by lead in old plumbing
residue in soil' from leaded gas
line, now largely outlawed.
Toxic contact with lead can p7o
duce irreversible effects includ:ryi
delayed cognitive dcvelopm:ht.
slowed growth and
hearing,The last documented death f•
lead-based paint exposure v•
the mid-197(k. CDC fii:.,ires

HOG MARKET
Faderal-'ilate 4'1aritei Seg. sersur
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I.S 1-3 4011525 iS.
LS 1.3 525 and up
1:5 -2-3 308.500 thi
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PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
mistrial was declared Thursday in
the trial of a 'Pike County special
education teacher accused of taping
a child's hands and legs together
'and leaving him that way for a half
hour.
John Bevins, 36, admitted on the
stand Thursday that he taped the
10-year-old boy up with masking
tape on Jan. 2.
The Jackson Rowe Elementary
teacher was charged with thirddegree criminal abuse in connection with the incident. But the jury
deadlocked after about
hours
of deliberations over whether
the
act constituted cruel .and unusual
punishment.
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victorious
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39 Hearing
organ
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payment
46 Italian river
47 Mate
49 Compass
point
50 Veer
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birds
54 Beef animal
55 Detests
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water
6 Repeal
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9 Nickel
symbol
10 Half mask
11 Automobile
style
13 Jewish month
16 Small rug
19 Food fish
21 Restrained
within
certain
limits
23 Public
storehouse
25 Short jackets
27 Sight organ
29 Be in debt
32 "The 39 33 Darts
34 More beloved
35 Soak
36 Entertains
37 Boundaries
40 Perform
43 Wash
44 Antitoxin
47 Before
prefix
48 Rodent
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Legal
Notice

280

Miscellaneous
CHURCH CONSULTANT
United Church Directories
is looking for a hardvrorking, ',access oriented ind9
vidual to work part time in a
sales public relations posi
Don Must have morrirg
and evcr,rg hours a‘aii
able Our .26 years of exoer
ienoa has proven mat fe
males.as we,l as males a.ei
equally sJocessfu. You wo
be cor.tactr; area
c.hes of ail fans Bcr. uses
gas a.owanoe inc:entoe
programs ad experse
paid traning soripoi Send
resorne to F-O'f D BRAnN
PO Box 407 St Ma-,s OH
45865

INVITATION TO BID
THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY HEREBY
REQUEST BIDS ON 11) SATELLITE REFUSE.
3 WHEEL, RIDER OPERATED VEHICLE
WITH

ALL WEATHER CAB. SPECIFICAARE AVAILABLE AT THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE. 5TH
AND POPLAR
STREETS, MURRAY. KENTUCKY
BIDS

TIONS

SHOULD BE IN THE CLERK'S OFFICE BY 4
P M CST. THURSDAY. APRIL -I.

AGE 197
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expired due to age
Our most popular Ma

CUSTOM
DOOR SHOP

.'or Medical Polica offers corr.prehenso e

- operation a*

heneflts at reasonable
rates For free Infor-

'

C,0
Mon
Coffee
St ML-

\kork

mation cal:

2 a-

112-th-4te

FACE BRICK
Starr A:

'131V,,

Lease For Less al
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
11. S1 Trot Patati V6 pore!
frin $214.06 mo.'
Cal Gene at 753-2617
•Plus Tax, Tile 8 License.
48 Mo. Closed End Ws..

%
•

OV‘ELL &
so
'
S INC.

•
.I.

GRAPH CS
part time Ea:. .
Mac.nics- pagemaper
:r
••••• Salary baseci o^
once Se- -2
<
Comoute ...
PC St:,'245
MPS
Me
4203
IMO

•MI

S$$$$The Factory Octlet at
Mary Nell Ind •vincents- is
now Open Hrs TJes Sat
10am-5pm Come visit us
for great fashions at great
saorgs $55 or 9te & Water
St Vayleis. .(y

WANTED
TO BUY
Dark atr-cured,
dark fire-cured
,rr burley base.

4 DAY
TATOR DAY
TRUCKLOAD
EXTRAVAGANZA
• -

Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

7.,e'.
,tive perSon tr -oo• _
51r o.c. boos
WI. Live .n
XntraC
199' New n - - •
near beac- ti :
Farni, 15•-•
tired
:•
aCult
pao.qua float,
ou.ries tc PC
3:2 ton'
42-2

EASTER Sale 25% oft on
dcl houses 10% oft or aol!
t;,rn,t.,,re Discounts good
r-)e micrth of March Wood
k. Crafts Cuba Road Ma,
fed Ky 24' 5936
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_
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3488
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E
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Miscellaneous_
3.; rick seasoned firewood
$50 3hp garden tiler like
nc,..4 $75 Ca.' 753 1628
a..".er Soo,

oeci.
S1 4954
a

day

..s

AOREE Caron:Os 12)121
Re; $1295 on sae for
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sae •:, 51 295 Ca-I May
fieid 247

--.-2ase$1999

_EARN To DRIVE
ACTOR-TRAILER
. • -.. .• •

$793'

Apo..ances

$29 95
oange 20

$59 34

▪ -

- cc .:,• ers
=30
eot.:- of parts arc
nao.o..-ies A,.a anie tO
-es:pre ,c.' ;..o.L-Sert g• to
;• -1 „on
Sut:Jr
S
M.oray
noon
Sa
' E",-; 254 •823

344
$14 99
- S5-2O
?..s• *:5
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h
"

-os

110

- ess

es -as'
As Cas-

-AWN chairs of unusual
Woociao design Also snake
cure earrings 759-4401 to
MOWER b.ades Over 400
s zes -r stock Snapper 30roa,..;:e.. $6 99 Snapper
OiSC $4049 Snapper
58' oi, t $5 99 Wailin Hard
aao.: Downtown Pans Tn

!IC

11:11-

I New Store eici.rs
9:00.5:30 Mon -1'nurs
Fri -Set 9.00-90C
Sun. 12:30-5 30

'Hoffman
's
-

ngs

MARSHALL
COUNTY
OUTLET
321 N MAIN

?rases

BENTON, KY 42025
,5
-USEE
„
:es

For Free Estimates
Call Today
502-759-4512

• -a•

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive.
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374
ake•

•"

FOUND femaa dog
Hazel Small Collie rn.s
Blond and bobbed tal A:
'
the shelter

•-•-•

Ak"

opportun.ry

Oc^:av. Mei:, Eke
", - 2' •
232
For Sale
Or Trade

.‘:
c-C:
1 • C.

•BONUS INCOME '91 Earn $200-5500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to T&J s cards
and gifts P o Box 430780
South Ivliarni . FL 33143
COOK full time 40hrs per
week Must have expen
ence Good working condi
tions Pleasant atmosphere Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
Stadium View Dr EOE

Arcs
•
WE.:-'L
•
.,00•
Caytare pos
availabae -to
•10i.irS Of 7awee•er
- neson Mon Sat 2 '..r..,nC he.S.!.•.,! 5! '.',••a,

Now Hiring
All Shifts.
Apply in person
between 2-4 p m
Mon -Fri

Murray State University is accepting sealed bids for
the lease of Tobacco Base Quotas! Burley Tobacco 1115 lbs.. Fire Cured Tobacco -2.15 acres. Dark Air
Cured Tobacco .17 acres. Interested offerors should
contact the Purchasing Department, General Services
Building, Murray State University, Murray, KY or

ATI*
North
12til St
Murray

631

call (502)7624090. Bids will be accepted until 2 p.m
April 8. 1991.. at the Purchasing Department.
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Wart
To Buy

nen and PA -- C stores 2-x8"x16te living ;•a, Or 'ed 69c ea Also
'53-3835. 42".‘a'2" s-,•,a'e twexagonai
ran._ stcses gray or red lust
$"-Yea We have red
_ .5 becroorn suite
sooager souare paving
•- neadooard
ster es fOr 55c ea and 18'
aoesser $85
brickfaced pat.o
,:a• :e.r•-roi.nds.fits
stores $3 69 Coast to
riew
753 8604
• Pad $7', now
Bar. Much or faug
gets 2c, ft ;bag only $2 59
scfa with
ca 7:4; s:-' 500 bag Just
Noe $100
$• 79ea Fettrg soil 50Ib
:
sag or- $1 99 ea Also
Es(
111141-.(-1 FL.R• 1gat s-ze Shrubs or
H k
t. o, iocrruns, Azalea s are just 52 99 ea
Coast te Coast Hardware
sofas, Sealy 753 • 86(14
a: :
.5 rriattresisei.Sek
PRE SEASONED young
••• ,,om furniture,
house and porcri sw-nging
damaged No
pot
flowers Dixieland
•.
ire
oodcrat
Shopping Center sidewalk
1Ki„ Next to
Wed Sat All unsold flowers
E.. 4 will be sod by silent bid
oorel dresser
Leave proposed price with
telephone 'lumber and ad
7'7,30172
dress Unsfold plants will be
delivered if price is reason
able Entire stock must go

yes.$7
eac-.
•emove :27 2932
OR.ENTAL RUGS
tc
ary size or c:cincli
r
'800 443-7740
'

„NK cars and truck:
_arry 753 3633
MOTORIZE= !rear: •
435 4335

Farm
Equipment

OLD v.d.rcr.ester
•
single action Coit p r
Civil kva• artifacts ni swords etc Aso fur
753 3633

282 MF 83 model 947hrs
Like new condition
753 5463 or 753-0144

WANT to buy to 5 acres
near Murray -Prefer to have
water and septic Will con
sider owner financing
753 1905

NEW Holland 7t1 mower
conditioner
Well
maintained mechanically
Extra knife parts $2500
form 436 2555

'
•1
• •
•• 1 s
_.'v 1.. t l• •

Er:

13E1

•'

f

nJsiness

I

Call 753-4751
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

„a sandw.c- & 10
•.•‘.;

3000 sq. ft. of retail
space. Bel Air Center, corner location.

pickup or deiriery
cu cuyers of standing um
r,e• ars' •-ogs McKnight
-2 a r.
! 753 5305
53 "32

"nr

Lawn Maintenance
Division

FOR LEASE:

44.

• . ,

••••• "•••••14.

•

FURNISHED apartments
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmer
man Apts S 16th St
753-6609
FURNISHED 2br base
ment apartment on lake No
pets $200 mo $100 dee
436 2402

MUST sell 1470 3br
1
bath
1985 mobile
home Unfurnished avail
able immediately Asking
$10 200 but Will consider
..a4 offer 759-1552 before
8prn

LAKEFRONT efficiency
apartment in Panorama
Shores Appliances turn
ished Years lease depo
sot references required No
pets 436 2484

2an

LARGE 2br 2 bath central
H/A washer dryer hookup Appliances and water
furnished No pets No
lease Deposit and refer
erices required 5295,mo
753 3949

12,165 2br 1 bath Air,
cable city water. sharp
$175 mo $100 deposit No
pets 753-8663. 753-8332
28R trailer for rent Extra
nice No pets $285/mo ,
$285 deposit 753-6633

NEARLY new 2br duplex
Large bath with double
sinks, large rooms WO
hookup wood deck 1811
Ridgewood 753 0814
NEW 1000sq ft apartment
Gas heaVlow utilities Near
college
Extra nice
$395/mo 753 8828
NEW 2br duplex Appliances energy efficient,
owner occupied
1821
Firdgewood Dr 753 7457
NICE 1,2 3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1.3br house, 1 4br
house W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606
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MOVI
vingro
niture

74 AC
shed I
Shiloh
5pm

3BR newly decorated References required No pets
753-3300

Livestock

LAKE I
County
air, inse
acres, p
building!
$65 000
at Cantc

Stppliee
2 HORSE trailer with dressing room and tack room
New floor and tires Very
good condition $1585
Days 759-1529 evenings
436-5442

PROPEl
cated
ground I
commun
or mini fa
after 6pr

3YR old registered 1 horse
and 2 horse trailer for sale
Call 753-6805 after 5pm
CUTTING horses trained
and sold at Cooper Ranch
and Arena in McKenzie Tn
901 -352-9524

AUCTIOI
property
tate Call
tate 753
Wilson 7
Miller 43

ENGLISH saddle good
condition $100 2 winter
blankets good condition
$20 ea 753-0530
REGISTERED Tennessee
Walking mare 4yr old .Sor
ref with blaze blonde mane,
and tail 3mo professional
training, excellent bloodlines $1500 Registered
paint horse, black tobiano
5yr. old 15 hands outstanding markings Good disposition $1600 Day 759-1529
evenings 436-5442

This c
living
afTorda
burn ml
heat a.

YOUNG registered polled
hereford bulls From weaning to service age Call
437-4667 Ed Mize

711 Ma

Owner
to pull

76%0
trailers
nishes

AKC registered Lab pup
pies Back and yellows
Call 759-1424 after 5pm
AKC reg stered Cocker
puppies Biacktar silver
buff, chocolat% 6wks 5mo
$100 5200 Cottage Grove
901-782 3513
HAVE an obedient well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858
Pegs Dog
753-2915

Grooming

GOOD
ment o
compoi
resort I
ownern
slip boa
of prin
2967
Realty

KOPPE
tars a
Real Es
wide SI
home;
753-1
1 800
711L

Central gas

.. ...

YouVi
Ammo=

RE(

4110

Public
Sale

Gigantic
Moving
Sale
Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
500 North 7th SL
Furniture, swing
set, toys, clothes,

IP
SIGN C

Salary Col

etc
We cant take rt all with
• US

Cu'

Yard Sale
Inside Valley Drive-In
Hwy. 94 East
Fri.

Mobile
HOfflie For Rent

• •

3BR house
753-9826

AKC chocolate Lab puppies Champion bloodlines
$200 354-8914

2BR energy efficient duplex New paint extra
clean Central H A appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

,
• •
• •

3BR 2 bath 12 miles out on
94 East 437-4916

1991 14x50
Total electric
underpinned
era Cis Lot

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques RENT or rent to own 2br
(Hazel) Treasure House mobile home in Pirates
and Book Rack (Murray) Cove Recreational DeveAlso mail order service
lopment near Aurora Ky
Send for free price list and Recreational facilities
'Collection A'15 different available to renters or ownU S coins 'Collections B" ers For information call
21 different foreign coins
753-2613
$695 each $1295 both
SHADY
Oaks 2 or 3br,
Post paid 2-wk satisfaction guaranteed Free gift electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
with every inquiry Christopher s Coins 1605 West TRAILER 1265 2br.
1
Main Murray Kentucky bath, air, cable, oty water
42071 We buy coins and Sharp $175/mo $100 dep
appraise estates
No pets 753-8663.
753-4161
753-8332

•

2 or 4 bedroom house
753-4109

AKC Collie puppies Lassie
type
$125 each
901 247 5899 after 6pm

2br 1 bath
W D hookup
Located Rivi7 389-0141

.

COW
2800s
course
terbacl
436 21

10x45 MOBILE home Re
1BR apartment furnished
rigerator stove air cond
$1000 Great home for the • dose to university and hospital Some utilities paid
lake 753-0530
Call 753-8756 or 753-4012
1265 2br with double lot
1BR low utilities No pets
474-0124
References required $165
753-3949
1470 1986 BREEZEW
COD 2br 2 bath 2 decks
2 BEDROOM upstairs
satellite dish niCely landapartment Lrving room disoaped on lakeview lot in
ning room and den area No
Panorama Shores
pets $250 2 people $2953
436-2672 after 6pm
or more people Water bill
paid Call 753-8355 before
1470 2br 2 full baths
5pm
Good condition Furnished
Day 498 8911 evenings
2BR 2 bath duplex Ap492-8297
pliances furnished with
1988 14x80 PACER mobile microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
home 3br 2 bath new con
dition Available furnished available
$450•mo
or unfurnished Assume 753-2905
payments at $276 mo
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
759.4121 after 4prn
•
753-4109

KEITH Baker Homes Hwy
79E Paris TN 644 0012
1 800-533-3568 Recipient
of the 1990,91 Fleetwood
Circle of Excellence Award
for outstanding achieve
'rent in Customer
Satisfaction

•

:• -

Apartments
For Rent

24tt PERRY travel trailer
self-contained skirted, in
A BRAND new brick dusulated. underpinned•' Ex
plex • 2br. at. gas heat, all
cellent condition brick pa
appliances No pets
Do privacy fence See at
753-7688 or 759-4703
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
--nights
2BR trailer with 14x30 add
APARTMENT $200 mo
on 4 rooms started in oack
$103 deposit 2br 1 bath
Setting on 2 lots 11.0x20C
air, cable city water Nice
$8000 436-5005
i
No pets
753-8663
4 BEDROOMS 1991 Model 753-8332
?oily furnished 2 large
BRICK lbr furnished or
oaths modern kitchen
unfurnished Carport, storOnly $198 Keith Baker
age. patio no pets
Homes Hwy 79E Paris TN
$255-mo 753-6931
90 1 6 4 4 - 00 1 2
1-800-533-3568
DUPLEX 2br Central gas
heat air
Appliances
FOR sale or rent with opO
Ridgewood 5300 ono
Don 1985 Sunbelt 80x14
753-8096 or 753-2633
2br 2 bath Country kitchen
Must see to appreciate
DUPLEX mobile home 313.
$1000 down assume mtg
2 bath utility room, carport
Call after 5pm 753-5927 storage Partially furnished
daytime 753 8201 Ask for 1 mile out of town
Carolyn
759-9921

ARiSTOCRAT & Bradford
Pear- Trees_
G
& others Call Potts
Vsociates after 5pm
489 2-'56

'0'

A &
Warehousing Mini Storage
All SIZCS 10 meet
your needs.
Call .753-7668

Mobile
Homes For Sale

ONE :lea-- B,,nweiser gui
r 5300 753 4109 afte
5pm

TAKING applications for
3br duplex 2 full baths
references and deposit re
quired $395 mo 753-9400
or 435 4214

370

WANT a faster refund'
)
310
Why pay more for electronic filing' Our prices
Want
To Rent
start at $20 00' Call Hodge
Noel and Associates, the WANT
to rent - 3 or 4
income tax professionals at
bedroom house June 1
753-6069 or 759-1425
Call collect 414-332-3664

MURRAY, KY

s.3,e 753 9745

,17

$293'

OFFICE space for rent first
floor National Hotel Lease
agreement includes utilities
and office maintenance
7510762
WAREHOUSE space for
rent on Industrial Road
Size 50 x50' with 13 high
door Call 753-5976

•
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments I 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO

2BR house for rent Newly
remodeled
No pets
$285 mo plus deposit
5385 753 6633

4 CAR shop with office Call
753-4509

SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies, parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1-800-248 4319

A FIPEWOOD for sale
437 4E.6.."

$4999

INSTRUCTION

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152

'WHY RENT'" $136 50
Will buy you yoUr own 1991
2br home furnished, delivered and set up Keith
Baker Homes Hwy 79E
Paris TN 901-644-0012
1-800-533 3568

2 BAY garage on Hwy 94E
Grease rack 759 1291

PRIVATE Investigate
B A Confidential Investigations Southside Shop
ping Center. Suite *102
Murray 753-2641

FiREWOOD for stove and
L,roase Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your oroer 753 98r8 474 8086

a'

4299 39

_

Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

1991 BUCCANEER 16x56
2br, central H'A
mu
north of Murray Water furnished No pets $275-mo
Deposit $200mo Must
have
references
437-4087

Business
Rentals

Lighted
Driving Range

ubS

13te. SI

"

5279 99
F-

TANNING beds for sale
Wolff and others New and
used Sale service and
supplies Financing available Suntanning Unlimited
753 9274

the spa .-designed

$9999

-2 ER Sosraet.cs Free
.S• - Care Evaluations
=orrOlete _ire of Facial
. arid Body Prociocts Coritact Kim Parker Beauty
Ara:yst '59-4174

frame glass Si-iding
patiC doors $75 753 3648

5111.110N /ORES ‘111..•
1.1o% ‘IFtE$
131.RN'sCANUN Is WWI:
511 Rk 33i Chat:Je'c

•

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
lcu ft bag only $1 50 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50Ib bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604

Golf Carts

w•

kfART:N houses € ro.- n
$263 1 2 room $39
'
room $5793 24
: Sr..; 99 Te.esooping Dole
z .e.o. • ds to 1 51 $3499
. -on
Ha-of...are Down
tow- Faris Coen ai day
Sat.o o
- rys

--

$500

WOODEN storage build
irigs 8x16 starts at $1095.
10x16' $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502-247-7831

Par 3 Golf Course

Moil-

S54; a4
5

'

in

OHM
MIS

/NM
11•11MMOIMIMIOMIIMIIMIIMIN•1111M•
11111•101111MIMMIAIMIMIII=OM
IIIMMIMIIMIIIMIIMIIMINNI.MIMINDIM•

WOMENS Power -But
Countess golf clubs Includes pitching wedge
through 2 _iron Wilson
X31$2 wood and 4 wood
putter Complete set $100
Call 753 5904

:or
_
nas soerr. ,••

or hrin;
1302 N.
rc,un•.
12th -ilsss 41 N,
\lurra.

.
LOV7N3
MO

a,nn. TN

%I

D er mo
"53 8862

-•':

.

1111NIMIPINM=IIIIINIIIMMIMMINHIMB
••••=1411111MIGNIdNIMUINOIN
0111111MIMPIEMBINIIIMIIMIDIMIIMIN
MI
11M
SIMI
M1,10
MOS
WWI
•
Pr/CGS
Inin
MOB
WWI
HMS
INAM
MIA

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

stao

(.d
_

_
LO-Si '
way
18 yea-in perso12tn Mora.

of Mortr

to

587-3000

ano
oans-nsslon Good
f
OC
cran S'i •

,1partmcni

TUCK'S
••

:

,• o

,

CAR trailer
436-2753

BATTERY powered gol
cart Good condition $600
492 8727

3 SC harrow
c.c.?
=

McGee Pest
Cofitrol
▪ mote

753-1713

family group hospital
„nsorance may ha,e

4 ROW John Deere planter
5500 489 2743

•

GRAIN fed mutton for barbecuing by the quarter Call
759-1326

;EDERA .,.. g000rrnert ;s
r•ng $1.5 832: $62 330
pe• year Amaz rg recorded me.ssade reveas
oetails .93" .n42 1416

Ward-Elkins

Unless still in Sehoo:
or
College.
their

-SED

EXPERIENCED air condi
tio-ing arid rel•geration re
pair techronar M.nimorn
3yrs, expao,cince Salary
w
e.xper;
enne Send •es,one to PO
x "924 Pao. oar Ky

il11\11.%Ni/Risi•i.4 1
.1.0..1-.1.71 • 111
EARN 5200. 5300, 5.:/00
Or More Per Week'
I Inerke-, roc•1.,
•
-•

VCR Service

SON OR MI GHTER

EXPERIENCED grill cook
tuil time $5 hr oepending
on qualifications Apply in
person Maaestic Royale
Hoiiday Inn Murray Ky

Homes For Rees

March 29 & 30
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of bargains Sams
Photofax for T V &
CB t v tubes electn
cal
parts
crafts,
household items Owl
collection
much,
much more

HEAL':
We repre
to give y
eflts. an
MAJOR h
INSURANI
MEDICAB
NURSING
CANCER
ACCIDEN.

Yard Sale

LIFE INSI

Sat., March 30
8-?

ANNUME

6 mi. west of Murray on Charley
Thurman Rd. off
94
West,
1st
house on right.
Toys, household,
antique
replica
iron stove, wood
heater, doors, etc

Please ea
the abovl

already h
we appre

!deem
Hopk:
7f
"Ot
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CLASSIFIEDS

510
Public
Sal.

Lots
For Sais

MOVING Sale - mostly II
vingroom and bedroom fur
niture 753-7523

•

3 ACRES. wooded lot on
Butterworth Rd 435 4263

"
•

530

Services
Offered

3sevics•
Oilseed

3,4 BEDROOM 2,
' bath
brick. on 3 acres near
ColdwaterFarmington Di
ningroom plenty of closets
cabinets double garage
753-2223

SetvIcee

Meted
1978 FORD Mercury Mo- 1987
MAZDA 323 DX 5 A1A T ENTERPRISE Exc
narch Good condition 6 spee
CAR
PET and vinyl repairs
d 49 000 miles
LOT for sale in a lakefront
Dozer backhoe trucks LeMR Chimney Chimney ROCKY COLSON
cylinder good gas mileage $ 4
Home
and installation Proles
20 0
subdivision $3000 $50 a
a3n
5 7 3 8 26 9
vies, roads driveways
cleaner 492 8561
Repair Roofing, siding,
753 9808
siona
l
servi
762ce
3106
Glen
mont
Bebb
h
er
tor 60 months, $100
parking lots, septic tanks
Real
paint
ing plumbing, con759 1247 leave message
a month for 30 months No
1979 VOLVO 242DL. 4 1989
PAINTING Interior and Ex- crete
foundations basements
Estate
HYUNDAI Excel 4
Free estimates Call
Interest. 753-4060 or
speed blue runs great door
terio
grav
r
el,
Free
dirt
and
esti
mates
etc
474-2307
sedan Excellent con
DAVIDSON Roofing New
7/, ACRES with storage 474-g826.
3BR 2 bath bock on 1, acre
436-2174 evenings
Small
7530577
repai
rs
Reasonable
dition Low mileage Will
roots and repairs Tear offs
shed located on 464 near
lot 2 miles east of Murray
ROGER Hudson rock haulrates 753-6844
1980 TOYOTA 2 door sell for payoff Call Mike Al TREE Service Stump and re roofs Written guar759-1751
Shiloh Call 753 8691 after
ing gravel sand dirt drive7533311
after 5pm
Blue 5 speed runs very
antee Local references
LOT on Anderson Shores
PLUMBING
removal, spraying, hauling
5pm
Free esti- way rock 7534545,
good $800 Of trade 1981 1989
Electric, septic tank Paved
753 5812
mates Affordable rate
753-6763 759 1823
NISSAN $4550 1988 yard work and mowing
COMMERCIAL building road Directly
Olds Cutlass Brougham 2 Fireb
Free estimates 753 0906
Same
across from
day
servi
ce
All work
ird 55500, 1980 Eldor
3237 Sq.- Ft.
LICENSED for electric,
2800sq ft next to golf Little Estat
door Silver all power ado
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
after 5pm 759 9816,
guaranteed 753 4200
e 502 247 6379
52100 492-8884
gas. refrigeration Installacourse on N 16th and Ut after 3pm
Chev
Service Center cleaning y
753engi
0495
ne $1150 or
Und
er
Roo
f
tion and repair Free esti- PLUMBING repairman with servi
terback Rd 753 0521 or
1990 GEO Prizm Factory
trade 753 8165 after 6pm
cing $15 most repairs
MOBILE home lots in
New 4 BR home Large
A clean house is a caring mates 753-7203
same day service Call $35
436 2165 after 5pm
warranty Sell for payoff
all brands 3rd Street
1983
Scenic Acres near East
436
hous
PONT
e
family
5255
Inves
IAC
t
Tran
room,
your
s Am
extra EXPERIENCED
LR
After 5pm 753-8099
Almo Open 9-12, 1 5
GOOD business invest
and deBlack
Elementary School - City
mone
with
y
not
t-t
kitchen/dining combinaops, 89000
your valuable pendable famil
Mon Fri , 753-0530
ment or a family/corporate water
y business PROFESSIONAL painting
miles $2500, 1972 1(5 CAR Stereo Installation time, on a neat appearance
$3850 00 Call
tion, utility room, 3
needs yards to mow in Mur- paperhanging wallcover- WAN
compound Fully operating 753-7668
753-0
Blaze
113.
r $1200, 1975 Chevy
TED lawns to mow
Sunset Boulevard for family and friends For
days or
baths, lots of closets
ings, furniture refinishing
resort features 7 cottages 753-2394 night
pickup auto $750
Music Murray's Alpine Car more information call day or ray area 437 4171
Call Laura 753 1831
s
double garage concrete
touc
h-up
owner/caretaker home, 32
and
blen
ding
489 2743
Audio Specialist, Dixieland night 759-4777
FENCE sales at Sears 436WILL break and disc gar
double driveway Patio
5002
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
Center, 1 block from VISL
now Call Sears 753-2310
1983
WOO
dens Bushhog and do
DED
VW
CAR
lot
Quan
PEN
in Candeltte
of prime lakefront MLS
TRY commercial for
tum wagon dorms
sidewalks, carpet oak
free estimate for your RILEY'S HOME IM- blade
Air, stereo, excellent condiand residential work Rework Reasonable
2967 Contact Kopperud Estates near Almo
parquet floors, range 8
PROVEMENTS Back from
needs
tion Needs work $700 MUST selll 1981 Tornado
prices 492 8722
100x195 city water & na
Realty 753-1222
2 modeling, additions, decks,
dishwasher, energy effiHurri
cane
Hugo
Roofi
ng our
door All electric, leather fences Fast quality ser- GENERAL office and
0130 474-0115
tural gas $345000 Call
cient, large wooded lot
specialty 10% discount to WILL do general light haul
KOPPERUD REALTY ot- 753-7568 day
vice Call 759-1424 after house cleaning Refer
seats $1000 492-8384
s or
/1985 BUICK Skylark 4
senior citizens Phone ing mowing yards paint
ters a complete range of 753-2394 night
5pm
ences required 753-4897
s
489-2126
door, tilt cruise. A/C Good
mg other odd jobs
489-2693
Real Estate serNIICOS with a
Nigh
ts
489759 9626 before 4pm
2387
condition Call 753-7415 afALPHA Builders Carpen- GENERAL Repair plumbwide selection of quality
SEWING machine repair
ter 3pm
try, remodeling porches
homes, all prices
ing roofing tree work
Vans
WILL do plumbing All guar
Kenneth Barnhill
46n
roofing concrete drive- 436-2642
753-1222 toll free
anteed 435-4169
1985 CHEVROLET Ca- 1981 CHEVRO
753 2674
Homes
ways painting mainteLET Car
1 800 251 HOME Ext
4BR 2 bath can be used as price station wagon
GUTTERING By Sears
nage Conversion Excel- nance etc Free
For Sale
711L
STALLONS Rooting/ WILL do yard work and odd
estimates
Loaded with options Great lent condition
Sears residential and comsingle family or duplex
but high mi- 489-2303
10 ACRES with a 20x20
Siding painting All work lobs of any kind No job too
for
large
r
merci
famil
Centr
LAKE BARKLEY
al
ies
leage
conti
al
HA
Price
nuous
3 kinds of
$4500 492-8166
d to
Trigg A frame hous
gutters guarante
ed Free esti- small 759 4401
e and 20x30 heat, hard
ANY
sell
436
remod
insta
eling
2482
County 3br brick central
lled
build
before 3pm, 492-8149 after
for your specifica- mate
ing,
wood floors, TVA
store building Near the was
Call
474-8064
paint
WILL mow lawns Depending
&
roofi
tions
approved insulation 4 1986
ng Free esair, insert, basement 19 5
Call Sears 753-2310
3pm
BLUE Ford Escort
ter on Ky Lake Owner will
able Free estimates Retimates References
for free estimate
miles north of Murray Hwy wago
acres pond, orchard outSUR
EWA
Y
Tree
Stum
&
p
n PS PB air tape 1986 FORD van 6 cylin
finance
759-1949
121 Stella $39,000 Possider 435-4632
buildings Best offer over
Removal Insured with full ferences 436-5443
deck 61xxx miles $2000 with air $2850
G W CONSTRUCTION
354 8416
753-4445
ble owner financing
line
$65000 2 miles off Rt 68
of
equi
pment including, WILL mow yards Reas
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
753-0814
Gerald Walters roofing
on
1100sq tt 3br 1 bath Gar- 489-2595
at Canton 924-5221
Factory trained by 3 major painting vinyl siding all 60tt aerial trucks and brush able rates Free estimates
1986
age,2 blocks from univer
chipp
BRONCO II Eddie
er
To
assu
re
a
safer
No
manuf
lob
acturers Most parts kinds of remodeling Phcne
to large or to smaL
APPROX 26 acres woods
PROPERTY for sale Lo
Bauer Edition $6750
say Mid $40s 753 1404
operation at a lower com- 474-2300
in stock on my truck All 489-2267
and tillable SW area, new 753
cated in Coles Camp 753-6128
4445
petit
ive
cost
Free estiwork and parts warranted
house partially finished,
ground Penny and Kirksey
WILL mow yards Reason
HADAWAY Construction
mates without obligation
new septic, central heat/ 1986 CHEVROLET Ca- 1971 CHEVY LWB PS, Ask for Andy at The Apcommunity Small acreage
able rates Free estimates
Home
remodeling, paint- Day or nite, 753good
brake
plian
s/tir
ce
es
Work
AC,
$110
s 753-2455
price Classic Brougham,
5484
or mini farm Call 489-2161 2BR with appliances ceil0
outbuildings
753-7032
ing, wallpaper carpentry,
after 6pm
excellent condition. clean, OBO 753-1940 after 6pm
ing fan carport fenced 492-8519
APPLIANCE SERVICE
floor covering No job too T C Dinh Repair and MainMichelin tires, fully loaded. 19T7 DODGE picku
yard outbuilding Priced in CONDOM
tenance Plumbing and WILL mow yards Free esti
small 753-4251
p V-8 Kenmore, Westinghouse
AUCTION your real estate
INIUM ground 753
mates 436-5269
7903 after 5pm
with topper, auto, ps/pb, Whirlpool 30 years
Electrical
Cleaning
property to settle your es $205 Coleman RE floor unit with garage Low
experi- HARDIN Paint
ing
753-9898
63xx
x
Sewe
Resiorigi
r
nal
YARD
ence
1210
miles
/121
utilit
,
work mowing and
Bobb
1
2 Main
ies, wheel chair ac- 1986 DODGE Daytona
y Hopper, denti
tate Call Wilson Real Es
al or commercial Re- Street 753-6111
painting Free estimates
436-5848
64 783 miles $4200 owner $1650 492-8959
offic
tate 753-3263 or Wayne 2BR with carport Low cessable For sale or lease
e
ferences on request For 753-0606 after
753-8463 after 3 30pm
5pm
753-3293
759-4563
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan maintenance Near Univer
1983 SUBURBAN 454 BACKHOE Service ROY free estimate call 4374221
Miller 435 4144
sty 753-3293
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- or 354-8985 20 years
NEW England Salt Box
1986 ESCORT 1984 trailer meady dual air
tor 30 years experience
experience
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms Tempo 1983 New Yorker, 753-6299
Septic system drive-ways
EmIllIMIN
and 3 full baths Parquet 1982 Cutlass, 1981 Grand 1985 CHE
VY Silverado
HAULING, yard work, tree
hauling, foundations etc
MTV'
flooring and carpet, gor- Prix Financing available bought new
NV N
removal mowing Free es
at Taylor's
759-4664
geous staircase and foyer
No credit check 492-8884 LWB 47xxx miles
Mates 759 1683
sharp'
Ceiling fans, lovely fireCUSTOM PUTCHEN CABINETS
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin1986 FORD LTD wagon 489-2435
place, beautiful decor
INSULATION Blown In By
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
ishing Basemenls footGood
condi
tion
1985
$290
S15
0
GMC pickup
throughout Large roomy
Sears TVA approved
All Types Of:
ings, garages, drives
4,36-2181 or 436-5862
truck Excellent condition
kitchen with white cabinets
Save on those high heating
COUNTY SECLUSION!
Cus
tom
Woodworking
walk
s
30yr
s
exper
ience
$2000 759-1786
and cooling bills Call Sears
$124,500 MLS 2909. 1987 CHEVROLET
This comfortable family home offers coun
Sprint
13yrs. in Murray area
try
Phone 753-1222, Kop- 45mpg, AMFM casse
753-2310 for free estimate
living on its 4 wooded acres. Charming
753-5476 Charles Barnett
tte
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
perud Realty
510
affordable, it features a g-reatroom with
30 000 miles runs great
wood JOE s Lawn Care Resi
'Drop by & see our showroom
burning stove, 3 bedrooms and brand new centr
red.
2-do
or
$350
0
OBO
al
409 SUNBURY-MURRA" Behrd
NEW carpet linoleum,
BOAT DOCKS Over 20 dental and commercial
Bu ,
y B,eac,
heat and air. Priced in the $60s. MLS
Camp
ers
Call
7626780
2928
paint 1991 3BR. 2 bath
753 S9•4::
years of satisfied customers in mowing trimming fertiliz1976 SIERRA Scott] 15ft. the building and repair
ing
brick in city Bob Perrin RE
and
rollin
g 345-2312
of boat
0
11111.111b."-- ,
1
11112
-•
Air, stove, refrigerator, docks, rails and lifts
759-1881
evenings
All work KITCHEN CABINET
711 Main St.
REawnin
g, bath $1250 OBO
753-3509
753-1222
approved by TVA or Corps of
MODELING with wood
489-2841 after 5pm
Engineers Former owner of grain
READY FOR IMMEDIATE
formica, all colors
Twin
Lakes
Moonng Call Free estimates
1979 JAYCO camper 3511
OCCUPANCYI And ideal
Wultt's Refor the young family Very
5th wheel New carpet, very Mark (Tony) Krimm at covery, Murray 436-5560
1300 121 Bypass
Service on all brands: window air condi
354-8
695
befor
e
Sam
or
after
nicely decorated, wellgood condition Extra
tioners
Murray. Ky.
refrigerators - freezers - wash
LAWNMOWING Depend
5pm for free estimates
ers - dryers
maintained 3 bedroom
clean $6000 OBO
micr
owav
able
perso
es
•
dish
n
753wash
7537027
ers 7 gas & electric ranges.
5315
home Large deck, fenced
489-2744 daytime. BREAKING and diski
Owner/operators with late model tractors
ng
back yard and workshop/
489-2196 after 4pm
gardens Yard laNkcaping LAWN mowing and handy1978
Fact
Chev
ory
Auth
.
Blaz
oriz
er
ed Repairs For
to pull reefer trailers. Dedicated hauls.
storage area are some of
man 753 5310
Tap
1988 32ft INTERNA- and bushhogging
pan
-Ke
lvi
nat
or1984
Emerson-Brown
Olds
the
Ninety
quality features Just
436-5430
76% of revenue pulling Racer Compan
TIONAL travel trailer
A LICENSED electrical
y
reduced Low $60's MLS
Eight Bro.
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
Barely used like new
contractor JAMES C GALBUILDER new homes
trailers. Weekly settlement. Racer fur2652 Phone 753-1222
1986 Chrysler
$8500
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com753-4389, garages, additions remod
Kopp
erud
Realt
y
nishes liability and cargo insuranc
753-5960
eling framing, decks pa
mercial and residential fast
Fifth Ave.
e.
TRAILER house and cotDos, solar green houses
cOurteous and efficient serLaw M es 0-e Ow-e,
34' AIRSTREAM trailer
tage on 5 tots in Crappie
Contact Fred Gibbs
1000Excellapkg Excellent pole barns Experienced vice 759-1835
1986 Ford Crown
Hollow Well arid septic
carpentry Tripp Williams
condi
tion 753-7866
Traffic Manager
MOODY'S mower repair
Victoria Wagon
storage shed $17 000
753-0563 after 5pm
Pick
up and delivery All
Ave
Good
Miles,
All Per
CAMPER top for small
rental property
Racer Transport Inc.
CHIM Chlm Chimney work guaranteed
436-5005
LWB
picku
p
Fiber
glass
1986 Chevrolet
753-5668
Paris, TN.
KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
sliding front window $275 Sweeps has 10% senior citiWATERFRONT Ky Lake
zen discounts We sell chimCavalier
0130
MOW
753ING
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller
4359
800-521-0316
landscaping
subdivision 4br 2 bath
ney caps and screens
tow Miles One Owner.
and tree work All odd lobs
tracts: two 45 acre tracts on the south side
covered deck 354-6006
435-4191.
After Hours 502-492-8148
of
TOPPER for LWB truck
Fx1ra Clean
Big or small Free estiHighway #280 and two 16 acre tracts to NA
Excellent condition
CON
mate
You've tried the rest, now try the
TRA
s
CTO
Good
R
Porta
rates
ble
1988 Olds Delta
Have
easement to Wildcat Creek just oft the Bloo
best!
.170
753-6446 after 6pm
d
references 753 4254,
buildings, pole barns gen
River Embayment. The property would
88 Bro.
be
753-2869
era] home improvements
good for any type development or the perfect
Owner, All PWf
Motorcycles
520
Quality work for less CusMOWING, ROTO-TILLING
place for your lake home. Near Panorama
Boats
tomer satisfaction guaran1988 Cadillac
in-town only Will take lim1987 VIRAGO 350 miles
Subdivision, Miller Golf Course, only
Motor
teed
s
Free
estim
seven
ates
E
L
Deville
ited number of small to
like new Call 753-3672 afmiles from Murray.
Williams 489- 2FA:1
Immediate Openings
Ave
1411
Mies
CRES
One
TLIN
medi
Ow^e
um
E,
•
40hp
size yards for '91
ter Spm
Johnson depth finder
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating season 753-0611
1989 Cadillac
trailer, extra nice $850
and Cooling Service Cam
i180
Deville
Medical-Surgical
1811 turbo craft combina
plete service on all central MURRAY Fence Co Chain
Auto
Ore
Owe
f
Nce Car
bon run-about and fisher- cooling all makes and link fence, dog kennels, rePediatrics-Endoscopy
Banks'
Wingo - 376-2222
sidential, commercial Free
man, double tandem trailer, models Call Gary
SIGN ON BONUS FOR EXPERI
1989 Olds Ninety
at estimates
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
ENCE
7539785
like new 436-2427
NEW and used tires Key
or
759-4754
Eight Regency
753-3254
ICU NURSES
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
1970 SKI barge and trailer
One Owner. Loaded
7535500
Excellent benefits
100hp Evinrude front
1990 Pontiac
Alternative Scheduling
beam 81" center beam 94"
Grand Prix
rear beam 92' depth 36
World of
Tuition Reimbursement
._DacieC Ave Uses
Load capacity 30001b 2
Salary Commensurate with Educ
Sound is not
ation-Experience
props, spare tire $2500
1990 Pontiac
Join the JSMC CARE TEAM
080 436-5230
quitti

•

trw

Kopperud Realty

PURDOM
MOTORS

WANTED

• APPLIANCE REPAIR

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritton, Inc.

REGISTERED NURSES

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

INTENSIVE CARE

ng.

CONTACT:
Faye Zeigler, RN
Director of Nursing
(502) 887-0425

**Equal Opportunity Employer**

One day service on
most factory stereo,
GM, Ford, etc
222 Sit. 12th
Murray
753-5865

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated
companies
to give you the best possible
rates, benefits, and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

Grand Pnx

We are stnctly low profit
discount. Shop other stores,
then check our pnces and
professional installation
No one in this area can
compete with our in store
service department

Auto

Parts

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
7 companies
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
fi companies
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
3 companies
LIFE INSURANCE
5 companies
ANNUITIES
4 companies
Please call us the next time you
need anyof
the above insurance. Over
2.000 people
already have their insurance
with us and
we appreciate their business

1979 CUTLASS Galas for
parts 4 3 L V8 motor and
trans and several good
body parts $37500 Call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights
1982 28 liter engine Ex
cellent condition
753-9808

4 D, N.ce Car Pve
W ^Oows 8 Locks

1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
•a-o. -0 c,,00se P'or'
1990 Cadillac
Deville
Tnree To

McConnell Insurance Agency
753

From

1990 Pontiac
Bonneville SSE
1991 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
4

Of

1991 Pontiac
Grand Am
"Sc To Choose From

1991 Cadillac
Devine

1977 CORVETTE 4 speed
1.82 $7250 753-4445

-4199
Hophinsville Federal Say. Bldg
.
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

C"oose

Two To Choose Fror"

49n
Used
Owe

1977 DODGE Diplomat
V8, runs and drives good
Body fur 753-1940 after
64:01

1986 BOMBER Crappie
Mate 15 1978 75hp Johnson Motor, trolling motor, 2
depth finders $4000
753-9365 or 436-2914

is S'' 25'

Now $13,475
1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme

1990 Cadillac
Seville
1990 Pontiac Sunbird Convertible

485

4 companies

4

,
7 9c

To Choose Poe'

1991 Pontiac
Bonneville LE
1991 Pontiac
6000 LE

1987 POLARKRAFT aluminum boat 18ft 1986
75hp Mercury motor with
power trim, trolling motor
fish finders trailer and boat
cover Priced to sell
1988 1611 ALUMACRAFT
with 35hp Johnson motor
Call 759-1929 after
4 30pm
1988 CHEETAH runabout
19ft 165hp I/0 $8000
Days 753 7688 nights
759-4703
1988 RC 24' Pontoon, deluxe, 1989 Johnson 88 WiT
T full furniture, 12gal
tanks 12-24 TM, LCR,
bought new 5/139 $10,503
OBO 753-3648
19ft GLASTRON ski boat
Less than 40hrs of use
Excellent condition $8000
753-3332

Now that we are entering, our
want you to be informed on "garage sale season," we
our policies.;
We do work 2 days in adva
nc
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. e to better serve you.
and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid
in advance and are $7.50
per day.

28ft HARRIS flotebote
120hp OMC I/O hardtop
Depth finder, marine radio
good condition 753-0387
after 5pm

For assistance call, 753-1916
or come by
Mtrray

Ledger & Times classified department

NEW MUSSEL BOAT
16ttx6ft inside Y. in bot
torn $1000 502 442 2155
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Dates and Map for brush pickup

OBITUARIES

I

Mrs. Mary June Fals

•

Mrs. Mary June Fals, 88. died
Thursday at 1:28 p.m. at her home
at 809 Vine St.. Murray. Her husband, Joseph Fals, died in 1967.
Born June 27, 1902, in Junction.
Ill., he was the son of the late John
Cox and Anna Murphy Cox.
Mrs. Fals attended St. Leo
Catholic Church.

Survivors arc one daughtsr, Mrs.
Rita Kiellerson, Leesville, La.; one
sister. Mrs. Katherine \Venue!.
Equality, Ill.. seven grandchildren
including Victor Fromm of Murray.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

r

Frankfort: four grandchildren. Julie
Tutt. Lexington. Morris Stout. New
York, N.Y.. and Chris Cunningham
and Katie Stout. Frankfort: two
great-grandchildren. Aaron Tun
and Will Cunningham.
Graveside rites will be Saturday
at 2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
The Rev. Nowell Bingham will
officiate.
Entombment Will follow in mausoleum at Murray City -Cemttery
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 1 p.m.
Saturday
The f.amilv requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to First United
Methodist Church. Marra.

s
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...ea:7 bs Iwo brothers.
ahd Robe71
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Mr•
•
Bentn Mrs \...e
v.• •.:7 Sr
:
.
Bos e. Farmington. Mrs.
Ke,
Padudah. and Mrs
?arks. Symsonia: three
- : Jones and James E

•

Jones. Ber.tor., and Ra,pn Jo-,›
Paducah.
Also surviving are three •.•:,..r•
Mrs. Pauline Cobb. !/
1
41urras. 1s1 -•
Gracie Nci Parker. Kirkses. :
NITS. Rebecca Jo Burkeeh. ta% NI:ch.. one brother. Charles a.drop. Ohio: 16 grandchildren.
Funeral rue's wiit be Sunday at - 2
the ,:hapel of Co11ier
a: Home Benton. The RQ.
C •7r
fo:low .n Y07.
Cer7.-Z.:Cr's
at the'•
77
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Lee N1cL4ci'i ,,.t

-

63 Rt. 1. Be::
A
••,...• a member of :ht.
Cnr:st.
• ,ars.sear- bv his wife. Mrs.
seven da'aghters.

Hens • - Linda Sue N1cLeod.
Mary Lou Thornp77y Renee 'McLeod.
Faye Chastain.

.&
-Leed. Benton. three
..zr•

Wood. Florida
art and Veld::

Streei. Ben:
brothers. Louis
Ear.. Jinarhy Lc:. Troy Vernon and
Wayne McLeod. all of Benton. and
Jack McLeod. Rt. 1. Dexter.- 26
grandchildren: one greatgrandchild.

Mrs. Gladys A. Out/and
.7 IsI7• G.aay •
2 p.m.

. way Coahty Huspita..

r.

•

•
'
7.

:"r

are J.B. Poyner. Dan.
Ha.c. Harold Jones
Charles 7 d•
in Elm G7ifs•-:

Mrs. Lola Kathleen Sherrill

1 he :era. for Mrs. Lola Kath'2:7.
..e.;11 be today at 3 p.m.
!Missionary Baptist
• Murray. The Rev. W.E.
Cneaney wiii officiate.
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Be Careful With
Tooth Whiteners:
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‘II tree and shrub trimmings must he stacked neatl? in piles with cuttings no more than six
0) feet in
length or si% (6i inches in diameter. Leases, grass, weeds and small trimmings must
be placed in plastic
has (biodegradable preferred ,. Disposal of brush placed out after the scheduled dates for each
area will
he the responsibility of the propert owner. This is a one-time free pickup. Questions concerning
this
senice ma? he directed to the street department by calling 762-0330, ext. 121.

Republican tactician Lee Atwater dies of
brain tumor after year long battle at 40

at

George
Hospital at
•
-ding to Mary
•••`• !he. RepuPre

mourned his

•

-;•-satar

friend •7ca 's •.
1n a
1,ce.,- by the
White
sa ..ad 'Lee's
1 - a Republi••:". i -71'; • ., 77 • • c-ergy. vis-

ion. and leaders-: Barbara and I
give oar deepest condolences to
•ahe kids and Lee's parents
We •:arc their grief. He will
always been in or memories '•
Alwater receixed a visit Thurs.
; day from former Itesident Reagan
'A n.) was in Washington for an
appearance at George Washington

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

753-2617

• ••''
.•
•
:•.!t•-•!:
-4
.•••••

There is no question that tooth
whiteners are effective in
brightening teeth, but the
Amencan Dental Association
still is not sure how safe these
products arc. Their active ingredient reacts with water to
produce hydrogen peroxide,
which releases free oxides,
which might increase the effect
of carcinogens, harm mouth
tissues, or delay wound healing, Since there are no definiuve safety -studies, the association recommends consumers
on!y use the agents under the
supervision of a dentist. Journal of The American Dental Association (.August)

Read the
want ads daily

WASHINGTON (APi
niversity. a White . House aide
Lea
Atwater. the rough and :amble
political tactician who managed .
Funeral services will be held in
Pressacnt Bush's 1988 campaign
n.s hometown of Columbia. S.C..
and
t•-. head the Rcpt.lNiatalin said in a statement read to
today.
reporters.
S.•-,uth
"The Atwater family thanks all
turmr. 1-or
of Lee's many friends who for the

-Life •Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
•Meclicare Supplements

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

Dan
McNutt, AAI
753-4451

ship. leadership. strength and wisi
do-....the statement said.

519 S. 12th • 753-7688
•.v/6 accept 8_,'-ass

COMPAREOnMY RATES

•

past year. especially, shared strong
support. deep love and daily prayers. We all will miss Lee's friend-.

407

Maple St.

Fern Terrace Lodge
given superior rating
On March
- 1991, Fern Terrace Lodge of Murray participated
in - its -annual huffsure
- ,- survey by.
the . K. Board of Licensing and

0%Au

Regalalion. The facility which is a
7ersona, L•l7i home was found to

Merl

'have no defencies and given a
superior rating _
he Fern TC7rtia Lodge of Murra ,r :s located at 1505 Stadium
Dr.se. behind Shoney's in Murray.
The Adminstrator is Glada Dodd
and Inc Assistant Administrator is
Jerry Kaiberer. The facility has
been recentiv remodeled and visitors are walcome.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Specials!

OPEN EVERY DAY
Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large Pizza
Mr. •attrb for Only

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

'Coupon not good with any other special
through 4 4 91 Onginal crust -up to 10 items

Buffet Special

Spring
Break
Specials

at 7 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

641 South

•

ii•-•• a ••••'1,

°-`-

••••••

Walter Mehr
Pharmagst

_

--,1

Cherry St., Murray died Tuesday

Gene Buhmann

1115
1
i

• • •
•

'

•

APRIL 29

Church. Murray.
Mrs. Sherrill. 72. of 403 North

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Capsule
Summary

_

ny Hamrick i- ..neral Home
Paducah.
Friends may cal: at St. Job:

Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery with arrangements

•

r

APR IL 22

Fran
and
Ella Tidwell arid
Charles. Hazel: tw
J.B. Poyner an
Beautrice.
and DaHatel.

93. Murray. died
p.m. at !"$.1...rray-

ej

••••••,, [

.VOr• are live •
.2 Hale and hU•7.....7“:
7•. Glady•s Jcir,es
-\:frca Dexter, Mrs
_nd. Otis. and. N17,

Burpoe
Mr, Oneida W1r...t•-:

Walter's Pharmacy

••• •••••V

EaAra.

RObC7: St6ven.
fi•:7
C1aude Ear.. Pr
•.

a

•••••

George Edward McLeod
r-7,r. George Edwara
:
..XtaN' at :0 a.rn
• ...: F1:1;eCk and Cann
fic, nrie. Benton. 0.D
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f
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•
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_Services will be Saturdas at :

i'unera,
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Mrs. Martha Emily Jones
..:77.7s2r 01 COldikater
•.r.c:
. was pre-
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•
,
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Fr•ends mas

North of Main St.
Section I - April 8
Section II - April 15
Section III - April 22
South of Afain Si.
Section IV - April 29
Section V - May 6
Please follow instructions as outlined below the' map.

:•••aolv•

p.m. in the chapel of Roth Eunera:
:ate James Henry Garland and
Home, Paducah. The Rev. Eugene
Martha Miller Garland.
Two sisters. Mrs. Carrie Hicks . -Clark and the Rev. Johnr. Sams
will officiate.
and Mrs. Beckie .Walker. and three
brolners. Bert. Bill and Fred GarBurial will follow - Ba77.C::
-72:0•:•C:.' him in death.
Cemeter- :n Callowas Co:an:v.

Z.

5

8

daughter, Mrs. June Dublin. Paducah: one son. the RCS'. James Garland. Haiel: two sisters. M7•. ElSle
Carson and Mrs. Ambie W:I:oaghbs. Murray: sesen grandcm:dren.
1'2 great-grandahi:dren. sa.sera:
nieces and nepPews.

-• a7C h:s wife. Mrs
Garland: one

APPIL

;

Johnnie Garland
Johnnie Garland. 86. Paducah.
died Thursday at 8:25 a.m. at LourHospita:, Paducah.
A retired custodian for Paducah
C.:s School System..he was a
member of Faith Missionary BarChurch. Paducah.
Born March 28. 1905. in Calloway County, he was the son of the

The annual spring brush pickup
for the city of Murray has been
scheduled to begin April 8 with
pickup in the "Section I" (refer to
map, beside) area. The complete
schedule is:

-A...

Mrs. Juliet Wallis

Mrs. Juliet Wallis, 84, of 810
Olive St.. Murray, died today at
3 30 a.m. at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
She was married Aug. 26. 1930.
to Gingles Wallis who died Feb. 5.
:(•77. They were former owners of
Wallis Drugs, Murray.
She was a member of First
United Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 23, 1906. in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Robert Gatlin and Jessie
Whitnell Gatlin.
Two sisters, Mrs. Martha Boone
and Mrs. Annie Jordan. also pre..,:ded her in death.
Surv:vors are one daughter. Mrs.
(7,17•
and husband. Carl.

77 77

Brush pick-up for
city is scheduled

Put.la

2

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffets
Ir.

Monday Thru Thursday

2for S599
Dinner 5-g:36 2 for 44;6
"
Lunch 11-2

atti

•Coupon not

good v.ith

any other special through 4 4 91

Movies or

Nintendo
Gthies

For
New Releases Included
(Nintendo)Machines
$895
Only

CE12131
RENTAL,SALES

for the week

CENTER

FREE POPCORN!

Chestnut Street • 753-6656
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